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#13866MR121; 410 ga. Gun has INV  choke w/26" vent rib bbl &
game engraved receiver. In very fine, lightly handled condition
w/original box & 2 additional choke tubes are included. 800.00 -
1,200.00

1 Browning BPS 410 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

#RR31188J; 35 Whelen. Limited Edition w/SS fluted bbl & gun
is in NIB condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

2 NIB Remington Model 700 CDL SF 35 Whelen (RM)
Ne

#40062NW172; 28 ga. 28" vent rib bbl. w/engraved receiver,
checkered walnut stock & includes original box in like new
condition, no additional choke tubes are included. 800.00 -
1,200.00

3 Browning BPS 28 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

#RR88527H; 220 swift w/SS fluted bbl. & composite stock. Gun
is in NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

4 NIB Remington Model 700 VSF 220 Swift Rifle (RM)
Ne

#36317NT162; 20 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/engraved receiver &
checkered walnut stock. Gun comes in original box & 2 additional
choke tubes. 600.00 - 800.00

5 Browning BPS 20 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

#C6485779; 25-06. Std config & gun is in NIB condition. 800.00 -
1,200.00

6 NIB Remington Model 700 Classic 25-06 Rifle (RM)
Ne

#13176MX121; 12 ga. 28" bbl. w/3 1/2" chamber, engraved
receiver & checkered walnut stock. Gun does have slightly bent
rib above forearm (see photos) otherwise gun is in very fine
lightly handled condition & includes original box, manual & 2
additional INV choke tubes. 700.00 - 900.00

7 Browning BPS 12 ga 3 1/2" chamber Shotgun
Ne

#E6753756; 7mm-08 cal. Gun is like new in original box. 700.00
- 900.00

8 NIB Remington 700 Classic 7mm-08 Rifle (RM)
Ne

#WMT0098; 20 ga. 26" IMP CYL bbl. w/grade 4 engraving &
gold decor on receiver. Gun is NIB & includes paperwork.
2,000.00 - 3,000.00

9 NIB Winchester Grade 4 Model 12 20 ga. Shotgun
Ne

LOT #

#CS4-541; 12 ga. includes set of 410 bbls, 28 ga & 20 ga bbls.
This is the Model 101 style SKEET gun w/27 1/2" vent rib ported
bbls, single selective triggers, ejectors & checkered walnut stock.
The set is in very nice, lightly used condition & comes in vintage
Gunho case. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

10 Classic Doubles Multi Gauge 101 SKEET Set
Ne

#H58240; 12 ga. 28" FULL/MOD vent rib bbls w/dbl triggers &
in like new in original box condition but box is absent the
cardboard sleeve. These guns were mfg in 1968 by Marlin & sold
in limited numbers. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

11 NIB Marlin Produced LC Smith 12 ga Double
Ne

#19447MY131; 28 ga. Ultra XS model w/ 30" bbls ,coin finished
& gold decor on receiver. Std single selective trigger w/std choke
tubes & accessories. Gun is NIB condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

12 NIB Browning XS 28 ga Citori Shotgun
Ne

#06240PV163; 20 ga. 26" bbls. INV chokes & blued finish, single
selective trigger. Gun is NIB condition. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

13 NIB Browning 20 ga Citori
Ne

#G122059; 270 cal. Metal is blue w/fancy checkered walnut stock
& std. Super Grade features. Gun is in like new condition
w/original box & includes Redfield scope rings. 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

14 Winchester Classic Super Grade Boss 270 cal Rifle
Ne

#19976MV131; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/INV chokes, checkered walnut
stock & perch belly pistol grip. Gun has special engraved receiver
for the Columbus Chapter SDU 2006 1 of 1. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

15 NIB Browning 2006 DU Lightning Citori
Ne

#03070372; 357 Mag/38 spec. w/oct bbl., case colored receiver &
gold oak leaf Marlin engraving. Gun has high grade checkered
walnut stock & is in like new condition in box & includes factory
spec papers dated July 21, 1997. This is a fine example of a very
scarce Marlin commemorative rifle. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

16 NIB Marlin 1894 Franconia Edition LA Rifle (RM)
Ne

#6192143; 30-30. 16" bbl. w/case colored receiver & saddle ring.
Gun is in NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00

17 NIB Winchester Model 94AE 30-30 Trapper
Ne
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#2019CFM0825; 22 cal. w/engraved brass frame, blued oct bbl &
walnut stock. Limited production gun & in new in the box
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

18 NIB Henry Engraved Cody Firearms Museum Golden Boy
Ne

#6227814; 375 H&H Magnum. Std config & in like new in
original box condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

19 NIB Remington 700 Classic 375 H&H (RM)
Ne

#100UT0770; 22LR in std config as the Utah Centennial. Gun is
in NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00

20 NIB Winchester Model 52B Utah Centennial 22 Rifle
Ne

#J-39614; 22 cal. Made in Japan in std config w/fancy checkered
walnut stock, blued metal & in NIB condition w/paperwork.
700.00 - 900.00

21 NIB Weatherby Mark XXII 22 Semi Auto Rifle
Ne

#E6568101; 17 REM centerfire in std Classic config. Gun is in
NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

22 NIB Remington Model 700 Classic 17 REM cal  (RM)
Ne

#5199; 475 Wildey Mag cal w/10" bbl, SS finish & checkered
wood grips In very fine used condition w/instruction book &
additional magazine. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

23 Wildey Survivor in 475 Wildey Mag Pistol (RM)
Ne

50 loaded rounds plus 50 rounds of head stamped fired brass.
24 Lot of 475 Wildey Mag Ammo (RM)
Ne

#CUD2793;  460 S&W magnum. 8 3/8" bbl w/SS finish, rubber
grips & in nice, lightly used condition in original box. 800.00 -
1,200.00

25 Smith & Wesson Model 460 XVR Revolver (RM)
Ne

#CHS9154; Model 329PD 4" bbl w/light weight frame & comes
w/original rubber grips & light weight wood styled grips. Gun is
in very fine lightly handled condition w/original box. 800.00 -
1,200.00

26 Smith & Wesson Air Lite 44 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#YSP043; 45 ACP w/5" bbl. & in nice, lightly used condition.
Comes w/original box 2 additional magazines, grip contours &
Glock MOS Optic system. 500.00 - 600.00

27 Glock GEN 4 Model 41 45 Pistol (RM)
Ne

#A048646; 9mm. Std config & comes in original box, in like new
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

28 IntraTec Model AB-10 9mm Pistol
Ne
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#WB046589; 380 cal w/ 3 1/2" bbl. in std config & is like new
condition in original box. Includes paperwork & additional
magazine. 400.00 - 500.00

29 Walther PK380 Pistol in Box
Ne

#NGK282; 40 cal. Std config w/original box & comes w/extra
magazine. Gun is in like new condition. 500.00 - 600.00

30 Glock Model 35 40 cal Pistol (RM)
Ne

#47A 078633; 40 S&W cal. SS finish w/wood grips & gun is in
like new in box condition w/additional magazine. 800.00 -
1,200.00

31 NIB SIG Sauer P226 Elite Pistol (RM)
Ne

#VVN528; 45 ACP. Std config & in very fine, lightly handled
condition. Comes w/Glock case & 1 additional magazine. 400.00 -
500.00

32 Glock Model 21 45 ACP Pistol (RM)
Ne

#LW113279; 45 ACP. 3" bbl w/dual tone finish, single stack mag
& in very fine, lightly handled condition. Comes in original box
w/paperwork & 2 additional magazines. 650.00 - 850.00

33 Springfield Armory Micro Compact 45 Pistol (RM)
Ne

#ZET740; 9mm. Std config & gun appears to be in like new
condition w/extra magazine & paperwork. 400.00 - 600.00

34 NIB Glock Model 17 9mm Pistol (RM)
Ne

#BDJ2092; 9mm. SS finish & in like new condition w/original
box. 500.00 - 700.00

35 NIB Smith & Wesson Model CS9 Chiefs Spec. Pistol
Ne

#MN003255; 40 cal. Std config w/SS slide & is very good, lightly
used condition w/original box, extra grip contours, magazine,
sight inserts, etc. 400.00 - 500.00

36 Magnum Research MR40 Eagle Pistol
Ne

#N399050; 45 Auto w/6" ported long slide bbl & SS finish. Gun
comes w/custom grips & Springfield box, in nice used condition.
800.00 - 1,000.00

37 Springfield Armory V-16 Long Slide 45 Super (RM)
Ne

#XS566861; 45 ACP w/3.3" bbl & single stack mag. Includes
original box w/accessories & Crimson Trace laser sight. 400.00 -
500.00

38 Springfield XDS 45 ACP Pistol (RM)
Ne
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#N527990; w/custom compensated 6 3/8" bbl. chambered in 460
Rowland. Gun is SS finish w/wood & rubber grips, in very fine,
lightly handled condition & includes original box & original 45
ACP bbl & spring. 650.00 - 950.00

39 Springfield Armory 1911-A1 in 460 Rowland cal (RM)
Ne

#S4907224; 9mm. Std config w/SS slide & single stack mag. Gun
is in like new in box condition w/accessories. 500.00 - 600.00

40 Springfield XDS-9 Single Stack Pistol (RM)
Ne

#BE001517; 40 cal. Std config w/SS slide & in like new condition
w/original box. Includes grip contours & 1 additional magazine.
400.00 - 500.00

41 Magnum Research MR40 40 cal Pistol
Ne

#RA613468; 454 Casull. 6 1/2" ported bbl. w/high gloss blue
finish & case colored trigger & hammer. Gun is in very fine,
lightly handled condition w/original box. 500.00 - 700.00

42 Taurus 454 Casull Raging Bull Revolver
Ne

#B001145; 22 cal. 5" bbl w/blued finish & like new in the box
condition w/paperwork. 350.00 - 450.00

43 NIB Walther P22 22 cal Pistol
Ne

#MG646321; comes w/custom 460 Rowland compensated bbl. &
is in like new custom condition. Includes original box, 3
magazines, paperwork, holster & accessories. 650.00 - 950.00

44 Springfield Armory Custom 460 Rowland XDM (RM)
Ne

#TCM001837; 22 cal. w/Rock Island Armory slide, 1911-A1
features & is in good used condition. Comes w/2 additional
magazines. 500.00 - 700.00

45 22 TCM Model 1911 A2 MM Pistol (RM)
Ne

#MS78385; 38 spec. w/2" bbl & in NIB condition. 300.00 -
400.00

46 NIB Taurus Model 586 38 Spec Revolver
Ne

#U 821 934; w/357 SIG bbl & metal slide. Also includes 40 S&W
cal bbl, a SIG 22LR slide & bbl w/3 magazines, plus a SIG
STL-900L tactical light. Overall gun & accessories are in good
used condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

47 SIG Sauer P226 Convertible Pistol
Ne

#FD9745; 40 cal. SS slide w/polymer frame & in very fine lightly
handled condition w/original box. 350.00 - 450.00

48 KAHR Model CW40 Pistol
Ne

LOT #

#JX73886; 38 spec+P cal. Gun is in like new in box condition.
300.00 - 400.00

49 Taurus Model 85 38 Spec Revolver
Ne

#260-002811; 260 cal. w/heavy weight 24" target bbl & flat top
receiver. Gun is in NIB condition & includes hard case, manual,
sling & additional magazine. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

50 NIB DPMS Model LR-260 260 cal Rifle (RM)
Ne

#FH127496;  w/heavy weigh 5.56 cal bbl, flat rail, scope rings
attached & appears to be in like new in box condition. Comes
w/leather sling & original box. 600.00 - 800.00

51 NIB DPMS 223 cal Target Rifle
Ne

#BK5059053; 5.56 NATO w/MagPul pistol grip, MFT butt stock,
Geissele drop in 2 stage trigger & quad rail. Topped w/Red Dot
scope & detachable forearm/bipod, . comes w/magazines. Gun is
new unfired w/original box. 750.00 - 1,000.00

52 NIB Bushmaster XM15 Carbine w/Upgrades
Ne

#24533; 22LR. 6" bbl. w/blued finish, target sights knurled
hammer & back strap & checkered walnut grips. Circa 1941,
includes original box, test target & cleaning brush. 1,000.00 -
1,300.00

53 Colt Officers Model 22 cal Target Revolver
Ne

#61159T74; 22 cal. Mfg in Belgium w/6" target weight ribbed
bbl, target sights, checkered target grips & post shell deflector on
right side grip. in like new condition w/Browning soft case & a
great example of a rare Browning 22 Model. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

54 Browning International Target Medallist 22 Pistol
Ne

#673993; 22LR. 6" bbl. w/case colored trigger & hammer,
excellent original blued finish, checkered wood grips w/diamond
centers. Mfg circa 1937  & an excellent example of a desirable
Pre Model 17 22 cal Outdoorsman revolver. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

55 Pre War Smith & Wesson 22 cal Outdoorsman Revolver
Ne

#52194U5; 22 cal made in Belgium. 4 1/2" bbl & in std config
w/checkered wood grips & has gold trigger. Gun is in excellent
like new condition. 600.00 - 800.00

56 Browning Challenger 22 Automatic Pistol
Ne

#238695; 25 ACP. Std config in like new condition & Belgium
mfg. Includes original soft case. 700.00 - 900.00

57 NIB Browning Baby 25 ACP Pistol
Ne

#696389; 38 spec. 2" bbl w/blued finish & checkered Colt grips.
Gun is in very fine lightly handled condition. Mfg in 1957. 800.00
- 1,000.00

58 Colt Detective Special 38 cal Revolver
Ne
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#J539118;  38 spec w/2" bbl & nickel finish Gun is in very nice
lightly handled condition w/wood grips & case colored trigger &
hammer. Overall a very nice nickel finish Chiefs Special revolver.
600.00 - 700.00

59 Smith & Wesson Model 36 Nickel Plated Chiefs Spec
Ne

#CLK0236; 44 Mag. 3" bbl. w/SS finish, case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun has checkered diamond grips & is in very nice,
lightly handled condition. 900.00 - 1,200.00

60 Smith & Wesson Model 29-10 44 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#73C78689; 9mm. Belgium mfg & in std. config. Gun has strong
original blue, checkered wood grips & in very fine overall
condition w/additional magazine. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00

61 Belgium Browning Hi Power Pistol
Ne

AUC9190; 38 S&W spec. 5 7/8" bbl. blued metal w/case colored
trigger & hammer. Overall in very fine, lightly handled condition
500.00 - 700.00

62 Smith & Wesson Model 15-5 38 Spec Revolver
Ne

#66186P6; 22 cal. 4 1/2" bbl. Made in Belgium w/blued finish &
hard plastic Browning grips. In very nice, lightly handled
condition. 450.00 - 600.00

63 Browning Nomad 22 cal Semi Auto Pistol
Ne

#917; 45-70 cal. 6 shot revolver w/6 1/2" bbl, brass frame & wood
grips. This is a massive revolver suitable for the 45-70 round.
Comes w/factory paperwork & is in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

64 Century Manufacturing 45-70 Model 100 Revolver
Ne

#AZF8884; 44 Mag. 8 1/4" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored
trigger & hammer & checkered wood grips. Overall gun is in nice,
used condition. 800.00 - 900.00

65 Smith & Wesson Model 29-3 44 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#530-07488; 44 Magnum. 2 1/2" bbl w/SS finish & gun is in like
new in original box condition. 700.00 - 900.00

66 Ruger Super Red Hawk Alaskan 44 Mag Revolver (RM)
Ne

#71B5792; 45 cal. 1911 config. MKIV Series 70 w/blued finish &
checkered diamond grips, in NIB condition w/extra grips,
magazine & paperwork. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

67 NIB Colt Series 70 45 ACP Pistol
Ne

#6K70405; 22 cal. 4" bbl w/blued finish, & checkered walnut
grips case colored trigger & hammer. Gun is in excellent overall
condition w/ original box which later oversized grips do not fit in

68 Smith & Wesson Model 18-3 Combat 22
Ne

LOT #
box. 500.00 - 700.00

#K396934; 22LR. mfg. 1957-1958. 5 7/8" bbl w/strong original
blue finish, case colored hammer & trigger & in very fine lightly
handled condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

69 Smith & Wesson Model K17 22 Masterpiece
Ne

#8K29204; 22 cal. 6" bbl.  w/blued finish & case colored trigger
& hammer. Gun is in very fine, like new condition & comes in
plain S&W box. 700.00 - 900.00

70 Smith & Wesson 17-3 22 Masterpiece Revolver
Ne

#21K4100; 22 cal 1978 production w/high gloss blue finish, case
colored target sized trigger & hammer & checkered wood grips.
Gun is in excellent, like new condition. 700.00 - 900.00

71 Smith & Wesson Model 17-4 22 w/8 3/8" bbl.
Ne

#226572; Model 1899. 22" bbl & walnut stock w/JSA cartouche
on left side. Metal has good blue to grey patina & the muzzle has
been reduced for bayonet fitting, overall a nice example of a rare
Philippine Police style Krag rifle. 700.00 - 900.00

72 Philippine Constabulary Type Krag Rifle
Ne

#1193;  8mm w/matching bolt & metal is in nice condition. Gun is
dated 1945 w/vintage sling & post war walnut stock set. Overall
in very nice condition. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

73 WWII German  K43 Rifle
Ne

#57800; 7.62x54R. 1942 dated. Std. config & import marked at
muzzle. Gun is in very fine surplus condition w/sling & muzzle
cap. 500.00 - 700.00

74 Finnish M39 VKT Mosin Nagant Rifle
Ne

#5645354; 30-06. Bbl is marked HRA 5-55. TE is approx. 1 &
ME is approx. 1.5. Gun has nice walnut stock, parkerized metal &
is in fine overall condition. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

75 US H&R M1 Garand Rifle
Ne

includes: original trigger grouping Serial #9927; the barrel  &
some of the gas chamber, original spring coil. Rear of bbl has
been plugged & are good original, hard to find MP40 parts.
1,250.00 - 1,750.00

76 Original German WWII STG 44 Parts
Ne

#L2350; 7.65 std config & has non matching bolt w/Argentine
crest on receiver. Metal is grey & blue, gun is in very nice surplus
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

77 Model 1909 Argentine Military Rifle & Bayonet
Ne
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#55122; 7.62x54R. 1934 dated w/matching bolt & is in nice
surplus condition w/import mark at muzzle. 500.00 - 700.00

78 Finnish 1927 Mosin Nagant Rifle
Ne

#87788; 303 cal w/matching bolt & 1928 dated. Gun has bright
bore & good walnut stock. Overall gun is in nice condition
w/matching numbers & no visible import marks. 500.00 - 700.00

79 British Lee Enfield No 1 MKIII Military Rifle
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 8mm Lebel. 32" bbl. w/sporterized walnut stock
& overall is in very nice condition. 400.00 - 600.00

80 French Remington 1907-15 Lebel Military Rifle
Ne

#496314; 30-06. bbl marked 4-18 in std config. Gun is in good
surplus condition w/Red Lend Lease paint on stock designating
the 30-06 caliber w/import mark at muzzle & British cartouches
on stock. Overall in good surplus condition. 400.00 - 600.00

81 US Lend Lease 1917 Eddystone Rifle
Ne

#AS8558; 6.5 cal. in very nice, surplus condition & comes
w/bayonet. 400.00 - 500.00

82 Italian Carcano Model 41 Rifle & Bayonet
Ne

#5413660; 30-06. Bbl marked SA 8-54. Gun has TE of approx. 1
& ME of approx. 1. Gun has National Match operating rod,
parkerized metal & walnut stock, in overall very nice condition.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00

83 Springfield Armory M1 Garand
Ne

#61716; 7.7 cal std config w/non matching bolt & slightly defaced
mum. Metal is spotted grey to brown & gun has some last ditch
features, in good surplus condition. 300.00 - 500.00

84 WWII Japanese Type 99 Arisaka & Bayonet
Ne

#5740; 8mm. Std config. w/bayonet & in very nice surplus
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

85 Polish Mauser Rifle & Bayonet
Ne

#6799; 8mm. Std config. w/matching bolt & other small parts
appear to be mainly matching. Spotted grey patina & receiver is
dated 1918 Erfurt. Includes period bayonet & stock appears to be
duffel cut, visible in photos. Overall a nice mainly matching
transitional German carbine. 500.00 - 650.00

86 German K98 AZ Transitional Carbine
Ne

#C23383; 303 cal. Std config & in nice surplus condition,
includes spike bayonet not photoed. 400.00 - 600.00

87 British No 4 MKI Enfield Rifle
Ne

LOT #

Antique. #N7561; dated 1897 w/Russian eagle & in nice surplus
condition w/non matching bolt, early rear sight & a good example
of a rare antique 1891 rifle. 500.00 - 700.00

88 Antique Russian 1891 Mosin Nagant
Ne

#N3160; 7.62x54. Gun has matching bolt w/1969 dated scope &
good optics. Overall gun is in nice surplus condition. 800.00 -
1,000.00

89 Russian M91/30 1943 Sniper Rifle
Ne

#32294; Made by H&R. 22 Hornet was the original caliber & this
gun has modified w/a Remington bbl which is 16 1/2" in length &
appears to be re chambered in 22 Hornet. Gun has collapsible butt
stock, pistol grip & is in fair overall condition.

90 US M4 22 cal Survival Rifle
Ne

#633; 22 cal.  Thuringen Deutsche Sportsmodell w/blued finish,
single shot, good bore military style sights & stock. Original blue
has some mixed spots & Thuringen Gruppe cartouche on left side
of butt stock. Overall a nice example of a Nazi Training Rifle.
750.00 - 1,250.00

91 WWII Era German 22 cal Training Rifle
Ne

#5835281; 30-06. Bbl is marked SA 3-55. Gun has early locking
bar rear sight w/TE of approx 1 & ME of approx 1,  walnut stock,
parkerized finish & in overall very nice condition. 1,000.00 -
1,250.00

92 US Springfield M1 Garand Rifle
Ne

#44915; 7.62x54 w/non matching bolt & 1937 chamber date, in
good surplus condition & does not appear import marked. 300.00
- 400.00

93 1937 Date Russian Mosin Nagant Rifle
Ne

#63390; 7.62x54R. 1944 dated. VKT mfg. in very nice lightly
handled condition & import marked at muzzle. 600.00 - 800.00

94 Finnish 1939 Short Rifle
Ne

#4730; 8mm. Mauser produced rifle &  dated 1906. Gun has non
matching bolt in std config & in good surplus condition. Includes
1917 Butcher bayonet & scabbard. 700.00 - 900.00

95 WWI German GEW 98 Rifle & Bayonet
Ne

#22391; 8 mm. Std config. w/sliding dust cover & in good surplus
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

96 Siamese Military Mauser
Ne

#767; 8mm. Std config. Gun is import marked, in good surplus
condition & stock has has numerous arsenal repairs. 600.00 -
800.00

97 Egyptian FN 49 & Bayonet
Ne
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#5347861; 30-06. SA 4-54 marked bbl w/TE of approx. 2 & ME
approx. 2. Gun has parkerized metal & walnut stock, in overall
very nice condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

98 Springfield Amory M1 Garand Rifle
Ne

#75502; 7.62x54. 1934 dated bbl. w/matching bolt & is in good
surplus condition w/muzzle protector. 500.00 - 700.00

99 Finnish 1927 Cavalry Carbine
Ne

#8069; 7.7 cal. Std last ditch config. Mum has been ground, bolt
is matching & comes w/period bayonet. 300.00 - 400.00

100 Japanese Type 99 Last Ditch Rifle & Bayonet
Ne

#5457; 6.5 cal. std config but w/bent bolt & drilled receiver for
scope mount. Bolt is non matching & gun has dust guard. Wood is
solid, bbl band retaining spring is absent but a good start to a hard
to find Japanese Sniper rifle. 600.00 - 800.00

101 Japanese Type 97 Sniper Rifle
Ne

#7914; 303 British. Left side is marked  FTR 1955 & gun is in
good arsenal condition. 500.00 - 700.00

102 British Lee Enfield No 3
Ne

#5087; 7.62x54 w/SY marked bbl. & is in nice surplus condition.
Gun is lightly import marked w/Hackman & Co bayonet &
scabbard. 800.00 - 1,200.00

103 Finnish M28 Mosin Nagant w/Bayonet
Ne

#2595334; 30-06.  bbl is marked SA 10-54. TE is approx. 5 &
ME is approx. 4. Gun has parkeried metal & is in overall nice
condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

104 Springfield Armory M1 Garand Rifle
Ne

Antique. #N474575; 1895 dated w/Russian eagle on receiver &
gun has non matching bolt w/early style rear sight &  is in fair
surplus condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

105 Antique Russian Model 1891 Rifle
Ne

#5859629; 30-06. Bbl marked SA 2-55. TE of approx. 2 & ME of
approx 1 w/sanded CMP marked stock, parkerized metal & is in
overall nice condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

106 Springfield Armory M1 Garand Rifle
Ne

#A8968; 7mm. Std config w/Chilean marked bayonet. Gun has
spotted brown to grey metal & is in fair surplus condition. 300.00
- 500.00

107 Chilean Model 1895 Mauser & Bayonet
Ne

LOT #

sign measures approx 30" by 39 1/2" 2 sided metal & in good
condition, pre Vietnam era.

108 Metal US Marine Pre Vietnam Recruiting Sign
Ne

#88-26738; 41 Mag w/SS finish, in std config w/laminate Bisley
grips. Gun is in NIB condition w/scope rings. 750.00 - 900.00

109 NIB Ruger 41 Magnum Hunter Blackhawk Bisley (RM)
Ne

#600-08835;357 Maximum cal. 10 1/2" blued bbl w/wooden
grips. Gun has light drag line visible, otherwise gun is in
excellent, lightly handled condition w/original box. 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

110 Rare Ruger 357 Maximum Blackhawk Revolver (RM)
Ne

#264-56681; 17HMR. 7 1/2" SS bbl w/black wood grips. Gun is
in NIB condition w/scope rings & paperwork. 700.00 - 900.00

111 NIB Ruger Single Six 17HRM Hunter Revolver (RM)
Ne

#154-72774; 357 mag. 4" bbl w/blued finish & checkered wood
grips. Gun is in NIB condition. 500.00 - 700.00

112 NIB Ruger Security Six 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#25K0452; 22 Mag. 5 7/8" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored
trigger & hammer & checkered wood grips. Gun is in like new
condition w/tools & paperwork, comes in a period but incorrect
S&W box. 700.00 - 900.00

113 Smith & Wesson Model 48-4 22 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#816-04356; 327 Federal Mag. SS finish w/7 1/2" bbl & gun is in
like new in box condition. 600.00 - 800.00

114 Ruger Single Seven 327 Federal Mag Revolver (RM)
Ne

#A592319; 22 cal. 5 /2" bbl w/target sights & walnut checkered
grips. Gun is in good used condition w/some light edge ware, but
in good overall condition w/original box. 800.00 - 1,000.00

115 Smith & Wesson Model 41 22 cal Target Pistol
Ne

#N423246; 357 Mag. 5 7/8" bbl w/blued finish, case colored
target sized trigger & hammer, checkered wood grips. Comes in a
wooden presentation style box w/tools. 900.00 - 1,100.00

116 Smith & Wesson 27-2 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

10 total, Philadelphia mint.
117 US Mint Sets: 1955-1964
Ne

1,000.00 - 1,250.00
118 1890 Carson City MS63 Silver Dollar  - slabbed
Ne
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#25447; 22LR. Folds into a single shot conceal carry 22 pistol.
NIB condition. 300.00 - 400.00

119 NIB Trail Blazer Lifecard Pistol
Ne

#A22635; 45 ACP w/7" bbl.  SS finish & rubber grips. Gun is in
like new condition. 500.00 - 700.00

120 AMT Long Slide 45 Hardballer Pistol (RM)
Ne

#128558; 32 Long. 4 1/4" bbl. w/blued finish & checkered grips.
Gun has some spots & edge ware but is mechanically good
w/clean bbl markings & last patent markings Sept 14.09. Overall
in good condition for an early S&W revolver. 400.00 - 600.00

121 Early 32 Long Smith & Wesson Dbl Action Revolver
Ne

#N288604; 357 cal w/4" bbl., blued finish, case colored hammer
& trigger &  checkered wood grips. In very fine, lightly handled
condition w/original box & comes w/later production oversized
grips. 800.00 - 1,000.00

122 Smith & Wesson 28-2 Highway Patrolman Revolver
Ne

#133857; 38 spec. 5" bbl w/unshrouded cylinder pin, blued finish,
case colored trigger & hammer, checkered grips & is a Pre WWII
production. Gun comes in an incorrect S&W box & in overall very
nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

123 Early Smith & Wesson 38 spec Revolver
Ne

#126779; 380 cal. Std config. w/excellent original blue, checkered
grips, dual toned magazine & original box is in fine condition,
come w/original instructional pamphlet. Overall a beautiful 380
Colt mfg in 1937. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

124 NIB Colt 1908 380 cal Pocket Pistol
Ne

#387406; 25 ACP. Std config. 1930 mfg. Gun has excellent
original blue, case colored trigger & grip safety. Includes paper
manual, cleaning brush & tag. Original box is somewhat tattered,
but gun is in excellent condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

125 NIB Colt Model 1908 25 ACP Pocket Pistol
Ne

#9395; 22 cal. Pre War gun mfg in 1937. Right side of gun retains
excellent factory blue finish, left side of slide has some spots &
ware from storage. gun has checkered wood grips & dual tone
magazine. Overall a beautiful Pre War Colt Ace & comes in a
later production box & the front grip strap does have some
scratches & marks from handling. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

126 Pre War Colt Ace 22 cal Target Pistol
Ne

#P03559B; 28 ga. 28" blued bbls w/Beretta chokes, high grade
checkered walnut stock, single selective trigger & ejectors. Gun
has fancy diamond Pigeon grade engraved receiver & is in very
fine, lightly handled condition & includes original hard case,

127 Beretta Model 687 EELL Diamond Pigeon 28 ga O/U
Ne

LOT #
additional choke tubes & paperwork. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

#242PR14189; 20 ga. 26" bbls. & choked MOD/IMP/CYL. Blued
bbls have good bores w/some light spots or marks mixed on bbls.
The satin grey engraved receiver has Bob White on left &
Mallards on right w/Hunting Dog on bottom of receiver, engravers
name S. Purgal on left side. Gun has straight grip English stock &
LOP 14 1/4" . Mechanically gun is good & receiver has some light
spots, should clean up better w/some TLC. Overall a fine light
weight, high grade Citori. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

128 FN Browning High Grade 20 ga Citori Shotgun
Ne

#P29382B; 12 ga. 30" vent rib bbls w/Beretta chokes, fancy
Diamond Pigeon engraved receiver, single selective trigger &
ejectors & fancy checkered walnut stock. Gun is in very fine,
lightly handled condition & comes w/original hard case,
additional choke tubes & paperwork. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

129 Beretta Model S687 EELL Diamond Pigeon 12 ga
Ne

#23879; 16 ga. 28" bbls Right bbl WS-1 Left bbl WS-2 w/bright
bores & excellent original blue. Mechanically gun is crisp & has
single selective trigger, ejectors & checkered walnut stock
w/checkered wooden butt plate. Forearm appears to have small
chip & repair rear left side of handguard. LOP is approx 13 7/8 &
DHA measures 2 1/2". Small electro pencil numbers visible on
metal end of handguard & overall gun is in excellent, original
lightly handled condition.  Mfg in1954 & a great example of a
rare 16 ga Model 21. 4,500.00 - 5,500.00

130 Winchester Model 21 SKEET Grade 16 ga Dbl
Ne

#H23311B; 12 ga. 32" ported bbls w/high trap rib. Metal is blued
w/some light gold decoration on receiver & checkered walnut trap
stock w/leather wrapped comb & adj. butt plate. Gun is in nice
used condition & includes original hard case. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

131 Beretta 682 Gold Super Trap Shotgun
Ne

#1487; 12 ga. 28" bbls marked FULL/MOD w/bright bores, dbl
triggers, extractor & good blue exterior w/some light wear on
edges. Gun has early style checkered pistol grip stock w/LOP
approx. 14" & wood is in good overall condition w/small marks
only. Mechanically gun is crisp & overall a good example of a Pre
War Winchester 21 Dbl. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

132 Pre War 1933 Winchester Model 21 12 ga Dbl
Ne

#782-17708; 22-250. Matte grey finished metal w/26" target
weight bbl & laminate varmit stock. Topped w/Bausch & Lomb
6-24x scope & gun is in very fine, lightly used condition. 1,000.00
- 1,250.00

133 Ruger 22-250 KM77 VT Mark II Varmit Rifle
Ne
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#G145723; 7mm Magnum. 26" blued bbl, in std Super Grade
condition & in very fine, lightly handled condition. 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

134 Winchester Model 70 Classic Super Grade 7mm Mag
Ne

#S6681655; 257 Roberts. SS fluted 24" bbl. w/decorated floor
plate & checkered walnut stock. Gun is Limited Edition & in very
fine, lightly handled condition w/scope rings & bases. 1,000.00 -
1,200.00

135 Remington Model 700 Limited 257 Rbts Rifle (RM)
Ne

#783-03566; 22-250. 26" target weight grey matte finished bbl
w/laminate varmit style stock & topped w/Bausch & Lomb 6-24x
scope. In very fine, lightly used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

136 Ruger M77 Mark II 22-250 Varmit Rifle
Ne

#F098366; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl. w/3" chamber, decorative
silver engraved receiver & checkered walnut stock. Gun is in very
nice used condition & includes a bag w/4 additional choke tubes
& stock shims. 650.00 - 900.00

137 Benelli Competition 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne

#B6324646; 308 cal. w/24" heavy weight bbl, gloss blue & fancy
checkered walnut stock. Gun includes scope rings & bases w/few
small marks from handling, otherwise in like new condition.
700.00 - 900.00

138 Remington Model 700CDL 308 cal Rifle (RM)
Ne

#03831ZR132; 12 ga. 30" Vent rib bbls w/ext Browning tubes,
silver receiver & checkered stock. Gun is in very fine lightly
handled condition & comes w/additional choke tubes & manual.
1,800.00 - 2,200.00

139 Browning Cynergy CX Trap Gun
Ne

#X005224; 20 ga. 26" vent rib bbl w/silver engraved receiver,
gold trigger & checkered walnut stock. Gun is in very fine, lightly
used condition w/original hard case & 4 additional choke tubes.
800.00 - 1,000.00

140 Benelli Legacy 20 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne

#S6505430; 204 Ruger. 26" heavy weight SS bbl w/thumb hole
laminate stock & topped w/4-12x Coyote Special Nikon scope.
Overall in very fine used condition. 1,100.00 - 1,300.00

141 Remington Model 700 SS 204 cal Varmit Rifle (RM)
Ne

#09457MY131; 12 ga 26" bbls w/INV chokes, silver coin finished
receiver & checkered walnut stock. Gun appears to be in new
condition w/out box. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

142 Browning Model 525 O/U Shotgun
Ne

LOT #

#7811415; 204 Ruger. 26" heavy weight bbl w/thumb hole
laminate stock. Gun is in fine used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

143 Remington Model XR-100 Rifle in 204 Ruger (RM)
Ne

#X02883E; 12 ga. Sport 390 Gold Model w/30" vent rib bbl, 3"
chamber & walnut stock w/silver & gold engraved receiver. Gun
is in very fine, lightly handled condition & includes 3 additional
choke tubes & wrench. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

144 Beretta Sport AL390 Gold 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#G380773;300 WIN Mag. in std Classic Super Grade config &
gun is in like new condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

145 Winchester Classic Super Grade 300 WIN Mag
Ne

#V16422E; 12 ga. 30" vent rib bbl w/walnut stock, blued
engraved & gold decorated receiver. Gun is in very fine, lightly
handled condition & comes w/2 additional choke tubes. 800.00 -
1,200.00

146 Beretta AL390 Gold Mallard 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#17019MP131; 12 ga w/3" chambers & 28" bbls & Browning
INV choke system. Silver engraved receiver w/std. single
selective trigger & ejectors. Mechanically gun is tight & is in very
nice, lightly used condition. Gun has a few small marks at end of
butt stock. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

147 Browning White Lightning 12 ga Citori
Ne

#G355123; 25-06. 24" bbl. w/fancy checkered walnut stock &
Super Grade features. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled
condition, right side of butt stock does have a small visible dent,
otherwise like new. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

148 Winchester Model 70 Classic SuperGrade 25-06 Rifle
Ne

#224341; 22 Hornet. 1952 production w/24" bbl. & strong
original blue, checkered walnut stock & metal butt plate. Scope
blocks are attached & stock has some scratches & marks, but
overall a fine Model 70 in a rare caliber. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

149 Winchester Model 70 22 Hornet
Ne

#790-96730; 204 Ruger w/target grey finish 26" bbl. & gun has
grey laminate varmit style stock. In excellent, lightly handled
condition & topped w/Bausch & Lomb 6-24x scope. 1,000.00 -
1,200.00

150 Ruger M77 Mark II 204 cal. Ruger Target Rifle
Ne

#96558 S8; 12 ga. Belgium mfg w/30" bbls FULL/MOD.
Mechanically gun is crisp w/good original blue, checkered walnut
stock & a Browning recoil pad. A fine example of a lightly
handled, original Superposed. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

151 Browning Lightning Superposed O/U Shotgun
Ne
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#G336467; 264 WIN Mag. 26" blued bbl in std Classic Sporter
config & topped w/BALAR 25-8x scope. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

152 Winchester Model 70 Classic Sporter in 264 WIN Mag
Ne

#552-42210; 454 Casull. 9 1/2" bbl w/matte SS finish. Gun is in
nice used condition & topped w/Burris 2x scope, includes original
box nylon over the shoulder holster & gun guard case, in nice
used condition. 650.00 - 850.00

153 Ruger Super Red Hawk 454 Casull Revolver
Ne

14 rds of Hornady Handgun Hunter; 16 mixed rounds of Hornady
& Ultra Max ammo.

154 Lot of 454 Casull Ammo
Ne

#93-12661; 22 cal. std config & in NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00
155 NIB Ruger Bear Cat 22 cal Pistol
Ne

#93-25871; 22 cal. Gun has SS finish w/wood grips & in like new
condition w/box. 400.00 - 500.00

156 NIB Ruger SS Bear Cat 22 Revolver
Ne

#502-33724; 44 Magnum 7 1/2" bbl. w/SS finish & mechanically
good. Gun is in nice used condition & includes soft case &
Pachmayr rubber grips. 600.00 - 800.00

157 Ruger Red Hawk 44 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#47-08391; 45 Long Colt w/7 1/2" bbl, Bisley grips & Bisley
engraved cylinder. Mechanically gun needs work before firing as
cylinder does not properly index & hold position when cocked.
Please note before bidding, gun will need work from gunsmith,
otherwise gun is in nice condition. 350.00 - 450.00

158 Ruger Blackhawk 45 cal Bisley Revolver
Ne

#NC150254; 223 cal. 14" bbl w/unique dial action. Gun is in like
new condition. 400.00 - 600.00

159 Competitor 223 cal Single Shot Pistol
Ne

#UAW8665; 22LR. 5 1/2" bbl w/wooden target grips. Gun has
some small marks from handling & use, overall in good used
condition. 650.00 - 850.00

160 Smith & Wesson Model 41 22 cal Pistol (RM)
Ne

#A449137; 22 cal. In like new condition w/Bulldog nylon holster.
400.00 - 500.00

161 GSG 1911 22 cal Pistol
Ne

#552-60714; 44 Mag. 7 1/2" SS bbl. w/rubber grips & is in very
fine lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00

162 Ruger Super Red Hawk 44 Magnum Revolver
Ne

LOT #

#N505426: 357 Mag  5 7/8" bbl. Blued metal & case colored
trigger & hammer w/Pachmayr grips. Gun is in good used
condition. 650.00 - 800.00

163 Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 Highway Patrolman 357
Ne

#88-02016; 44 Magnum .7 1/2" SS bbl. & is Hunter Model
w/scope ready bbl rib. Gun has some marks & paint(?), both grips
are chipped at front toe & comes w/original box, but absent
original scope rings. Could use some TLC but should be a good
Hunter Model Super Blackhawk. 500.00 - 700.00

164 Ruger Super Blackhawk 44 Mag Hunter Model
Ne

#DPR754; 40 cal. 3 1/4" compensated bbl & is in good used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

165 Glock Model 22C 40 cal Pistol (RM)
Ne

#TAA7195; 9mm. Dbl action only w/concealed hammer & in nice,
lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

166 Smith & Wesson Model 469 9mm Pistol
Ne

#FAC2053;45 ACP. Gun is in nice, lightly handled condition.
500.00 - 700.00

167 1911 S.P.M 45 cal Pistol
Ne

#J01714; 40 cal. SS slide & single stack mag. In very nice, lightly
handled condition. 500.00 - 600.00

168 KAHR CM40 Concealed Carry Pistol
Ne

#38K6965; 357 Mag. 5 7/8" bbl w/blued finish & case colored
target size trigger & hammer. Gun has some light edge wear &
has rubber Pachmayr grips, in nice used condition. 600.00 -
800.00

169 Smith & Wesson Model 19-4 357 Mag Revolver
Ne

#65546; 32 cal. In like new condition in original box. 200.00 -
300.00

170 NIB Kel-Tec P32 Pocket Pistol
Ne

#167804; 32 ACP. In like new condition in original box
w/paperwork & additional magazine. 300.00 - 400.00

171 NIB CZ Model 70 Pistol
Ne

#381-19675; 9mm. Std config & in like new in box condition.
350.00 - 450.00

172 NIB Ruger Security 9 9mm Pistol
Ne

#VA7786; 9mm. SS slide w/polymer frame, single stack mag & in
very fine, lightly handled condition. Comes w/original box &
extra magazine. 350.00 - 450.00

173 KAHR PM9 9mm Pistol
Ne
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#G36764; 30-06. 24" bbl w/blued finish, checkered walnut stock
& detachable box magazine. Gun has scope bases attached, stock
has few marks from use, but overall in very fine, lightly used
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

174 Winchester Model 70 Classic DBM 30-06
Ne

#25605NV152; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/3" chamber, engraved
receiver & checkered stock. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled
condition & comes w/2 additional choke tubes. 500.00 - 700.00

175 Browning BPS 12 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

#G1954848; 264 WIN Mag. 24" blued bbl w/push feed bolt &
checkered stock. Gun is in good used condition w/one scope base
attached. 500.00 - 700.00

176 Winchester Model 70 XTR 264 WIN Mag
Ne

#M232533; 26" bbls 28 ga. 2 3/4" chambers & made by Miroku.
Gun has single selective trigger, ejectors, checkered pistol grip
stock & is in very good, used condition w/some light marks on
wood. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

177 Charles Daley Miroku 28 ga Superposed
Ne

#357525; 20 ga. 28" bbls w/3" chamber & choked
FULL/IMP/MOD. Gun has single selective trigger, ejectors &
checkered walnut stock. Forearm does have crack & repair on left
side, otherwise gun is in very fine used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

178 Miroku 20 ga Superposed Shotgun
Ne

#385322; 12 ga. Made by Miroku of Japan w/same config as
Winchester Model 101 w/28" bbl. FULL/IMP/MOD. Good
original blue is remaining w/some edge ware single selective
trigger, ejectors & mechanically good w/whiteline recoil pad
added & forearm does have a visible crack w/poor repair.
Otherwise a fine O/U. 600.00 - 800.00

179 Charles Daley 12 ga Superposed Shotgun
Ne

#19400PTB33; 20 ga. 24" bbls w/ 2 3/4" chamber & INV chokes.
Gun has straight checkered English stock w/LOP of 14 3/8. Wood
has some scratches from carry & handling, but gun is crisp & in
good condition. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00

180 Browning Citori 20 ga w/English Stock
Ne

#703-63003; 22LR. 24" matte SS bbl w/laminate stock & scope
rings. Gun is in very fine, lightly used condition. 650.00 - 850.00

181 Ruger 77/22 Rifle (RM)
Ne

#98218146; 45 LC w/case colored frame & 20" oct. bbl. Stock has
some rub spots from storage, otherwise gun is in like new
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

182 Marlin 1894 Cowboy Competition 45LC Rifle (RM)
Ne

LOT #

#G331383; 264 WIN Mag. 26" bbl w/checkered walnut stock & in
very nice lightly handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00

183 Winchester Model 70 Classic Sporter 264 WIN Mag
Ne

#00124386; 45LC. 24" bbl. w/blued finish & checkered stock.
Gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00

184 Marlin Model 1894 Cowboy Limited 45 Colt Rifle(RM)
Ne

#724038; 250-3000. 24" bbl w/blued finish & case colored lever.
Gun has checkered walnut stock & is topped w/3-9x scope. Metal
butt plate has had some previous rust spots otherwise gun is in
very nice, lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 700.00

185 Savage Model 99 250-3000 Rifle
Ne

#03044RT158; 12 ga. 30" bbls FUU/MOD w/excellent original
blue, checkered walnut stock, beaver tail forearm & Pachmayr
recoil  pad. Gun is in excellent, near new condition. 1,250.00 -
1,500.00

186 Browning BSS 12 ga Double
Ne

#135707; 22 High Powder. 20" take down bbl & plain walnut
stock. Gun has early Marbles tang sight w/original blue fading to
grey on edges & hard plastic butt plate. Overall in very nice
condition, mfg in 1913. 800.00 - 1,000.00

187 Savage Model 1899 22 High Power Take Down Rifle
Ne

#E6456088; 8mm REM Mag. 24" bbl. w/iron sights & wood has
some marks from storage, otherwise gun is in very fine, lightly
handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00

188 Remington Model 700 Classic in 8mm REM Mag (RM)
Ne

#X10226E; 20 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/checkered wood stock &
golden trigger. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition.
500.00 - 700.00

189 Beretta AL390 Silver Mallard 20 ga Shotgun
Ne

#MR66707E; 45-70 cal. 18 1/2" bbl w/SS finish & grey laminate
stock. Gun has large loop, picantinney rail & ghost ring sight, in
very fine, lightly used condition. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

190 Marlin 1895 WWG 45-70 Rifle (RM)
Ne

#TA15547; 12 ga. 26" bbls w/ext choke tubes, single selective
trigger & ejectors, silver finished receiver &  checkered walnut
stock. In very nice, lightly used condition. Comes w/1 additional
choke tube. 800.00 - 1,200.00

191 Franchi Instinct SL 12 ga O/U
Ne

#M938725D18; 12 ga. 28" ribbed bbl & comes w/2 additional
choke tubes, original box & paperwork. Gun does show some
light handling or storage marks. A very nice, lightly handled, left

192 Benelli Montefeltro Left Handed 12 ga Shotgun
Ne
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hand Benelli shotgun. 750.00 - 900.00

#LH253; 223 cal. Kimber of Oregon. Left handed w/24 1/2" bbl,
checkered walnut stock & metal butt plate. Gun is in excellent,
lightly handled condition. Includes scope bases & rings. 800.00 -
1,200.00

193 Left Handed Kimber Model 84 223 Rifle
Ne

#84189MR351; 300 WSM. 22" bbl w/matte black finish & left
handed bolt. Gun includes scope rings & bases & is in like new
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

194 Browning A-Bolt 300 WSM Left Handed Rifle
Ne

#E6518683; 22-250 w/heavy weight 27" ported bbl. & synthetic
varmit hunter style stock. Left handed in very good used condition
w/Leupold rings & bases. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

195 Left Hand Remington Model 700 22-250 Target Rifle
Ne

#64739PP2H7; 300 WIN Mag. 26" bbl w/blued finish &
Medallion grade engraving. Checkered wood stock has mixed
scratches & marks from use, metal has some spots near muzzle.
Gun is topped 3-9x Tasco scope & is in overall good used
condition. 550.00 - 750.00

196 Left handed Browning Medallion A-Bolt 300 WIN Mag
Ne

#17052040; 22 Mag. 20" bbl w/tubular magazine & topped
w/Weaver K4 scope. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 700.00
- 900.00

197 Marlin 1894M 22 Magnum Rifle (RM)
Ne

#W4711085; 25-06. 26" oct bbl. Bbl exterior has some wear &
few marks. Gun has fancy checkered walnut stock, rubber recoil
pad & is topped w/Redfield 3-9x scope, in nice used condition.
800.00 - 1,200.00

198 Browning Model 78 Hi Wall 25-06 Rifle
Ne

#824-91376; 22 cal SS finish, full length Mannlicher stock &
topped w/Hawke 2-7x scope. Gun is in nice lightly handled
condition. 350.00 - 500.00

199 Ruger 10-22 International w/Scope (RM)
Ne

#151914A; 284 WIN. 22" bbl w/good original blue & stock has
some scratches & marks from use. Overall a nice Model 88 in a
rare Winchester caliber. 700.00 - 900.00

200 Winchester Model 88 in rare 284 WIN cal.
Ne

#86200; 284 WIN cal. Mfg in 1964. Gun has basket weave stock
& whiteline but pad added. Topped w/Redfield 3-9x scope &
overall in very nice used condition, includes one additional 284
marked magazine. 800.00 - 1,200.00

201 Rare Winchester Model 100 Rifle in 284 cal (RM)
Ne

LOT #

#H240320; 243 cal. 22" bbl w/basket weave stock & in very nice
lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

202 Winchester Model 88 243 cal Rifle
Ne

#172655; 308 cal. w/blued metal, basket weave walnut stock &
gun is in nice lightly handled condition & is topped w/Redfield
1.75-5x scope. 700.00 - 900.00

203 Winchester Model 88 308 cal w/Redfield Scope
Ne

#A227040; 308 cal. Std. carbine config. Topped w/3-9x Redfield
scope. Circa 1970 & in very fine, lightly used condition. 700.00 -
900.00

204 Winchester Model 100 308 cal Carbine
Ne

#116641; 308 cal. Mfg in 1961. Gun has good original blue &
stock is solid w/typical scratches & marks from use. Topped
w/weaver K4 scope & overall a good original Pre 64 Model 88.
700.00 - 900.00

205 Pre 64 Winchester Model 88 308 cal LA Rifle
Ne

#110530; 20 ga 25" bbls left choked w/++ & right bbl choked
w/+++. Gun has bright bore, good exterior blue, case colored
receiver & receiver is showing some light spotting. mechanically
gun locks up tightly & has dbl triggers & extractor w/straight
English style stock w/LOP approx. 14 1/4". The toe of butt stock
has visible repair & hand guard has some visible play when
installed. Otherwise in fine used condition. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

206 Bernardelli Game Cock 20 ga Dbl
Ne

#1895576; 22 Mag w/21" target weight fluted bbl. Gun has
colored laminate stock, ACCU trigger & 1 comes w/additional
magazine. In like new condition. 500.00 - 600.00

207 Savage Model 93 22 Magnum Rifle
Ne

#05S5015; 12 ga. 28" bbls. w/removable chokes, case colored
receiver single selective trigger & ejectors. Checkered stock &
wood has few marks from use. Includes 3 additional choke tubes
& overall in good used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

208 Huglu 12 ga Woodcock Deluxe O/U Shotgun
Ne

#S6476037; 221 REM Fireball w/22" SS fluted bbl & composite
stock. Gun is in like new condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

209 Remington Model 700 221 REM Fireball (RM)
Ne

#567244; 220 Swift. SS Pro Hunter Encore frame w/custom
Bullberry 220 Swift SS 24" bbl. Gun has custom fancy walnut
pistol grip stock & is in very fine, lightly handled condition.
1,250.00 - 2,000.00

210 Thompson Center Encore SS ProHunter 220 Swift (RM)
Ne
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#131-12934; 22-250. 26" bbl. & in good used condition w/some
light marks. Gun is topped w/2.5-10x Tasco scope & is in overall
good used condition. 800.00 - 900.00

211 Ruger No 1 22-250 Rifle
Ne

132-02096; 257 Rbts. 26" bbl. w/blued metal, checkered walnut
stock & in very nice, lightly used condition. Topped w/Leupold
M8-4x scope & is in overall very nice condition. 1,000.00 -
1,200.00

212 Ruger No 1 257 Rbts w/Leupold Scope
Ne

#G68252; 243 cal. 24" blued bbl, checkered walnut stock &
detachable box magazine. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

213 Winchester Model 70 Classic DBM 243 cal
Ne

#H703-44277; 22 Hornet. Gun has matte SS 22" bbl & brown
laminate stock w/matching matte SS VX-III 3.5-10 scope. Overall
in very nice, lightly handled condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

214 Ruger All Weather 77/22 22 Hornet w/Scope (RM)
Ne

#E6647711; 223 cal. 24" bbl. & in std config. Gun is in like new
condition w/scope base attached. 650.00 - 850.00

215 Remington Model 700 Classic 223 cal Rifle (RM)
Ne

#701-75495; 22 Magnum. All Weather 24" grey bbl w/laminate
stock & 2.5-8 scope attached. Gun is in very fine, like new
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

216 Ruger All Weather 77/22  Mag Rifle
Ne

#150079; 12 ga. 31 1/2" vent rib bbl. Left side maked Browning
Arms Co. Ogden UT w/engraved receiver, gun retains strong
original blue & has checkered pistol grip stock w/horn FN
buttplate. Overall in very fine original condition on a desirable
early Browning Arms Co FN A5. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

217 Early FN A5 Browning marked 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#G34459; 7mm Magnum. 26" bbls w/iron sights, checkered
walnut stock & detachable box magazine. Stock has a few marks
but overall in very fine, lightly handled condition. 800.00 -
1,000.00

218 Winchester Model 70 DBM 7mm Mag
Ne

#4G71187; 12 ga. 28" bbl. which includes POLY choke system.
Belgium mfg & gun has strong original blue, golden trigger,
checkered walnut stock & perch belly pistol grip. Overall in very
fine original condition. 650.00 - 850.00

219 Belgium Browning Light Twelve Shotgun
Ne

LOT #

#792-01025; 243 cal. 22" SS bbl, laminate stock & Nikon
Buckmaster 3-9x scope. Overall in very nice condition. 650.00 -
800.00

220 Ruger M77 Mark II 243 Rifle w/Nikon Scope
Ne

#237944; 12 ga. 29" bbl. w/strong original blue, early style
engraving, early safety in trigger guard w/checkered perch belly
stock & FN horn butt plate. Gun has plain matted bbl w/light
spots but overall in very nice original condition. 500.00 - 700.00

221 Early Belgium Browning 12 ga A5 Shotgun
Ne

#235133; 6mm. 24" heavy weight bbl & checkered walnut stock.
Gun is in very nice lightly used condition & topped w/3-9x BSA
scope. 800.00 - 1,000.00

222 Remington Model 700 BDL 6mm Rifle
Ne

#130-56236; 22 Hornet in std config & in like new condition.
750.00 - 900.00

223 Ruger No 3 22 Hornet Rifle
Ne

#F551986; 22 Magnum. Std config w/checkered stock. In nice
clean original condition & topped 1 3/4-5x Redfield scope. 800.00
- 1,000.00

224 Winchester 94M XTR 22 Magnum
Ne

#08117ZM121; 12 ga. 26" vent rib bbl & INV chokes. Gun is in
very fine, lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00

225 Browning BPS 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#04056386; 357 Mag. 18 1/2" JM marked bbl., checkered walnut
stock & in like new condition w/one visible dent in lower part of
stock. 650.00 - 800.00

226 Marlin Model 1894 CS 357 Magnum Carbine
Ne

#1097011; 5mm REM Mag & is in nice original condition. 400.00
- 600.00

227 Remington Model 591M 5mm Magnum
Ne

#V02391E; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/blued finish & checkered
walnut stock. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition & comes w/2
additional choke tubes. 600.00 - 800.00

228 Beretta 390 Silver Mallard 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#G6207010; 308 cal. w/heavy weight 26" bbl., brown laminate
stock & attached Leupold rings & bases. Gun is in like new
condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

229 Remington Model 700 308 cal. Target Rifle
Ne
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#F51NT20822; 12 ga. 26" vent rib bbl w/3" chamber & 2
additional choke tubes. Gun has some light scratches & marks,
but overall in good used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

230 Browning Gold Hunter 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#G6589052; 300 Remington Ultra Mag. 26" bbl. Gun has blued
finish & checkered walnut stock w/Leupold rings & bases
attached. In like new condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

231 Remington Model 700 300 RUM
Ne

#A6576990; 7mm REM Mag. 24" bbl w/custom ports at muzzle.
Gun has fancy checkered walnut stock w/rosewood ends & leather
sling. Overall gun is in nice used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

232 Remington Model 700 7mm REM Mag Rifle (RM)
Ne

#40052NW172; 28 ga, 28 " vent rib bbl w/INV chokes, engraved
receiver, checkered walnut stock & gun is in like new condition.
600.00 - 800.00

233 Browning BPS 28 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

#311MT10263; 300 WIN Mag. 22" bbl. w/Camo dip & in very
fine, lightly handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00

234 Browning BAR 300 WIN Mag
Ne

40 rounds factory new.
235 2 Boxes of Hornady Superformance 165GR GMX Ammo
Ne

#A1114730; 22LR std config. Gun in in very fine lightly handled
condition w/checkered walnut stock & 8x Leupold scope w/fine
cross hairs & center dot. Overall a very nice rifle & scope combo.
800.00 - 1,000.00

236 Remington Model 541-T Rifle w/Leupold Scope
Ne

#6110640; 20 ga. 28" bbls w/choked full & MOD. Gun has good
original blue & bright bores w/single selective trigger & extractor.
In nice, lightly used condition. 650.00 - 800.00

237 Ithaca SKB Model 150 20 ga Dbl
Ne

#C6621164; 22-250. 24" heavy weight bbl w/fancy checkered
walnut stock & topped w/Redfield low profile scope. In very fine
lightly handled condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

238 Remington Model 700BDL 22-250 Rifle
Ne

#B8337101; 30-06.22" bbl w/blued finish, enhanced engraved
receiver & checkered walnut stock. Gun has some light marks
from use but is overall in good used condition & topped w/5-20x
Tasco scope. 500.00 - 700.00

239 Remington Model 7600 22" bbl w/engraved receiver
Ne

LOT #

#J-33292; 22 cal. w/blued metal & fancy checkered Weatherby
stock & topped Redfield 1-4x scope. Stock has few mixed
scratches & marks, but overall clean & good used condition.
500.00 - 700.00

240 Weatherby Mark XXII 22 Rifle w/Scope
Ne

CCL00164; 32-20 cal w/20" oct bbl. & straight grip stock. Gun is
in like new condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

241 Marlin 1894 Cowboy Carbine Ltd. 32-20 cal  (RM)
Ne

#B6029859; 222 cal. 24" bbl w/strong original blue & clean
walnut stock. Topped w/2-7x Redfield scope w/fine cross hairs &
center dot. 650.00 - 850.00

242 Remington 788 222 cal Rifle
Ne

#1190737; 12 ga. 30" Nickel steel factory vent rib FULL choke
bbl. Gun retains nice original blue w/light wear on edges & has
fancy checkered walnut stock & raised comb w/Red Winchester
recoil pad. Mechanically gun is good w/jeweled bolt & shell
carrier. Mfg in 1948 & overall a nice Pigeon Grade Model 12.
1,500.00 - 2,250.00

243 Winchester Pigeon Grade  Model 12 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#799264; matching numbers on both bbl & includes 30" FULL
choke bbl, marked std. trap & 26" WS-2 Solid rib SKEET bbl.
Gun has checkered walnut stock w/red Winchester pad & wood
has scratches & marks from age & use, mechanically gun is good.
Bbls retain good blue but also have mixed marks but the SKEET
bbl having more spots & light pits. Overall a nice 2 bbl matching
set. 750.00 - 1,250.00

244 Winchester Model 12 Solid Rib 2 bbl Set
Ne

#1114038; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/Simmons vent rib. Gun
has good original blue & edge ware on receiver w/recoil pad
added. Overall in nice, used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

245 Winchester Model 12 12 ga w/Vent Rib
Ne

appears to be in like new condition in original box w/paperwork.
246 FLIR Thermal Camera Model Scout II 320
Ne

in like new condition w/box & accessories.
247 LEICA Model 1200 Laser Range Finder
Ne

Gloss finish & in good used condition.
248 Leupold Vari X III 3.5-10x Scope (RM)
Ne

scope is in very fine, used condition.
249 Burris 8-32x Signature Series Scope (RM)
Ne
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black finish & in fine, used condition.
250 Leupold M8-6x42 Target Scope (RM)
Ne

matte black finish & in very nice, lightly used condition
251 Leupold VXIII 8.5-25 x 50mm Long Range Scope
Ne

matte black finish & in like new condition
252 Leupold VXII 3-9x Rifle Scope (RM)
Ne

matte black finish & in good used condition.
253 Burris 6x24 Signature Series Rifle Scope (RM)
Ne

matte black finish & in very fine, lightly used condition.
254 Leupold Vari XIII 3.5-10x Rifle Scope
Ne

Matte black finish w/sun shade & fine cross hair w/center dot. In
excellent used condition.

255 Leupold Vari XIII 8.5-25x Rifle Scope
Ne

black gloss finish in very nice, used condition.
256 Leupold VXIII 3.5-10x Rifle Scope (RM)
Ne

matte black finish & in very nice, lightly used condition w/sun
shade attached. 500.00 - 700.00

257 Leupold VXIII 6.5-20x Long Range Rifle Scope
Ne

gloss black finish w/fine cross hairs & center dot, in like new
used condition.

258 Leupold Vari XIII 3.5-10x 50mm E.F.R. Scope
Ne

#03284884;  SS frame wood grips & comes w/7mm Merrill cal.
14" bbl & Burris 2-7x scope. Plus : 10" 22 LR; 10 1/2 44 Mag;
12" 22 Hornet; 10 1/2" 357; 10 1/2" 41 Mag; & 10 1/2" 7mm
Merrill barrels. Gun & bbls are all in good, lightly used condition
& includes a set of 7mm Merrill dies, along w/the original rear
sight for the scoped bbl. A great example of a multi bbl set on a
rare handgun. Note: left grip shows visible crack & repair.

259 Rex Merrill Sportsmans Single Shot Pistol
Ne

#49265; 45-70 cal. w/5" round bbl & in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 450.00 - 550.00

260 Thompson Center Encore 45-70 Pistol (RM)
Ne

#167949; 7-30 Waters cal w/15" compensated bbl from the TC
Custom Shop. Gun has blued finish, wood grips & 3-7x scope
attached. Stock has some marks otherwise gun is in fine lightly
used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

261 Thompson Center Encore in 7-30 Waters Pistol (RM)
Ne

LOT #

#51653; 444 Marlin cal. 15" blued bbl w/wood furniture & gun is
in nice, lightly used condition. 450.00 - 650.00

262 Thompson Center Encore in 444 Marlin Pistol (RM)
Ne

#2463225;  22 cal. 4 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & in excellent
original condition. 400.00 - 500.00

263 High Standard 22 cal Sport King Pistol
Ne

451885; 22 cal. 4 1/2" & 6 3/4" bbls. Nice original blue &
mechanically gun is good. In nice, lightly handled condition.
400.00 - 600.00

264 High Standard Sport King 22 Pistol w/extra bbl
Ne

#23947G70; 45 ACP. Gun has been upgraded BO-MAR full rib
target sight, pachmayr grips & safety, overall in very nice lightly
used condition w/extra mag. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

265 Colt 1911 MKIV Series 70 Target Pistol
Ne

#ML79002; 22 cal. 5 1/2" target weight bbl w/ target sights &
target grips. In very fine, lightly handled condition. 450.00 -
650.00

266 High Standard Victor 22 Target Pistol (RM)
Ne

#N841548; 44 Magnum. 4" bbl SS finish w/rubber grips & in very
fine, lightly handled condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

267 Smith & Wesson Model 629 44 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#P141453; 45 ACP. Std 1911-A1 config w/blued finish &
skeletonized hammer & trigger. In very nice, lightly handled
condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

268 Para 1911 SSP 45 Pistol
Ne

#44375-LW; 45 ACP. Std config. & in good used condition
w/typical holster wear on edges. Gun has had trigger work done
by Matt Gish FBI armourer & gun is in nice used condition.
750.00 - 1,000.00

269 Colt Light Weight Combat Commander
Ne

#70G22992; 45 ACP. Std config. w/adj rear sight, blued finish &
wood grips. Mechanically gun is good & gun has holster wear on
edges, overall in good used condition w/some spots on metal.
700.00 - 900.00

270 Colt MKIV Series 70 1911A1 Pistol
Ne

#70BS29787; 45 ACP. gun has rubber Pachmayr wrap around
grips & Novak's sights. In good used condition w/trigger work by
Matt Gish FBI armourer. 750.00 - 1,000.00

271 Colt Combat Commander 45 ACP Pistol
Ne
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#KU2465; 357 Magnum.  6" bbl w/SS finish & rubber grips. Gun
is in excellent, like new condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

272 Colt King Cobra 357 Mag SS Revolver
Ne

#N221238; 357 cal. 4" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored trigger
& hammer & checkered S&W grips. Gun is in very nice, lightly
used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

273 Smith & Wesson  Model 28-2 Highway patrolman 357
Ne

#83935G70; 45 ACP. Std config w/target sights & wrap around
Pachmayr rubber grips. Gun has some light edge ware but overall
in very good used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

274 Colt MKIV Series 70 1911 Pistol
Ne

#FL05688; 45 ACP. Commander config w/blued finish & wood
grips. In very nice lightly handled condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

275 Colt MKIV Lt. Commander 45 Pistol
Ne

#22MS000520; 22 WIN Mag. SS frame & comes w/2 ribbed 22
WIN Mag bbls 1  -6" & 1- 8" also includes Dan Wesson
checkered grips & bbl switching tools. In very nice, lightly
handled condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

276 Wesson Firearms SS  22 WIN Mag Revolver
Ne

#128650; 357 Mag. 10" bbl w/blued finish & wood grips. Grips
have some scratches & marks, otherwise revolver is in good used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

277 Dan Wesson 357 Magnum Revolver (RM)
Ne

#501-13698; 357 Mag. 7 1/2" SS bbl w/wood grips & in like new
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

278 Ruger Red Hawk 357 Magnum Revolver (RM)
Ne

#200000500; 22 LR. 10" bbl w/parkerized finish & wood
furniture. Gun is in very nice condition.  This gun was advertised
in the 1989 Ithaca catalog & featured a unique firing pin  system
that denotes rim fire & centerfire cartridges w/less than 300 mfg.
during 2+ year period. 600.00 - 800.00

279 Rare Ithaca X Caliber 22 Pistol
Ne

#55-34566; 44 Mag. 7 1/2" blued bbl w/case colored receiver &
wood grips. Gun is in like new condition. 650.00 - 800.00

280 Ruger Vaquero 44 Mag w/case colored receiver (RM)
Ne

#N793554; 357 Mag. 5 7/8" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored
Target size hammer & trigger. Gun has checkered wooden target
grips & in very nice lightly handled condition. 100.00 - 100.00

281 Smith & Wesson Model 27-2 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

LOT #

#V3235; 401 cal. 6 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & black plastic
Herters grips. Gun is made in West Germany w/some edge ware
from use, but overall in good used condition. 450.00 - 650.00

282 Herters 401 cal. Single Action Revolver
Ne

#2285970; 22 cal. 7 1/4" fluted target weight bbl w/target grips &
target sights. Gun has some light spots mixed & is in overall fair
condition. 350.00 - 500.00

283 High Standard Supermatic Citation 22 Pistol (RM)
Ne

#D974999; 38 spec. 6" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer & original wood grips. Overall in very nice, used
condition. 500.00 - 600.00

284 Smith & Wesson Model 10-5 38 Spec. Revolver
Ne

#214-04503; 22 cal. Std target config w/heavy bbl & target sights.
Blued finish & comes w/2 addition Ruger magazines. Overall in
very nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

285 Ruger Mark II Target Pistol
Ne

#K541844; 22LR 4" bbl w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer & rubber Pachmayr grips. Mechanically gun is good &
gun has some light holster wear, but in good used condition.
500.00 - 600.00

286 Smith & Wesson Model 18-2 22  Combat Masterpiece
Ne

#17-74493; 22 cal. Std config w/extra magazine, blued finish & in
very nice, lightly handled condition. 300.00 - 400.00

287 Ruger 22 cal Standard Semi Auto Pistol
Ne

#72674-S; 22 cal. 6" bbl w/match target sights, grips & 1 visible
spot on bbl of blue loss. Gun comes w/2 magazines & overall is in
good, lightly used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

288 Colt Match Target 22 Target Pistol
Ne

#2430SC; 45LC. 7 1/2" bbl blue & silver plated w/wood grips.
Gun is 1964 production & tribute to 150th Anniv. of Sam Colt's
Birthday. In like new condition in presentation box includes
medallion, dummy cartridges, letter & book. Exterior of case has
some scratches & marks, but overall a fine & desirable Colt
Commemorative Single Action. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

289 Colt 1 of 5,000 Single Action Army Revolver
Ne

#02009NZ1B3; 12 ga. & comes w/ 28" bbls, INV chokes & wide
raised ventilated rib. Gun has adj butt pad & is in good used
condition w/some light scratches & marks. Includes a set of Briley
small caliber bbl inserts: 410, 28 & 20 plus hard SKB shotgun
case. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

290 Browning Citori Trap 12 ga w/410, 28 & 20ga Insert
Ne
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#05719NM753; 12 ga. w/28" INV choke bbls.122 of 500 limited
edition for the North American Hunting Club. Gun is like new
condition in Browning luggage case. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

291 Browning Citori 12 ga No. American Hunting Club LE
Ne

#11237PM143; 12 ga. comes w/set of 32" O/U bbls w/raised trap
rib, FULL/IMP/MOD & 34" single trap bbl. Gun is in very fine,
lightly handled condition w/adj recoil pad, raised comb & comes
in Browning luggage case. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

292 Browning Citori Trap 2 bbl Set w/Case
Ne

293 5,000 rds case Federal 22LR 40GR solid Ammo
Ne

#F677878; 22 cal. Std config 94-22 w/high grade engraved
receiver of Coon Dog & Coon. Gun has fancy checkered walnut
stock & is in NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

294 NIB Winchester Model 94 22 High Grade Rifle
Ne

#A033800; 22 cal. & in NIB condition. 200.00 - 300.00
295 NIB Daisy VL 22 Rifle
Ne

#NSN;  22 cal std config. Nylon stock is in very nice overall
condition w/clean metal. Gun is topped w/Simmons 4x scope.
700.00 - 900.00

296 Remington Nylon 76 22 Rifle
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. 19 1/2" bbl. Magazine fed w/4x Redfield scope &
in nice, clean condition w/some small marks & small visible crack
left side of black forend tip. 500.00 - 600.00

297 Remington Nylon 11 Bolt Action Rifle
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. 22 cal. 19 1 /2" bbl w/tube magazine.  In very fine
original condition w/few light marks. Topped w/Weaver 2.5x
scope. 500.00 - 600.00

298 Remington Nylon 12 Bolt Action 22 Rifle
Ne

#2449833; 22 cal. Std config & in very nice lightly handled
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

299 Remington Mohawk Nylon 10C 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#488135; 22 cal. Std config. In very nice lightly handled condition
& topped w/3-9x Simmons scope. 400.00 - 500.00

300 Remington Nylon 66 22 Rifle w/scope
Ne

#87759; 22 cal. 24" bbl marked Routledge Bore for 22LR Shot
Cartridge. Gun has good original blue w/some typical edge ware
& spots. Wood is clean & overall gun is a good example of a
scarce Smooth Bore 121 Remington. 800.00 - 1,200.00

301 Rare Remington 121 Routledge Smooth Bore 22 Pump
Ne

LOT #

#75172; 410 ga. mfg 1949 w/26" SKEET marked bbl, checkered
walnut stock & fine figured butt stock. Mechanically gun is good
& has good original  blue fading on receiver edges & near the
breech of bbl. Wood is very clean & nice. Overall a good example
of a rare Winchester SKEET Model 42. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

302 Winchester Model 42 410 SKEET Shotgun
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. 24" bbl marked Model 514 Routledge Bore for 22
Long Rifle Shot Cartridge. Gun has good original blue w/some
light scratches on bbl,  good wood & overall in very nice
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

303 Remington Model 514 Routledge Bore 22 Shot
Ne

#126543; 410 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/Simmons vent rib. Gun
has good blue w/wear on edges & newer walnut stock. Overall
gun is in good used condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

304 *Winchester 42 410 ga Pump w/Simmons Vent Rib
Ne

#154504; 22L w/tube magazine excellent blue & fancy plain
walnut stock. Topped w/6x Redfield scope. Gun is in excellent
overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

305 Winchester Model 77 22LR w/6x Redfield Scope
Ne

#102994; 410 ga. 1953 production w/26" bbl & MOD choke. Gun
has strong blue finish & upgraded fancy walnut stock set.
Mechanically gun is fine & gun in very nice condition. 1,500.00 -
2,000.00

306 Winchester Model 42 410 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

#29002; 22 cal. 28" Target weight bbl, walnut stock & in very
good original condition. Topped w/4x Ranger scope w/good optics
& includes original rear receiver sight plus hooded front sight.
500.00 - 600.00

307 Winchester 75 22 cal Target Rifle w/Sights & Scope
Ne

#CR6733; 25-06. Made by Sauer in West Germany for Colt. 24"
bbl w/checkered wood stock & rose wood caps. Includes scope
rings & bases, gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00

308 Colt Sauer 25-06 Rifle
Ne

#S5338; 22-250. Made in West Germany. 24" bbl. w/blued finish
& std Weatherby High Grade stock. Stock has some blue loss
below serial number & Germany markings, otherwise very clean.
Gun has Talley rings, wood is very good but has some light marks
from age & handling. Overall a fine early German made Varmit
Master rifle. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

309 German Weatherby Mark V 22-250 Varmit Master
Ne
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#CR13269; 270 cal. Made in West Germany by Sauer for Colt.
24" blued bbl, fancy checkered walnut stock w/ dent on right side
of forearm w/rose wood caps, Gun  includes scope bases & rings
& is otherwise in very fine used condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

310 Colt Sauer 270 cal. Rifle
Ne

#P60179; 300 WBY Mag w/24" bbl. made in West Germany
w/high gloss blue & fancy checkered Weatherby stock. Stock has
few dents & marks from handling & use, otherwise gun is in
excellent condition. A fine German Weatherby. 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

311 German Weatherby Mark V in 300 WBY Magnum
Ne

#AT01069; 22LR. std config w/tube magazine. Mfg 1981-1982 in
very limited production by Mossberg, estimated only approx 600
produced & this being a fine example. Gun is like new w/original
blue, checkered walnut stock is minty & a wonderful example of
one of the rarest Weatherby 22's. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

312 Rare US Mfg. Weatherby Mark XXII 22 Rifle
Ne

#06716; 22 cal. Mfg in Italy w/checkered walnut stock but w/out
the fancy rosewood end caps typically seen on other Weatherby
rifles. Gun has 5 round magazine & a there are a few light marks
on wood,  otherwise in very fine condition. 600.00 - 800.00

313 Italian produced Weatherby Mark XXII 22 Rifle
Ne

2 original 10 round, 1 - 5 round & what appears to be 20 round
magazine.

314 Lot of Weatherby XXII Magazines
Ne

in good used condition.
315 Weatherby Elephant Rifle Sling
Ne

scope is in NIB condition w/paperwork.
316 NIB Weatherby Mark XXII 4x Scope
Ne

scope is in NIB condition w/paperwork.  Strap for the scope caps
is broken from age.

317 NIB 4x Weatherby Mark XXII Scope
Ne

Antique #81357; 12 ga. 30" Damascus steel bbls w/bright bores &
strong Damascus pattern. Left bbl does have a small dent
noticeable to the touch approx. 4 1/2" from muzzle. Gun has fancy
case colored D grade engraved receiver w/dbl triggers,
skeletonized butt plate & is mechanically crisp. Fancy checkered
walnut stock w/LOP approx. 14" & DAH is approx. 2 3/4", the
hand guard does have some pressure dents & marks mainly on left
side & bbl has some light scratches.  Overall a very fine D Grade
Parker double. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

318 Antique D Grade Parker 12 ga Double
Ne

LOT #

#4521; 12 ga. 30" Krupp Fluid Steel Bbls w/bright bores & good
remaining blue to grey exterior metal. Gun has case colored &
engraved receiver w/checkered forearm & checkered pistol grip
butt. LOP is approx. 13 1/2" & 2 7/8" DAH w/dbl triggers & gun
is mechanically good. A nice example of a rare early higher grade
375 Stevens Dbl. 6,000.00 - 8,000.00

319 Rare Steven Model 375 Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #106890; 12 ga. Circa 1901. 30" Damascus bbls
w/bright bores FULL/FULL. Bbls have good patina w/strong
Damascus pattern, case colored receiver has faded silver &
checkered walnut stock has soft rubber pad, LOP is approx. 14
1/2". Gun has visible repair around triggers, but overall a very
nice G Grade Parker. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

320 Parker Brothers G Grade Damascus Bbl 12 ga Dbl
Ne

Antique #306925; 12 ga. 30" Damascus pattern bbls w/bright
bores & good exterior colors. Receiver has engraving on locks &
still visible case colors throughout. Dbl triggers, extractors &
mechanically gun is crisp w/checkered walnut stock appearing
original & in good condition. LOP approx.  14" & overall a nice
original LC Smith. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

321 Fine LC Smith Damascus Bbl 12 ga Dbl
Ne

#213396; 12 ga. 28" bbls FULL/MOD w/bright bores & strong
exterior blue. Receiver still has good original amount of case
colors & gun is mechanically crisp. Checkered stock appears
original & is in good condition w/LOP approx. 14 1/4". Overall a
very nice original Vulcan Parker, Circa 1924. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

322 Vulcan Steel Parker Brothers Dbl Bbl 12 ga
Ne

#58154; 12 ga. 30" twist pattern bbls & bright bores w/bbls
retaining strong original colors. Gun has case colored receiver also
retaining good original colors, dbl triggers, cocking indicators &
extractors. Checkered walnut stock appears original & in very
good condition w/14 1/8" LOP. Overall a fine early Lefever
double. 750.00 - 1,000.00

323 Early Lefever Arms 12 ga Double
Ne

#89095; 12 ga. 30" Vulcan steel bbls w/bright bores & good
exterior blue remaining. Case colored receiver is fading silver
except for protected areas. Gun has dbl triggers, extractors &
checkered wood stock w/Parker butt plate. Wood is clean & solid
w/LOP approx. 14 1/4", overall a nice Parker double. 1,500.00 -
2,000.00

324 Parker Brothers Vulcan Steel 12 ga Dbl
Ne

#131288; 12 ga. 30" Nitro proofed steel bbls w/bright bores &
good exterior blue. Center rib marked Fred Williams London &
Birmingham w/fancy engraved receiver & case colors in protected
areas, Gun has dbl triggers, ejectors, straight grip finely checkered

325 Fred Williams English 12 ga Double
Ne
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stock w/LOP approx 14 1/2" & gun is mechanically crisp. Overall
a fine English double which comes in a leather Toe Under luggage
case. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

Antique. 27" bbls left bore is 16 ga & right bore is rifled 43
Spanish(?). Gun has under lever twisting action w/crown over RV
& U lettering. Bores are fair but lightly frosted w/dbl hammers &
has nice walnut stock. Mechanically gun is good & gun has
checkered horn butt w/right lock marked Hanover. Comes in fitted
luggage style case & overall a very nice cased combination gun.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00

326 H. Scherping Combination Gun
Ne

Antique. #2557; 10 ga. w/bright Damascus pattern 30" bbls
w/bright bores, case colored & decorated receiver, patent date
Aug 22 Sept 19 1882 w/dbl triggers, extractors & high grade
checkered pistol grip walnut stock. LOP is approx. 14" & 3 1/2"
DAH. Gun has some case colors in protected areas & overall a
fine Colt Dbl 10. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

327 Fine Colt High Grade 10 ga Double
Ne

Antique. #42791; 10 ga. 32" Damascus steel bbls w/bright bores.
Grey to brown patina on bbls still showing good pattern, the
receiver retains nice original case colors w/fine decorative game
bird engraving. Mechanically gun is good w/dbl triggers & finely
checkered walnut stock. LOP is approx. 14 1/8" & DAH is
approx. 2 3/4", w/hard rubber Parker butt plate & is missing a
small chip from toe end. Overall a fine early 10 ga Parker.
2,000.00 - 3,000.00

328 Fine Antique Parker Brothers 10 ga Double
Ne

Antique. #8945; 10 ga. Pribyl Bros Chicago, IL. 32" bbls. & good
bores. Damascus pattern on exterior & right bbl does have some
small dents noticeable to the touch. Highly decorative engraved
receiver w/unique crystal indicator window on left side, these
were used on early hammerless guns so shooters could visually
see when weapon was cocked. Finely checkered pistol grip stock
w/horn butt plate & approx. 14" LOP & hand guard does have
some chips on front corners. Mechanically gun is good & overall
in nice original condition. A fine early American Dbl 10 ga.
overall length is approx. 48". 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

329 Pribyl Bros Chicago 10 ga Dbl w/Crystal Indicator
Ne

Antique. #21075; Lift Gate Parker Bros dbl w/32" bbls 10 ga on
bottom & rifled 44-40 cal top bbl. Bbls are unmarked & does have
different serial numbered & appears to be a later add on top bbl
Drillings. Gun has checkered walnut stock & metal butt plate &
spotted grey to brown patina. Mechanically gun is good & an
interesting after market Drillings add on. 1,000.00 - 2,000.00

330 Rare Parker Bros Lift Gate Drillings
Ne

LOT #

Antique. #9090; 10 ga. 31 3/4" Damascus pattern bbls w/fair bore
center rib marked LeFever Arms Co Maker & Patent EE Syracuse
NY. The receiver is original & case colored now faded to silver
w/locks marked DM LeFever Hammerless Pat June 20 1880.
Action opens w/thumb activated button on upper tang, gun has dbl
triggers w/cocking indicators, extractors & large cocking lever on
left side of gun. Wood is solid although worn smooth, forearm
does have chips out of front toe. Overall a good example of a rare
early LeFever 10 ga. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

331 Antique DM LeFever Side Cocking 10 ga Dbl
Ne

Antique. #38139; 10 ga. 30" Damascus pattern bbls w/good bores
& center bbl is marked WW Greener 68 Haymarket London
Winner at the London Gun Trials 1879. Gun has ivory bead, the
engraved & case colored frame is faded to spotted silver w/dbl
triggers & ejectors. The finely checkered heavy walnut stock is in
nice condition w/LOP of approx. 14" & overall a fine antique
Greener Dbl 10. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

332 WW Greener Antique 10 ga Double
Ne

Antique. #158; 10 ga. 32" bbls w/lightly pitted bores & engraved
frame w/unique hinge breech. Ethan Allen Co markings on breech
& this gun appears to be a higher grade w/engraving & checkered
walnut stock. Mechanically gun is good w/spotted grey to brown
patina. Circa 1865-1871 w/production estimated to only be in the
100's. A good example of a rare early American Dbl Bbl. 1,250.00
- 1,750.00

333 Ethan Allen Hinge Breech 10 ga Dbl Bbl
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 8 ga. 34 3/4" bbl. marked Fine Laminated Steel.
Exterior has good brown patina & bores are lightly pitted but fair
overall for age. Mechanically gun is fair, wood is solid although it
appears as though wrist has been cracked & repaired at one time.
Gun has a metal butt plate, overall length is approx 52" & overall
a fine massive 8 ga Double. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

334 J. Manton 8 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #16; 12 ga. 28" bbls & Damascus pattern w/fair bores.
Center rib is marked GEO H. Fox Pat Jan 4 1870. Gun has
straight checkered walnut stock w/metal butt plate, is
mechanically good & a is a nice example of a predecessor to the
American Arms Co of Boston doubles. 750.00 - 1,000.00

335 Early George H Fox marked Antique Side Swing Dbl
Ne

Antique. #2377; 12 ga. Grade 2. 30" Damascus pattern bbls
w/good bores. Receiver retains good case colors, gun has exposed
hammers, dbl trigger & checkered pistol grip walnut stock
w/metal butt plate. Overall in very nice, original condition
w/slight chip at toe. 700.00 - 900.00

336 American Gun Co of Boston Side Swinger 12 ga Dbl
Ne
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Antique. #43569; 16 ga./5.54mm(?) Bbls are NITRO proofed
w/case colored receiver is faded silver Greener style cross bolt,
dbl triggers & walnut stock. Overall in good condition. 750.00 -
1,000.00

337 WALDLAUFER Model II Drillings
Ne

Antique.#5605; dbl rifle over 16 ga shotgun. Rifles appear to be
22 cal centerfire straight wall cartridge. 26" bbls w/2 1/2 power
claw mount German scope. Gun has fancy deep relief engraved
receiver & locks, Greener style cross bolt, horn butt, unique adj.
comb, & cartridge trap butt plate. Overall in nice condition & an
unusual dbl rifle Drillings. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

338 Fine German Dbl Rifle/Shotgun Drillings
Ne

Antique. #1007;  28 1/2" bbls 10 ga/38 cal rifle.  100 & 200 meter
graduated leaf sights. Bbls appear to have been shortened at
muzzle w/some visible dents & locks are marked D Kirkwood.
Gun has under trigger guard cocking lever & unique recessed tang
sight. Heavy stock is well worn but appears original & shows
some repair around trigger guard. Overall an interesting American
Drillings. 750.00 - 1,250.00

339 D Kirkwood Boston Mass American Drillings
Ne

Antique. #184; 30" bbls. 10 ga/38-55(?) Shotgun bbls are
Damascus pattern & center marked  D.Hall w/engraved receiver
& a later addition of ladder sight on tang. Gun has checkered horn
butt plate, walnut stock & mechanically gun is ok. Forearm tip
appears to be a later replacement, shotgun bores are pitted &
rifled bores show good rifling. Overall a nice example of an early
& scarce & American made Drillings. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

340 Antique WH Baker & Co American Drillings
Ne

#2556; 50 cal. Pump action made for now obsolete 50 cal Buck
Shot round w/22" smooth bore bbl., blued finish, wooden pump
handle & stock. Gun has visible dents on rear of pump tube, but
markings are clear & clean on bbl. Overall a good example of a
very scarce early American Hunting gun. Note gun will transfer as
antique due to obsolete caliber. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

341 Rare Std Arms Model H 50 cal "Camp" Gun
Ne

#7170; 348 WCF mfg 1936 in std config w/24" bbl, checkered
walnut pistol grip stock, metal butt plate, sling swivels & bolt
peep. Gun has some light edge ware & light marks, wood is good
w/some light scratches & marks. Overall a nice Pre War Deluxe
Model 71. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

342 1936 Pre War Winchester Model 71 Deluxe Rifle
Ne

#6972; 35 cal. Std config. gas or pump action w/spotted brown to
grey patina & better blue remaining on bbl. Checkered wood
forearm  & plain wood butt stock w/brass plate. Mechanically gun
is ok & is in good overall condition. Circa 1910. 750.00 -

343 Standard Arms Model G 35 cal Rifle
Ne

LOT #
1,000.00

Antique. #16934; 38-55. 1895 2nd year production. 26" round bbl.
Gun has good bore, receiver & bbl retain good original blue
fading to grey, some visible case colors remain on hammer &
lever, wood is clean & mechanically gun is crisp. Gun is a very
nice, very early 1894 Winchester. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

344 Early Antique Winchester 1894 38-55 Rifle
Ne

Antique. #432; 16 ga/22WSF cal rifled rim cartridge. 28"
Damascus steel bbls w/good exterior pattern & bores are bright
w/good rifling. Bbls are marked Hollenback Gun Co Wheeling W.
VA. Receiver is engraved w/bear & deer scene, originally case
colored now faded silver. Gun has nicely checkered high grade
walnut stock & original rubber butt plate. Mechanically gun
operates smoothly & overall a good example of early American
Drillings. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

345 Antique Hollenback Gun Company American Drillings
Ne

Antique. #153855; 16 ga/7.5mm rifled bbl. Nitro proofed & bbls
measure approx. 26 7/8" w/fair bores. Flip up rifle sights w/claw
mounts on rib, receiver is grey to brown patina w/some case
colors in protected areas. Mechanically gun is tights & checkered
pistol grip stock appears original & in good condition w/cartridge
storage in butt stock. Overall a good JP Sauer Drillings. 1,000.00
- 1,500.00

346 JP Sauer Drillings
Ne

Antique #13168; 11.5/60 rifled bbls over 16 ga. Bbls are 25 1/2"
The fancy engraved receiver left side marked Patent W.Collath &
Right side marked Frankfut A. O. Gun has checkered walnut
stock w/horn butt, horn trigger guard has some damage & repair
at front bow, & topped w/4x German scope w/claw mounts.
Overall in nice condition & an interesting early Collath German
Drillings. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

347 German Collath Dbl Rifle Drillings
Ne

#58127; 12 ga. 26" w/IMP cyl screw in choke. Gun has good
original  finish w/some scratches & marks on bbl, gold filled
receiver & engraving. Butt stock has visible crack otherwise gun
is in good used condition. 350.00 - 450.00

348 Winchester Model 59 WIN- LITE 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#RM034635; 10 ga. w/Real Tree camo finish & 26" bbl. Some of
the finish is wearing off in various spots, but overall in good used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

349 Remington SP10 10 ga Shotgun
Ne

#21705X6; 22 cal. Made in Belgium. Std config w/checkered
walnut stock. Gun is absent magazine, otherwise in excellent
condition. 450.00 - 600.00

350 Belgium Browning T-Bolt 22 Rifle (RM)
Ne
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#561578; 300 SAV. 24" blued bbl w/checkered pistol grip stock,
case colored lever & Redfield receiver sight. Gun is in excellent
original condition. 650.00 - 850.00

351 Savage Model 99RS 300 SAV Rifle
Ne

#703-08535; 17 HMR w/24" bbl SS All Weather finish &
laminate stock. Gun is in like  new condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

352 Ruger All Weather 77/17 Rifle (RM)
Ne

#R250842KZ; 20 ga. 20" fully rifled slug bbl w/iron sights &
1.5-4.5x Slug Scope attached. Gun is in very nice, lightly used
condition. 600.00 - 700.00

353 Remington Model 1100 Rifled 20 ga Slug w/Scope
Ne

#132-08391; 243 cal. 22" bbl. w/blued finish & checkered walnut
stock. Gun has red recoil pad & is in nice used condition. Comes
w/set of high Leupold rings. 800.00 - 1,000.00

354 Ruger No 1 243 cal. Rifle
Ne

#A062241; 22-250. 24" blued bbl w/blued finish, checkered stock
& scope rings attached. Gun appears to be in very fine, lightly
handled condition. 500.00 - 650.00

355 CZ 550 American 22-250 Rifle
Ne

#124347; 20 ga. 28" plain bbl w/blued finish & light edge ware
on receiver w/top of receiver drilled, wood is clean & gun is in
good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

356 Winchester Model 50 20 ga Shotgun
Ne

#163655A; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/Simmons rib & few
light marks on receiver, otherwise in good used condition. 300.00
- 400.00

357 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/Simmons Rib
Ne

#230989; 12 ga. 30" bbls FULL/IMP/MOD. Gun has good bores
& good original blue w/single selective trigger & ejectors.
Checkered walnut stock & has raised cheek piece, in very fine,
lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

358 Valmet Model 412 12 ga O/U
Ne

#196-74185; 223 cal. SS finish w/attached muzzle break,bbl
guard & Simmons 4x scope. Includes 1 additional 5 round
magazine & in very nice used condition. 800.00 - 900.00

359 Ruger SS Ranch Rifle w/scope
Ne

182-49026; 22 cal. Early gun w/bayonet lug & in very nice lightly
handled condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

360 Ruger Mini 14  223 cal rifle
Ne

LOT #

#B6397149; 257 Roberts in std config w/scope rings & bases
attached. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition. 700.00 -
900.00

361 Remington Model 700 Classic 257 Rbts Rifle (RM)
Ne

#C0532; Mauser action w/dbl set triggers & heavy weight custom
bbl in 300 WIN Magnum. Gun has checkered metal butt plate &
walnut stock w/Lyman receiver sight & Unertl style scope blocks
on bbl. Gun is in good used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

362 Custom Mauser 300 WIN Mag Target Rifle
Ne

#A6399449; Bbl is marked 222 REM Mag.  w/mag marking being
added. 24" heavy weight bbl & checkered walnut stock w/scope
rings & bases. Gun is in nice used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

363 Remington Model 700 222 REM Mag Rifle (RM)
Ne

#1822046F; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl. in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

364 Winchester Model 12 Featherweight Shotgun
Ne

#NSN; 24" blued bbls 22 Mag/20 ga silver finished receiver
w/3-9x Tasco scope attached. Gun is in good used condition
w/typical scratches & marks. 400.00 - 500.00

365 Savage Model 24H-DL 22 Mag/20 ga Combo Gun
Ne

#5848; 401 cal. Mfg in 1911. std config w/blue to grey mixed
patina & rear tang sight. Walnut stock is solid & in good overall
condition. A nice example of the large caliber 401 SLR. 600.00 -
800.00

366 Winchester Model 1910 401 cal Rifle
Ne

#71B35992; 22 cal. Std config. w/3-9x scope & is in good used
condition w/few mixed marks. 500.00 - 600.00

367 Browning BL22 Rifle w/Scope
Ne

#47896; 351 cal Gun as checkered heavy weight Police style stock
& finger groove plunger w/strong original blue, rear tang sight &
comes w/10 round Police magazine plus standard 5 round mag
included. Overall a very nice Police Model SLR Winchester.
800.00 - 1,200.00

368 Winchester Model 07 351 cal Police Rifle
Ne

#S5648361; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/good bores & engraved silver
finished receiver. Single selective trigger, ejectors & bbls are
choked FULL/IMP/MOD.  Gun is mechanically good & wood is
solid & gun is in nice, used condition. 650.00 - 850.00

369 SKB Model 600 12ga O/U
Ne
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#5247; 35 cal. in std config w/lightly spotted brown to blue
patina. Gun has high grade checkered walnut stock w/ sling
swivel holes present but swivels absent. Butt stock has some
cracks & chips at wrist & former repair at toe w/ 10 tally marks
on left side. Mfg in 1st year production 1905 & an interesting
early 1905 rifle w/deluxe wood. 400.00 - 600.00

370 Winchester Model 1905 35 SRC w/Deluxe Stock
Ne

#304337; 222 cal. 26" bbl w/plain walnut stock & topped
w/Weaver K4 scope. Gun is in very fine original condition w/1
small piece of stock repair below left side receiver sight screws.
500.00 - 700.00

371 Remington Model 722 222 cal Rifle
Ne

#G1353593; 270 cal w/checkered walnut stock & iron sights.
Topped w/3-9x Redfield scope w/see through scope mounts & has
leather sling. In nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

372 Winchester Model 70 270 Rifle w/Redfield Scope
Ne

#720-88252; 17 WSM cal w/matte finished 24" SS bbl. &
checkered wood stock, topped w/3-9x Konus rifle scope. Overall
gun is in nice used condition & includes 1 additional magazine.
700.00 - 900.00

373 Ruger 77/17 17WSM Rifle (RM)
Ne

#728658; 243 cal. 22" bbl. w/iron sights, leather sling & topped
w/Weaver K4 rifle scope. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 600.00 - 700.00

374 Winchester Model 70 243 cal Rifle w/Scope
Ne

#S1450; 17 MACH 2.  SS finish w/target weight 21" bbl.,
composite stock & topped w/3-9x scope. Gun is in fine, lightly
handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00

375 Thompson Center R55 17 MACH 2 Rifle (RM)
Ne

#05287NPT52; 12 ga. Comes w/26" vent rib bbl & INV choke,
plus a 24" Hastings rifled slug bbl. Gun has synthetic stock &
both bbls have some spots, but overall is in good used condition.
400.00 - 600.00

376 Browning BPS Buck & Bird Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #6049; 44-40 w/3 1/4' bbl. Dbl action w/birds head butt.
Gun is nickel finished w/clear factory markings, mechanically
good & hard rubber grips. Overall gun in nice condition. 3,000.00
- 4,000.00

377 Factory Engraved Merwin & Hulbert Large Frame DA
Ne

Antique. #54262; 1862 production. 44 cal std config w/spotted
grey to brown patina w/fair cylinder scene & clear markings on
bbl & frame. All visible numbers are matching & gun has light

378 Colt 1860 Army Revolver
Ne

LOT #
military cartouches on both grips present. Overall a nice example
of a Civil War Colt Army. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

Antique. #9848; 36 cal. 6 1/2" oct. bbl. w/some overall blue
remaining on bbl & frame. Mechanically gun is good w/nice
cylinder scenes remaining & grips are very good. A nice original
Manhattan Navy model. 750.00 - 1,250.00

379 Manhattan 36 cal Navy Revolver
Ne

Antique. #5932; 44 cal. Bbl has been shortened to 5 5/8". This is
early model w/open top, square butt & scooped cylinder flutes.
Gun is nickel finished, engraved & has MOP style grips. Overall
in very nice original condition. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

380 Engraved Merwin & Hulbert Large Frame SA Revolver
Ne

Antique. # 129207; 1862 Civil War Production. 36 cal w/std 7
1/2" oct bbl. Spotted blue to grey patina w/clear bbl & frame
markings along w/partial cylinder scene remaining. All visible
numbers are matching, grips appear original & left grip has small
chip our of front toe. Overall a good original Colt Navy. 750.00 -
1,250.00

381 Colt 1851 Navy Percussion Revolver
Ne

Antique. #13063; 6" bbl. w/nice blue to brown patina,
mechanically gun is  good w/original grips. A nice Civil War era
No 2 Smith. 600.00 - 800.00

382 Smith & Wesson No 2 Cartridge Revolver
Ne

Antique. #5528; 38 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/engraved nickel finished,
dbl action & mechanically is good. Gun has birds head butt
w/grips worn smooth & some holster wear on edges, but overall in
good condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

383 Engraved Merwin & Hulbert Medium Frame DA Revolver
Ne

Antique #25552; 36 cal 5" oct. bbl w/spotted blue to grey patina
& nice cylinder scene remains. Mechanically gun is good
w/original grips & gun is in nice original condition. 600.00 -
800.00

384 Manhattan 36 cal Navy Revolver
Ne

Antique. #26296; Mfg in 1894. 36 cal. w/4 1/2" bbl & 5 shot
fluted cylinder. Mechanically gun is is ok w/clean single line bbl
address & visible patent on frame & cylinder. Some original blue
remains on protected areas of bbl & overall a nice Civil War era
Pocket Police revolver. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

385 Colt 1862 Police Percussion Revolver
Ne

Antique. #9233; 38 cal w/engraved nickel fame & 3 1/2" bbl.
Double action w/folding trigger spur & ivory style grips. Circa
1880 w/est. 2,000 mfg & overall gun is in nice original condition.

386 Merwin & Hulbert Small Frame DA Revolver
Ne
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750.00 - 1,250.00

Antique.  31 cal. Circa 1851 w/estimated of only 350 mfg. 4" bbl.
& six shot cylinder. Gun has decorative Warner's patent
w/patriotic engraved frame & etched cylinder. Original wood
grips & mechanically gun is ok. A very nice example of a very
scarce early American revolver. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

387 Rare Springfield Arms Co Belt Model Revolver
Ne

Antique. #3461; 42 cal. cartridge w/6" oct. bbl.,spur trigger, brass
frame & unique cartridge extracting lever on right side. Gun has
clean markings on bbl. & cylinder. Circa 1860 this is a 3rd model
w/approx. 7,300 mfg. A rare Civil War era revolver. 750.00 -
1,250.00

388 Rare Plant Mfg Co Front Loading Army Revolver
Ne

Antique. #2100; 44-40. 7" bbl w/open frame, birds head butt &
scooped cylinder flutes. Gun has spotted silver to grey patina, bbl
& frame markings are all visible, mechanically gun is fair &
overall a good example of a rare Merwin & Hulbert revolver.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00

389 Early Open Top Merwin & Hulbert Large Frame Rev.
Ne

Antique. #635; 32 cal. 5" oct bbl w/side hammer & engraved 5
shot cylinder. Gun has wood grips, clear company & patent
markings on left side of bbl. Circa 1860 & a good example of a
scarce early American percussion revolver. 500.00 - 700.00

390 Allen & Wheelock Side Hammer Belt Revolver
Ne

Antique. #6690; Circa 1863. 32 cal revolver w/unique front
loading cylinders designed to circumvent the board cylinder patent
controlled by Smith & Wesson. Gun has engraved brass frame,
wooden grips & 3" bbl. Gun is in nice original condition. 750.00 -
1,000.00

391 Brooklyn Arms Co Front Loading Pocket Revolver
Ne

Antique. 44 rim fire.  4" blued bbl w/clear bbl markings & fair
bore. Case colored frame & action are fated to a spotted silver.
Grips are original & gun is mechanically good. Overall gun is in
nice original condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

392 Antique Conn. Arms Bulldog Single Shot Pistol
Ne

Antique. 68 cal. Smooth bore superposed 6" bbls.  The bbls &
locks are marked J Probin w/belt clip on left side, swiveling
loading rod, checkered walnut stock & ball trap in butt. Overall in
nice, original condition. 1,250.00 - 1,700.00

393 J. Probin London Percussion Dbl Pistol
Ne

LOT #

Antique. #3207; 44 cal. 7" bbl. w/early open top frame & scooped
cylinder flutes. Original nickel is faded grey in spots & gun has
clean bbl markings, original rubber grips w/5 tally marks on left
grip. Mechanically gun is good  & overall a nice original Merwin
& Hulbert Single Action. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

394 Merwin & Hulbert Single Action Revolver
Ne

Antique. 65 cal smooth bore & 9" bbl. marked London w/English
proofs. The crown/GR lock is marked H. W. Mortimer & Co. Gun
has walnut stock, brass trigger guard w/some repair to wood near
muzzle, but overall a nice example of an early English Military
style side arm. Circa 1780-1820 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

395 Pattern 1796 Mortimer Military Pistol
Ne

Antique. 41179; 44 cal. 6" bbl Original nickel finish frame is now
spotted grey to brown patina. Mechanically gun operates good
w/clear bbl markings on rib & original hard plastic grips. Overall
a nice example of an iconic Western revolver. 750.00 - 1,250.00

396 Smith & Wesson  New Frontier Dbl Action Revolver
Ne

Antique. French Model 1777. Std config & marked Stetienne
w/brass frame, wooden grips & steel 7 1/2" bbl. Gun is in fair
overall condition. 500.00 - 700.00

397 French 1777 Flint Lock Military Perc. Pistol
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 44 Lip Fire cal. 7 1/2" bbl. w/spotted brown t o
grey patina w/company markings faintly this visible on left side of
bbl. Gun has wood grips & is in overall fair condition. These were
made in the early 1860's est production 250 or less revolvers. This
is a good example of very rare Civil War era revolver 1,250.00 -
1,750.00

398 Allen & Wheelock Lip Fire Army Revolver
Ne

Antique. approx 66 cal. w/8" smooth bore bbls marked London on
rib. Each locks are marked CHAS LANCASTER & are highly
decorated  w/fine scroll engraving. Gun has checkered walnut
stock, some case colors remaining on furniture w/ball trap in butt
stock, & swivel head ram rod. Overall in nice original condtion.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

399 Charles Lancaster English Dbl Bbl 66 cal Pistol
Ne

Antique. #20039; 45LC. 7 1/2" bbl. w/nickel finish frame & light
spots overall. Gun has single line bbl address, hard rubber Colt
grips & left grip has chip on back toe. Mechanically gun is good
double or single action & mfg in 1887. Overall a nice original
large frame dbl action Colt. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

400 Antique Colt Nickel 1878 45 cal New Frontier Rev
Ne

Antique. 68 cal smooth bore w/8 1/2" bbl. marked Baker & Son
Gun Makers to His Majesty w/crown proof marks. Gun has
walnut military style stock, brass furniture w/swivel loading rod.

401 E Baker & Son Flint Lock Pattern Pistol
Ne
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Overall in nice condition. Circa 1758-1836 these were a high
quality military export pistol. 800.00 - 1,200.00

Antique. 36 cal. 8" oct bbl w/grey to brown patina w/good
cylinder scene remaining & Company & Patent markings present
on left side of bbl. Wood grips are original & mechanically gun is
good. Circa 1858-1861 & a rare Civil War Era pistol w/less than
1,000 mfg. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

402 Allen & Wheelock Side Hammer Navy Revolver
Ne

Antique. #10445; 36 cal. Circa 1860's. 6 1/2' oct bbl. Some of
original blue & case colors remain on gun w/brass frame & highly
engraved & decorated cylinder. Mechanically gun is good w/nice
original grips & produced to compete w/the Colt 1851 Navy.
Overall nice original condition & should clean up w/some TLC.
750.00 - 1,250.00

403 36 cal Manhattan Navy Revolver
Ne

Antique. #175257; 31 cal. Circa 1860 w6" bbl clear bbl, frame &
cylinder markings. Mechanically cylinder does not always rotate
or index & gun has original wood grips & overall a very nice 1849
Pocket Model. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

404 Colt 1849 Percussion Pocket Revolver
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 36 Lip Fire caliber. 6" oct bbl. w/some blue in
protected areas otherwise faded grey, clear bbl making on left
side. Gun has wood grips & is mechanically good, circa 1860
w/est. production 500 or less. A good example of a rare Civil War
era sidearm. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

405 Rare Allen & Wheelock Navy Lip Fire Revolver
Ne

Antique. #195; Circa mid 1850's w/est production 1,000 or less.
36 cal rifled round to oct 5 3/4" bbl. Bbl is marked W.W. Marston
Patented 1850 New York Cast Steel. Gun has decorative brass
frame & wood grips. Mechanically gun is ok  & a nice example of
a very early & rare American pistol. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

406 W.W. Marston Breech Loading Single Shot Pistol
Ne

Antique. French styled w/2 brass 6 1/2" smooth bore bbls, approx.
52 cal. Originally flintlock converted to percussion w/safety arms.
Fancy walnut carved grips & brass furniture. Wood has had some
former cracks & repairs & gun appears to be missing decorative
cap at muzzle.  Overall a unique brass bbl pistol, circa 1780.
750.00 - 1,250.00

407 French Late 18th Century 52 bore Brass Pistol
Ne

Antique.  45 cal 4 1/4" bbl marked E. Saxby, Canterbury. Gun has
shrouded nipples w/numbered cylinders. Engraved frame & finely
checkered grips w/trap in the butt. A fine early English percussion
pistol. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

408 E. Saxby English Percussion Revolver
Ne

LOT #

Antique. 218 BEE(?). 12" round bbl w/blued finish fancy
checkered walnut stock & mechanically crisp. Overall in nice
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

409 Antique Remington Rolling Block Pistol
Ne

Antique. 36 cal 3" bbls. Bbls & frame appear to have German
silver finish & engraving, checkered wood grips & some nipples
are damaged or absent. Gun has Birmingham touch marks on bbl,
iron trigger guard & hammer w/some overall pitting. Mechanism
works but indexing needs adjustment, otherwise in good, original
condition. Circa 1845. 800.00 - 1,200.00

410 Silver Plated English Pepperbox
Ne

#1630; 32 ACP semi automatic w/19" bbl, good original blue on
metal & checkered pistol grip stock. Gun has small dbl stack
magazine & a fine example of a very early Semi Automatic
Carbine. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

411 Dreyse 32 cal Semi Auto Carbine
Ne

Antique. #171; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/threaded muzzle Mechanically
gun has weak spring & somewhat functions, but would need
adjustment or repair before being an operational piece. Walnut
stock appears original w/some cracks or repairs, still a good
example of an early American repeating shotgun. 2,000.00 -
3,000.00

412 Antique Roper Repeating Rifle Co 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #12118; 10 ga. mfg. in 1890 w/30" Damascus pattern
bbls each w/good bores. Case colored & engraved receivers retain
colors in protected areas. Gun has dbl triggers, ejectors & cocking
indicators, gun has been mfg without a safety which is typical of a
live Pigeon gun.  Mechanically gun is crisp & has a checkered
high grade walnut stock in very fine condition. LOP is approx. 15"
& overall a fine & attractive 10 ga. LeFever Pigeon Gun. 1,500.00
- 2,500.00

413 Antique LeFever EE Grade 10 ga Pigeon Gun
Ne

#169464; 410 ga. 26" bbls w/Hunter Arms Co markings on bbls,
case colored receiver, dbl triggers & 12 1/2" LOP on stock. Gun is
in very fine, lightly handled condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

414 Hunter Arms Fulton Dbl Bbl 410 ga Shotgun
Ne

#20502; 20 ga. Mfg in 1920. 28" bbl. FULL/MOD w/bright bores
& strong exterior blue. Gun has nicely case colored receiver, dbl
triggers, ejectors mechanically crisp & checkered walnut stock
may have small chip & repair forward of trigger guard on left
side. Approx. LOP is 14". Overall in excellent condition. 2,500.00
- 3,500.00

415 LC Smith Field Grade 20 ga Double
Ne
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#NSN; 20 ga. Gun is unmarked w/26" bbls & good bores. Exterior
is blue to grey spotted w/cocking indicators on locks, dbl triggers
& ornate heavy walnut styled stock, wood is solid but there are
some noticeable cracks in wrist. 14 1/4" LOP  & overall length of
gun is 42" & is well made, interesting one of a kind 20 ga Dbl.
650.00 - 850.00

416 Handmade German 20 ga Dbl
Ne

Antique. #52925; 12 ga. 30" twist pattern bbls w/bright bores &
good exterior pattern, case colored receiver. Gun is retains good
colors w/checkered wood stock, LOP is approx. 14 1/4 & DAH is
approx. 2 3/4". Mechanically gun is crisp & stock is in fine
original condition w/original Remington butt plate, overall a
highly conditioned antique Remington Double. 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

417 Antique Remington 12 ga Double
Ne

Antique. #39038; Mfg in 1871. 44 Rim Fire w/fair bore & 24" oct
bbl. Gun has unpolished brass frame & mechanically gun operates
good. Wood is solid w/typical scratches & marks from age,
forearm has visible crack & repair left front w/correct trap door in
butt plate. Kings Patent bbl markings & sliding rear ladder sight
w/period sling swivels & overall a very nice & original 1866
Winchester. 5,000.00 - 6,000.00

418 Antique 1866 Winchester Yellow Boy Rifle
Ne

#88484; 12 ga. Mfg in 1903. 30" twist bbls & bright bores w/good
exterior pattern. Gun has case colored receiver, dbl triggers
w/very fine checkered walnut stock. LOP is approx. 14" & overall
a fine early Ithaca Hammerless dbl. 500.00 - 700.00

419 Lewis Model Ithaca Dbl 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #85040; 44 cal. Mfg. in 1882, as per factory letter gun
has 26" half oct bbl., half magazine, checkered stock &case
hardened receiver. Mechanically gun is good w/good bore & good
original blue remaining on bbl. Some areas are faded grey w/some
light pits or marks. Case colored receiver has colors remaining
especially in protected areas. Other areas fading silver w/some
light spots & lever & hammer retain good case colors. Butt plate
appears to be nickel finished & gun has attractive high grade
straight walnut stock w/checkering & a period Lyman Tang sight.
Overall a very nice example of a special order 2nd Model 1873
Winchester. 5,000.00 - 7,000.00

420 Rare Deluxe Winchester 1873 Special Order
Ne

#597; 12 ga/30 cal rifled bbl. 28" Shotgun bbl is Damascus
pattern w/bright bore & a bright rifle bore below. Receiver has
case colors in protected areas & checkered walnut stock
w/original butt plate & original forearm. Mechanically gun is ok
& wood may have some repair around upper tang. Overall a good
example of an early American Drillings from Wheeling WV.

421 3 Bbl Gun Co American Drillings
Ne

LOT #
750.00 - 1,250.00

Antique. #71734; Mfg in 1892 in 40-82 cal. w/bright bore & 26"
oct bbl. Magazine & bbl retain strong original blue finish.
Receiver & butt plate show light original case colors, wood is very
good & overall a very fine early original 1886 Winchester.
3,000.00 - 4,000.00

422 Fine Case Colored 1886 Winchester Rifle
Ne

Antique. #104962; 12ga. 30" Damascus bbls w/bright bores &
strong Damascus pattern on exterior. Gun has case colored
receiver w/bank note style engraving, dbl triggers & ejectors
w/fine checkered walnut pistol grip stock & modern rubber pad.
LOP is approx. 14" & mechanically gun is crisp, overall a very
fine Antique Remington Dbl . 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

423 Antique Remington Model 1894 B Grade 12 ga. Dbl
Ne

#81870; 405 WCF cal. Mfg in 1915 w/24" take down bbl & good
bore. Bbl. retains good original blue & receiver is blue to greyed
patina w/mixed spots overall. Gun has Lyman adj receiver sight
w/sling swivels added & gun has period No Shock rubber butt
pad. Mechanically gun is good & is a good example of a scarce
1895 Model in desirable 405 cal. 3,500.00 - 4,500.00

424 Winchester 1895 Take Down Rifle in 405 cal.
Ne

Antique. #17903;  28 cal. Mfg in 1857. 3 1/2" oct bbl. w/some
blue in protected areas otherwise fading to spotted grey.
Mechanically gun is fair w/good bbl address & partial cylinder
scene w/matching serial number. Original wood grips are good &
a nice example of an early Colt Side Hammer revolver. 750.00 -
1,250.00

425 Antique Colt 1855  28 cal Side Hammer Pocket Rev.
Ne

Antique #105842; 22 short. Gun has silver plated frame, brown
patina bbl & mechanically gun is good w/original wood grips.
Overall in very nice original condition. 300.00 - 400.00

426 Antique Smith & Wesson No 1 22 cal Revolver
Ne

Antique. #1070; 22 cal & 25 rim fire bbls. Derringer has brass
frame & wood handles, in overall good condition. 500.00 - 700.00

427 American Arms Co Boston Wheeler Patent 2 bbl Gun
Ne

Antique. Circa 1860-1873 & is percussion w/3" oct bbl. 2 line bbl
address, mechanically ok, spotted silver patina, grips are
checkered & original w/estimates of only a few thousand mfg. A
good example of a rare Remington revolver. 400.00 - 700.00

428 Early Remington Rider Pocket Revolver
Ne
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Antique. #9912; 41 rim fire. 2 1/2" bbl w/brass frame & round 5
shot cylinder. Mechanically cylinder does not always rotate but
gun is in strong original condition w/clear bbl & frame markings
& original wood grips. Overall in nice condition. 650.00 - 850.00

429 Colt 5 Shot House Pistol Revolver
Ne

Antique. #165; 32 cal rim fire cartridge revolver w/2 1/4" oct bbl,
nickel finish original hard rubber grips & in good overall
condition. 750.00 - 900.00

430 Rare Remington Rider 32 cal Rim Fire Revolver
Ne

Antique. 30 cal 6" bbls. w/silver patina & bbls marked Stooking
& Co Worcester. Gun has unique single action mechanism
w/wood grips & overall in good condition. 450.00 - 700.00

431 Stooking Spur Guard SA Pepperbox Pistol
Ne

Antique. Both are unmarked w/4" oct rifled bbls, checkered wood
stock & mix of iron & silver furniture. Both are mechanically
good & both are overall in nice condition. Each has some wood
missing around lock. 800.00 - 1,200.00

432 Pair of English Styled 50 cal Perc. Derringer
Ne

Antique. Unmarked appears to by 5.4 mm style w/2 1/2" cylinder
& bbl combination. Gun has iron frame which is blue to grey
patina, wood grips & spur trigger. No visible markings but
mechanically good & in good original condition. 400.00 - 700.00

433 6 Shot 5.4 mm(?) Revolver
Ne

Antique. #18318; 22 cal. 2 1/2" oct bbl w/nickel finish & silver
patina. Gun has ivory style birds head grips & is in good original
condition w/period leather holster. 400.00 - 500.00

434 Allen 22 cal Side Hammer Rim Fire Revolver
Ne

Antique. #287; 32 cal. 3" oct bbl. w/original blue on frame fading
to silver except from protected areas. Gun has clean company &
patent markings on bbl & frame. Mechanically gun is good
w/wood grips & spur trigger. Circa 1860  w/estimate of 1,000
mfg. 400.00 - 600.00

435 Allen & Wheelock 32 cal Side Hammer Rim Fire Rev
Ne

Antique. #2245; 4 - 36 cal. 3" bbls. & ring trigger w/unique safety
latch which is marked A. Caron. Gun has wood grips, silver faded
engraved frame & is in overall good condition for age. 400.00 -
600.00

436 Belgium Ring Trigger 4 Shot Pepperbox Pistol
Ne

Antique. 32 cal 2 1/2" bbls. Allens Patent markings w/grey to
spotted brown patina & wood grips. Gun is in good working order
& overall size is only approx. 6". 400.00 - 500.00

437 Allen & Thurber 32 cal. Peanut size Pepperbox
Ne

LOT #

Antique. 32 cal w/4" bbls Dbl Action w/wood grips & spotted
silver patina. Gun is in fair overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00

438 WW Marston 32 cal. Pepperbox Pistol
Ne

Antique #998; 38 cal. 3 1/2" w/nickel finish & mixed light spots.
Single action w/dog head hard rubber grips & unique ring built in
on frame for loading. Gun is an early production w/estimated only
a few thousand manufactured. 750.00 - 1,250.00

439 Early Merwin & Hulbert Medium Frame Spur Trigger
Ne

Antique. #82630; 22 cal. w/engraved frame,2 3/8" bbl., ivory style
grips mechanically ok & clear 2 line bbl markings.  A nice Colt
Open Top 22. 750.00 - 1,000.00

440 Factory Engraved Colt Open Top 22 Revolver
Ne

full of correct ammo & overall in good condition w/early Beaver
Trademark.

441 Early Dominion Cartridge Box 30 cal Short Rim Fire
Ne

Unopened & in good condition, one front corner is slightly
crushed, but overall a nice early unopened cartridge box.

442 Unopened Early Winchester 1873 32WCF Cartridge Box
Ne

both boxes are original & unopened, but seals are partially
broken. Dated 1874 Frankford Arsenal Marked Colt's Revolver,
caliber 45

443 Original Frankford Arsenal 45 Colt Cartridge Boxes
Ne

Antique. both are approx 38 cal. w/9 3/4" oct bbl w/rounded
edges. Guns are numbered 1 & 2 w/bbl flat marked M. Mach in
Prag, both have bright bores, blued & case colored exteriors
w/silver style inlay, finely checkered walnut stocks & decorative
metal butts.  They come in leather bound presentation style case,
which includes numerous reloading tools & turn screws, each in
form fit compartment. Overall a beautiful set of early Cartridge
Duelers 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

444 Cased Set of Early Cartridge Duelers
Ne

Antique. #60840; 36 cal. 5" oct bbl & mechanically  gun is ok
w/clear bbl markings & cylinder scenes. Wood grips have marks
& remain solid. Gun is in good overall condition. 500.00 - 700.00

445 Manhattan 36 cal Navy Belt Revolver
Ne

Antique. #6371; on frame & bbl w/brass grips serial numbered
#91204. Gun has silver patina & 6 1/2" bbl. mechanically gun is
weak & otherwise gun is in fair condition. 500.00 - 700.00

446 Colt 1862 Pocket Police Percussion Revolver
Ne
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Antique #49980; 36 cal. 5" bbl. w/grey patina & mechanically
cylinder does not rotate or index. Otherwise gun is in fair original
condition. 500.00 - 600.00

447 Manhattan 36 cal Navy Belt Revolver
Ne

Antique. #221; 36 cal.  5" oct bbl w/silver finish remaining & 3
digit serial number. Mechanically gun is ok & grips appear
original & good condition.  Gun has good cylinder scene & patent
markings, overall a nice early production Manhattan Navy
revolver. 750.00 - 1,000.00

448 Early Manhattan 36 cal Navy Belt Revolver
Ne

Antique. #16577; 1961 production. 44 cal in std config w/brown
patina & some pitting. Mechanically gun is ok & visible numbers
are matching w/wood grips. Overall in fair condition. 750.00 -
1,250.00

449 Colt 1860 Army Percussion Revolver
Ne

Antique #49510; 36 cal 6 1/2" oct bbl w/grey overall patina.
Mechanically ok w/all markings visible & grips appear original.
Overall in nice vintage condition. 500.00 - 700.00

450 Manhattan 36 cal Navy Revolver
Ne

Antique. Both have 5" rifled side by side bbls, fancy engraved
receiver, trigger guard & lever, decorative walnut French style
grips w/metal butt cap. Both are in nice condition & overall length
the measure approx. 10". 800.00 - 1,200.00

451 Pair of European Dbl Bbl Pin Fire 577 cal Pistols
Ne

Antique. #206379; 1862 mfg. 31 cal. 5" bbl. w/spotted grey patina
& some silver finish remaining on brass grips. Gun has matching
numbers & is mechanically good w/original wood grips. Overall a
nice Civil War Era Colt Pocket revolver. 750.00 - 1,000.00

452 Civil War Era Colt 1849 Pocket Revolver
Ne

Antique. #430; 31 cal. w/4" oct bbl, engraved frame & stage coach
cylinder scene. Gun has unique patent markings on frame &
overall a nice pocket model Manhattan. 500.00 - 700.00

453 Manhattan 31 cal Pocket Model Revolver
Ne

Antique. Both are approx  52 cal rifled 9 1/2" oct bbls. Each has
Damascus pattern & are marked MAKER on top rib. Each lock is
marked Adams w/locks hammers, etc are case colored &
engraved. Each gun has finely checkered walnut stock, one is
showing larger crack & repair above lock, also this gun has loose
ram rod channel. They come in a form fit case w/some reloading
tools. Overall an attractive set of early English duelers. 2,500.00 -
3,500.00

454 Cased Set of Adams Percussion Dueling Pistols
Ne

LOT #

Antique. #686; 16 ga. w/very ornate Damascus pattern 29" bbls.,
ornately engraved receiver horn trigger guard w/dbl triggers &
black wooden butt plate w/gold shield on tang marked R.V. The
checkered walnut stock is in fine condition & overall a beautiful
Teschner German shotgun. 1,000.00 - 2,000.00

455 Antique Teschner 16 ga Needle Fire Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Ne

#175749; 30-06. Made for American Market circa 1920. This gun
is in fine original condition w/25" round to oct bbl. & matted top
rib. Gun features dbl set adj triggers & Lyman No 48 receiver
sight w/high grade checkered walnut stock, strong original blue,
case colored bolt, black horn butt plate, metal pistol grip cap,
original sling swivels, bright bore & smooth action. Overall in
excellent original condition on a rare American Market JP Sauer
hunting rifle. 4,000.00 - 6,000.00

456 JP Sauer & Sohn Mauser 30-06 Sporter
Ne

Antique. #3722; 16 ga. 29" Damascus pattern bbls w/bright bores
& good exterior color  & marked "The Automatic" James
Woodward & Sons 64 St James St London w/golden number 2 on
bbl rib & top of frame which typically designates it as 1 of 2 in
cased set. Gun has very fine engraved lock plates & frame
w/cocking indicators & high grade walnut straight grips stock
w/leather pad. LOP is approx. 14 1/4", DAH is approx. 2" &
mechanically gun is crisp & is a beautiful antique English made
double. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

457 Antique James Woodward & Sons Fine English 16 ga
Ne

#249019; 20 ga. 26" bbls & bright bores choked CYL/SKEET,
factory ejectors & dbl triggers case colored scalloped receiver &
features Greener style cross bolt & cocking indicators. Fine
original walnut stock w/beaver tail forend & pistol grip w/cheek
piece butt stock. LOP is approx. 14 1/4"  & gun has 2 3/4"
chambers, retains fine original blue on bbls & has bright case
colors on receiver. Overall a very fine Royal Grade Sauer 20 ga
w/rare factory ejectors. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

458 JP Sauer & Sohn Royal Grade 20 ga Dbl
Ne

#352; 32 cal. 23" solid ribbed bbl marked FRIEDER. JACOB
BARTELS. Gun has attached claw scope mounts, spoon bolt w/set
triggers, detachable floor plate & cartridge trap in butt stock.
Nicely checkered walnut stock w/horn butt plate & overall in very
nice original condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

459 Fine Pre War German Bartels Bolt Action 32 cal
Ne

Antique #B19; 16 ga./32 cal. rimmed rifle cartridge. Gold trim at
breach w/twist pattern bbl & full matted rib, exposed hammers,
pop up tang sight, finely checkered walnut stock w/raised cheek
piece, grey to brown patina metal & cartridge trap butt plate.
Shotgun bbl has some light dents but overall a nice early German
combination gun. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

460 Early German Combination Gun
Ne
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#1870; 12 ga. 28 1/4" bbls. w/Imperial pre war style proof marks
& bright bores. Gun has good blue on bbls w/case
colored,engraved & scalloped receiver & cocking indicators & dbl
triggers. Checkered pistol grip walnut stock is in nice condition.
Although gun is attractive & in nice shape, triggers do not seem to
function, gun will need some cleaning or adjustment before use,
still a fine German Pre War Double. 800.00 - 1,200.00

461 Pre War German 12 ga. Double
Ne

#214177; 12 ga circa 1924 mfg. w/32" Vulcan Steel bbls & bright
bores. Receiver retains some case colors in more protected areas,
Bbl retain good original blue & gun has nicely checkered walnut
stock, dbl triggers & LOP is 14 3/8". Overall a beautiful Vulcan
Steel VH Grade Parker. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

462 Parker Brothers VH Grade 12 ga Double Shotgun
Ne

#446476; 410 ga. 26" bbls. w/nice original blue & bright bores.
Frame is silver w/pointers on both sides & cocking indicators.
Gun has dbl triggers, checkered walnut stock & is mechanically
crisp. A very nice Ithaca 410 Dbl circa 1927 w/750 410s mfg in
1927. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

463 Ithaca New Model Dbl Bbl 410 Shotgun
Ne

#B283; 26" bbls w/Marlin markings Model 90 20 ga - 30-30 cal.
Bores are good & receiver is fading grey w/some light pitting from
handling & use. Checkered wood stock appears original w/Red
Head recoil pad added. The Model 90 O/U with a rifle caliber is
one of the scarcest of all Marlin firearms & this is a good exmple
of a scarce firearm. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

464 Rare Marlin Model 90 30-30/20 ga O/U
Ne

Antique. #23911; 16 ga. 29 1/4" bbls. & bores are fair w/light
pits, mechanically functions good & left bbl has visible dents on
bottom side forward sling swivel. Gun has checkered walnut stock
horn trigger guard & metal butt plate w/visible crack & repair left
side of wrist. Overall a good example of a scarce 16 ga Needle
Fire shotgun. 750.00 - 1,000.00

465 Antique Dreyse 16 ga. Needle Fire Dbl
Ne

Antique. #5046; 45-70. Large frame w/original fore end pump,
plain walnut butt stock & mechanically gun is ok. Overall a good
Large Frame Lightning. Circa 1890. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

466 Antique Large Frame Colt Lightning Rifle
Ne

#737; 410 ga. 26" bbl. Gun retains good original blue & clean
original walnut stock. Circa 1929-1932 these guns were originally
given to investors who purchases so many shares of Marlin stock.
This is a fine example of 1 of these historic 410's. 1,500.00 -
2,000.00

467 Original Marlin Stock Option 410 ga LA
Ne

LOT #

Antique. #NSN; ?? cal Gun has newer 34" oct. bbl. Original
action is in good condition w/silver finish & gun has plain pistol
grip stock w/metal butt plate. The long tube 12 power scope has
good optics & metal screw on caps on each end. Appears to be a
30 cal. bbl w/unmarked caliber designation. Overall a good
Hepburn quality action & vintage scope. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

468 Antique Remington Hepburn Rifle w/Litschert Scope
Ne

Includes:  JD & S crimper; James Dixon & Sons Decapper; 6"
Horn Charging Flask; Ebony(?) handled Turn Screw; Hawksley
Shot measuring cup; & other interesting early reloading tools.

469 Lot of Vintage Reloading Equipment
Ne

Antique. #3924; 22 cal. w/nickel finish & 2 1/2" oct bbl. Gun has
ivory style grips w/clear markings on left side of bbl & some
nickel flake w/mixed spots. Overall gun is in good original
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

470 Ethan Allen Side Hammer Nickel Plated 22 Revolver
Ne

Antique. #137858; 44-40 .mfg in 1891. 4 3/4" bbl. w/grey to
spotted brown patina, mechanically gun is good & original grips
are wearing smooth. Overall a nice original antique Single Action
Colt. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

471 Antique Colt SA Frontier Six Shooter Revolver
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 32 rim fire. Mechanically gun is good & the
frame retains good nickel finish, bbl & cylinder have mixed
brown spots. Mechanically gun is good & is a good early Marlin
revolver. 300.00 - 500.00

472 Antique Marlin 1875 32 cal Revolver
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 36 cal. 4 3/8" bbl. w/spotted grey patina &
mechanically gun needs adjustment, otherwise in good overall
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

473 Antique 36 cal Pin Fire Revolver
Ne

measures approx. 3 1/8" overall & has some damage on edges, but
otherwise appears to be in good condition.

474 Native American Stone Pipe Head
Ne

Antique. #174784; Mfg in1897 4 3/4" bbl. marked Bisley Model
Frontier Six Shooter w/2 line bbl address, visible patent &
rampant Colt markings on frame. Mechanically gun is good &
original grips are worn smooth, overall a nice example of an
original early 44-40 cal. Bisley SA. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

475 Antique Bisley Model Frontier Six Shooter Revolver
Ne

#26378; 38 S&W Spec. 5" bbl. w/last patent Dec 17.01. bbl
caliber is marked 38 S&W Spec & US Service CTG's Original
blue has mixed spots & edge ware, case colored trigger &

476 Early Smith & Wesson  Dbl Action 38 cal Revolver
Ne
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hammer, original grips are solid & mechanically gun is good. A
nice early S&W. 500.00 - 700.00

#258606; 32-20 WCF. 5" bbl w/blued finish & hard rubber grips.
Mfg in 1922. Gun has good original blue w/mixed marks &
overall a nice early Colt revolver. 500.00 - 700.00

477 Colt Police Positive Special 32-20 WCF Revolver
Ne

Antique. #615; appears to be 36 cal rifled 18" oct bbl. Bore is fair
w/blue to spotted brown patina. Gun has take down shoulder
stock w/matching numbers & spur trigger. Overall gun is in good
antique condition. 500.00 - 700.00

478 Antique Stevens Tip Up Hunters Rifle
Ne

Antique. #403; 32 cal. 15" oct bbl w/grey spotted metal on bbl &
frame.  Gun has nickel frame, shoulder stock,wood grips
w/matching numbers on shoulder stock & good legible bbl
markings. Mfg in  1870-1893 approx. 5000 mfg. A good example
of a rare pocket rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

479 Antique Frank Wesson Pocket Rifle
Ne

Antique. #15729; 22 cal. 15" bbl. w/good bore & spotted brown
patina. Gun has Beech front sight & tang sight numbered to the
gun. The detachable shoulder stock has matching numbers &
overall gun is a very nice early Stevens Pocket Rifle. 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

480 Antique Stevens Tip Up Pocket Rifle
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 22 cal. w/12" bbl. & wire frame stock assembly
& SR. Stock assembly & may be partially re fabricated. Overall
fair condition.

481 Antique Quackenbush 22 cal Bicycle Rifle
Ne

Maker marked H.H Heiser Denver CO at buckle. Leather is
elaborately tooled w/floral decoration w/initials RTR & is silver
studded, size is for 7 1/2" Colt. Leather is in good condition & a
great vintage holster by popular Western leather smith.

482 Heiser mfg. SA Holster & Belt Rig
Ne

#52083SA; 45 cal. 2nd Gen gun in Stagecoach Box w/ 5 1/2" bbl
& case colored frame, engraved bbl cyl &  grip straps & ivory
grips. Excellent condition & comes w/original box & some
paperwork. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

483 NIB  Engraved Colt Single Action Army
Ne

Serial no. 60537; w/good optics & metal screw on caps. In good
overall condition w/some light spots on metal.

484 15X Unertl Target Scope
Ne

LOT #

#329134; 32-20 WCF. 4 1/2" bbl. w/grey to brown patina,
mechanically ok & original grips. Gun has been heavily carried,
but overall in good used condition. 350.00 - 500.00

485 Colt Army Spec 32-20 WCF Revolver
Ne

#01508; 38 Long made by BEISTEGUI Bros of Spain. Dbl action
w/checkered wood grips & 5" bbl. Overall in good original
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

486 Spanish Copy of Smith & Wesson 38 cal Revolver
Ne

#49319; 22 cal. w/6 1/2" bbl checkered wood grips & comes
w/later production magazine. Gun retains very good blue &
appears to have been refinished at one time. 400.00 - 500.00

487 Cold Pre Woodsman 22 cal Pistol
Ne

#1129179; 22 cal. 6 3/4" bbl w/spotted blue finish & in fair
condition overall.

488 Hi Standard Sport King 22 cal Pistol
Ne

#1K15394; 38 cal. 4" bbl. w/blued finish, holster wear & some
mixed marks. Gun has target style hammer & trigger, wood grips
& is mechanically good. 400.00 - 500.00

489 Smith & Wesson Model 15-3 38 cal Revolver
Ne

#272039; 38 Spec. 2" bbl. w/blued finish,case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun has checkered grips & typical holster wear & mixed
marks from use. Overall good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

490 Smith & Wesson 38 S&W Snub Nose Revolver
Ne

#N46650; 22 cal. 2 1/2" bbl. w/blued finish & in nice used
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

491 H&R Model 922 22 cal. Revolver
Ne

#NB044071; 32 H&R Magnum w/2 1/2" bbl, blue finish & wood
grips. Gun is in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

492 H&R Model R73 32 H&R Mag Revolver
Ne

#LMU388;  gun has new Lone Wolf 357 SIG bbl & is in good
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

493 Glock Model 22 w/Lone Wolf 357 SIG bbl (RM)
Ne

#SAH5221; 45 ACP. Std configw/additional magazine & in good
used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

494 Smith & Wesson SW99 45 Pistol
Ne

#483621; 9mm. In like new in box condition w/paperwork. Made
in USA 250.00 - 350.00

495 NIB SCCY CPX-2 9mm Pistol
Ne
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#RR75025K; 6.5 Creedmore. SS fluted bbl w/checkered walnut
stock & gun is NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

496 NIB Remington Model 700 Limited 6.5 Creedmore (RM)
Ne

#02179NY6C7; 45-70 cal. 22" bbl w/SR receiver & carbine butt
plate & sight. Gun has engraved & gold filled receiver, limited
production & like NIB condition & is 1 of 3,000. 2,000.00 -
2,500.00

497 NIB Browning High Grade 1886 SRC
Ne

#JT50674; 22 cal. w/tube feed magazine & blonde colored walnut
stock. Mfg in Japan & is in NIB condition w/paperwork. 800.00 -
1,000.00

498 NIB Weatherby XXII 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#211BC1234; 12 ga. w/blued bbl & engraved coin finished
receiver Limited to 5,000 guns commemorating the Browning A5.
Gun has high grade checkered stock & is in NIB condition.
2,000.00 - 3,000.00

499 NIB Browning 1 of 5,000 A5 Classics
Ne

#01273MT1889; 45-70. 26" oct. bbl. w/engraved receiver & gold
script MONTANA 1889-1989 1 of 2,000 mfg. Gun is NIB
condition & stock does show some light scratches & marks from
handling or display. Overall a great example of a scarce Montana
Centennial Browning. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

500 NIB Browning 1886 Montana Cent  High Grade Rifle
Ne

#00127MW85G; 270 WSM. 28" oct bbl w/blued finish, checkered
walnut stock. In like new condition in original box. 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

501 Winchester Model 1885 270 WSM Rifle
Ne

#C6652784; 7mm WBY Magnum. Std config & gun is in like NIB
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

502 NIB Remington 700 Classic in 7mm WBY Magnum (RM)
Ne

#BAR1M185; 300 WIN Mag. Ltd edition 1 of 500
Commemorative BAR w/gold & silver engraved receiver. Gun has
high grade walnut checkered stock & is in NIB condition.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00

503 NIB Browning BAR MKII High Grade 300 WIN Mag
Ne

#T09381; 22 cal w/tube feed magazine, fancy checkered walnut
stock  & mfg in Japan. Gun is in NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00

504 NIB Weatherby Mark XXII 22 Rifle
Ne

#F6254007; 300 SAV. In std config & in like new in box
condition, scope bases have been attached. 700.00 - 900.00

505 NIB Remington Model 700 Classic in 300 SAV (RM)
Ne

LOT #

#NFH0130; 30-06 w/high grade engraved & gold filled receiver,
blued metal & fancy checkered stock. The wood has a few marks
or pressure dents from storage or display, otherwise the gun is
mint. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

506 Ltd Ed. Browning 1895 High Grade 30-06 Rifle
Ne

#87DU03084; 12 ga A5 w/fancy engraved, coin finish receiver
commemorating the 50th Year of Ducks Unlimited. Gun is like
new condition in original DU hard case. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

507 Browning DU 1987 A5 Gun of the Year
Ne

Black Powder #0007312; 50 cal. 26" oct to round blued steel bbl
& fancy checkered walnut stock. Gun is in very nice, lightly used
condition & comes w/original box. 600.00 - 800.00

508 Austin & Halleck 420 Classic 50 cal Muzzle Loader
Ne

#23402NX151; 12 ga. 1 of 250 produced Federal Duck Stamp
limited edition w/engraved coin finish receiver. 28" bbl w/INV
choke & in like new in box, comes in hard case. 2,000.00 -
2,500.00

509 Browning A5 Federal Duck Stamp Ltd Ed. Shotgun
Ne

Black Powder. #0004517; 50 cal. 26" oct to round blued steel bbl
& fancy checkered walnut stock. Gun is in very  nice, lightly used
condition & comes w/original box. 600.00 - 800.00

510 Austin & Halleck 420 Classic 50 cal Muzzle Loader
Ne

#88DU004241; 16 ga. w/blued bbl, fancy engraved silver receiver
& high grade, checkered walnut stock. Gun is like new condition
in original hard case, case has some broken latches. 2,000.00 -
2,250.00

511 Browning Sweet 16 A5 DU 1988 Gun of the Year
Ne

#1878B0938; 44 Magnum. Blued metal w/engraved receiver,
walnut stock & gun is NIB condition. This gun has matching
serial number w/next lot the Centennial High Power pistol.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

512 NIB Browning Centennial 92 44 Mag Carbine
Ne

#1878D-0938; 9mm.  Nickel finished w/wooden grips & in like
new condition w/original presentation case. This gun has
matching serial number for previous lot: Browning 1892
Centennial. 2,000.00 - 2,250.00

513 NIB Browning High Power Centennial Pistol
Ne

#90DU001512; 20 ga. 26" vent rib bbl w/fancy silver finished &
engraved receiver & fancy high grade checkered walnut stock.
Gun is NIB & the 1990 DU Gun of the Year. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

514 Browning DU Light Twenty A5 Shotgun
Ne
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#93DU0622; 20 ga. w/IMP cylinder choke & 26" bbl. Gun has an
engraved coin finished receiver & fancy walnut stock. In like new
condition & comes in DU hard case. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

515 DU Browning Model 12 20 ga 1993 Gun of the Year
Ne

#19909RT146; 22LR. Std. config & in NIB condition. 550.00 -
700.00

516 NIB Browning 22 Semi Auto Rifle
Ne

#4969155; 30-30. Gun is signed & numbered engraved receiver
w/ signature of famous Western prints: 139 of  999 singed Bottega
C Giovanelli.  Gun has high grade checkered walnut stock &
checkered wooden butt. Comes in a Winchester luggage case
which also includes framed artist proofs of the engraving. A
beautiful & scarce Winchester Commemorative. 3,000.00 -
4,000.00

517 Winchester Ltd Ed Model 94 "Great Western Artist"
Ne

#07-04-05646-99; 45ACP. Gun is in std config & in like new in
box condition. 400.00 - 650.00

518 Llama Max-I 45 cal Pistol
Ne

#543-56129; 38 spec. Std config & in like new in box condition.
300.00 - 400.00

519 NIB Ruger LCR 38 Special
Ne

#UBS2417; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. in target config & in very fine,
lightly used condition. Gun includes original box & 1 additional
magazine. 250.00 - 350.00

520 Smith & Wesson Model 22A-1 Target Pistol
Ne

#HML000725; 22 cal. Transfers as pistol w/saddle ring frame &
blued finish. Gun is in new in box condition. 350.00 - 500.00

521 Henry Mares Leg 22 Pistol
Ne

#NRA7676; 30-30. Saddle ring frame w/pistol grip stock. Gun is
in like new in box condition. 650.00 - 900.00

522 NRA Commemorative Rifle
Ne

#GS19259; 30-30. Std. config. In like new in box condition.
700.00 - 900.00

523 Winchester Golden Spike Comm Carbine
Ne

#NRA12361; 30-30. Std config w/full length musket style stock.
Gun is in NIB condition. 650.00 - 900.00

524 Winchester NRA Centennial Musket
Ne

LOT #

#23828; 30-30. Std config  w/oct bbl. Gun is NIB, box is
somewhat tattered. 500.00 - 700.00

525 Winchester Comm. 66 Centennial Rifle
Ne

#89960; 30-30. 20" oct bbl. & NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00
526 Winchester Centennial 66 Comm. Carbine
Ne

#AEZ4158; 20 ga w/removable chokes & 28" bbl. Gun  is in like
new in box condition. 450.00 - 600.00

527 NIB Weatherby 20 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne

#A2761255; 22 cal. Ltd Edition Dale Earnhardt Jr NIB condition.
400.00 - 500.00

528 NIB Remington Model 597 Red Dale Jr Rifle
Ne

#A2637228; 22 cal. Std config, Ltd Edition Dale Earnhardt, NIB
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

529 NIB Remington 597 Dale Earnhardt Ltd Edition Rifle
Ne

EXTAR Model EXP556 #EP05938; 5.56 cal pistol config. 
KELTEC Model PLR-16 #P9569;  5.56mm in pistol config
w/Sight Mark Holographic sight.  Both are absent magazines & in
lightly handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00

530 Pair of AR 15 Style Pistols (RM)
Ne

comes w/plastic heat shield & is in good condition.
531 Mossberg 12 ga Cylinder Bore A500 Riot Bbl
Ne

#RF13891A; 12 ga. 14" matted SS finish w/pistol grip,oversized
forearm pump & in like new in box condition. 650.00 - 850.00

532 NIB Remington 870 Marine Tactical Firearm (RM)
Ne

5 round box
533 Box of Remington 12 ga 3" 00 Buck Shot Ammo
Ne

#F072384K; Model A-15 & fit w/6.8mm bbl. & flat top rail, adj
butt stock. Gun is in good used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

534 DPMS 6.8 SPC Carbine (RM)
Ne

#DTI-S094795; 5.56 cal. Gun has earth tone furniture & is in
nice, lightly handled condition & is absent magazine. 600.00 -
800.00

535 DTI 5.56 cal AR Rifle (RM)
Ne

#853-54265; 300 AAC Blackout w/aluminum quad rail attached,
Leupold VX Freedom 3-9x scope, side mount & iron sights. Gun
is in very fine, used condition & comes w/1 5 round magazine.
700.00 - 900.00

536 Ruger AR-556 Carbine in 300 Blackout w/Scope
Ne
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#BFI533676; Model XM15-E2S chambered in 450 Bushmaster.
18" bbl w/muzzle break, round aluminum hand guard & flat top
receiver. Gun is in good used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

537 Bushmaster 450 BFI Rifle (RM)
Ne

#TH52069; 223/5.56 cal w/17 1/2" bbl. Gun has MagPul hand
guard, topped w/3-9x Crimson trace scope, pop up sights & other
various after market accessories. Gun is in nice used condition &
comes w/a 5 round magazine. 800.00 - 1,000.00

538 Smith & Wesson Model M&P15 Rifle
Ne

#F027760X;  SS heavy weight 223 cal bbl, round hand guard &
Konus 4-16x scope. Gun is in good used condition. 700.00 -
900.00

539 DPMS Model A-15 Rifle & Scope (RM)
Ne

#19226366; 5.56 NATO. 17" bb w/flash hider & full hand guard
rail w/flat top, adj butt stock & P-Mag 30 round magazine. Gun is
in nice, lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

540 Anderson Manufacturing AM-15 5.56 NATO
Ne

#CM190456; SS heavy weight 5.56 cal 24" bbl & topped
w/Vortex 14-16x50 Crossfire Scope. Gun is in very nice, lightly
handled condition. 850.00 - 1,100.00

541 Rock River Arms LAR-15 w/Vortex Scope (RM)
Ne

#1234; 12 ga. Model K-10  Riot gun w/20" bbl. electro penciled
3260241 on right side of receiver & Crawford County rear of
trigger. In good used condition w/typical scratches & marks.
300.00 - 400.00

542 High Standard Flite King 12 ga Riot Gun
Ne

#US397649; 338 Federal cal. 22" SS bbl. w/round aluminum hand
guard, flat top & straight stock. Topped w/Leupold MK-AR 4-12x
Target scope, gun & scope are in very fine, lightly used condition.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00

543 ArmaLite AR-10T Rifle in 338 Federal (RM)
Ne

#488494; 12 ga. 19" FULL choke bbl w/blued finish, some light
spots & checkered walnut stock. Overall in good used condition.
500.00 - 700.00

544 Ithaca Model 37 12 ga Riot Gun (RM)
Ne

#1209757; 410 ga for 3" shells in std config & includes original
manual 2 additional magazines & muzzle assembly. Overall in
nice used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

545 Russian SAIGA 410 ga Shotgun
Ne

LOT #

#KT1047066; 22 Nosler. 19" SS bbl & round aluminum hand
guard. Topped w/Burris 4.5-14x rifle scope & is in good used
condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

546 Rock River Arms LAR-15 in 22 Nosler w/Scope (RM)
Ne

#DZW6058; 22LR. Performance Center firearm w/adj butt stock
& in good used condition. Gun needs some TLC from dusty
storage. 500.00 - 700.00

547 Smith & Wesson M&P15-22 22 cal Rifle (RM)
Ne

#0004099; 5.56 x45 cal. Std config w/black wood furniture.
Appears like new in box which includes 3 magazines, bayonet,
sling, manual & cleaning accessories. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

548 NIB Norinco 84S AK47 Rifle
Ne

#3507039; 30-06. Bbl marked SA dated 4-54. TE of approx. 5 &
ME of approx. 11 w/parkerized metal & nice new CMP walnut
stock.  Bbl. is import marked. 700.00 - 900.00

549 Springfield Armory  M1 Garand Military Rifle
Ne

#NN957; 7.62x39 cal. 1950 dated receiver w/matching numbers,
laminate stock & is import marked. Gun is in very nice surplus
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

550 Russian Laminate Stock SKS Rifle
Ne

#RT3967; 1944 dated. 7.62x54R. Gun has matching bolt & other
parts w/laminate stock & is import marked at muzzle. In nice
surplus condition. 500.00 - 700.00

551 Russian M44 w/Laminate stock
Ne

#100787; 7.62x54. Electro pencil matching bolt & in nice surplus
condition. 300.00 - 500.00

552 Czech M38 Mosin Nagant Carbine
Ne

#8164067;7.62x39 made by Norinco w/blade style bayonet. In
very fine, surplus condition, however stock does have visible
crack forward of wrist on left side, but remains solid. 500.00 -
700.00

553 Chinese T56 Paratrooper SKS Carbine
Ne

#KB12125; 7.62x54R. 1953 dated w/matching numbers & in
excellent surplus condition. 600.00 - 800.00

554 Polish T44 Folding Bayonet Carbines
Ne

#8164219; Paratrooper style carbine w/16 1/2" bbl & made by
Norinco. In very nice surplus condition & absent bayonet. 500.00 -
600.00

555 SKS Paratrooper Carbine
Ne
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#C1232; 7.62x54. 1960 dated receiver w/non matching bold. Gun
is in fair surplus condition, muzzle & bayonet show pitting.
300.00 - 400.00

556 Chinese M53 Folding Bayonet Carbine
Ne

#411489; 32 cal. w/Nazi marked bbl & frame, late war parkerized
finish & has "fnh" slide markings. A nice example of a late war
CZ27. 500.00 - 700.00

557 Nazi marked Czech Model 27 32 cal Pistol
Ne

#F14582; 7.62x25 cal. Gun is import marked & is in good surplus
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

558 CZ 52 Military Pistol
Ne

Antique #4132;  10.4mm. Model 1889 4 1/2" oct bbl w/black blue
finish, wood grips & is in good condition. Mfg by Bernadelli &
dated 1930. 500.00 - 700.00

559 Bernardelli Folding Trigger Military Revolver
Ne

#D0015A; 32 cal. Std config w/blackened finish & Nazi marked
frame. Gun includes leather holster w/2 additional magazines & is
in good overall condition. 700.00 - 900.00

560 Nazi Marked WWII French Mod. 1935 Pistol w/Holster
Ne

#48045; 9mm Parabellum (9mm Luger). Metal is blue to grey
w/import marks & checkered hard plastic grips. Gun is in good
surplus condition & includes 1 additional magazine. 500.00 -
600.00

561 Star Super B 9mm Luger w/extra Magazine
Ne

#140132; 380 cal. std config blue to grey metal w/light spots &
holster wear. Mechanically gun is good & comes w/military
holster & magazine. 350.00 - 450.00

562 Czech Model 24 380 cal Pistol & Holster
Ne

#36490; 32 ACP. Nazi marked, frame slide & bbl w/finish worn
silver. Gun has plastic grips & 2 later production magazines.
Comes w/military style holster & is in good bring back condition.
400.00 - 500.00

563 Czech CZ27 Nazi Pistol & Holster
Ne

#0259A; 7.65 cal. std config w/Nazi marked frame on left side.
Gun has blackened finish & is in good overall condition. 450.00 -
600.00

564 Nazi Marked French Model 1935 Pistol
Ne

#1824; 32 ACP. w/typical markings along w/French Naval anchor
on top of slide. Metal is spotted blue to grey & gun is in good
surplus condition. Includes brown military holster w/additional
magazine. 500.00 - 650.00

565 French Naval Contract 1922 FN Pistol & Holster
Ne

LOT #

#A40345;  Made by Webley & Scott in std config. & has blue
finish w/holster wear on edges. Overall gun is in good used
condition & import marked 400.00 - 600.00

566 Webley Mark IV 38 cal Military Revolver
Ne

Antique. #H99096; std config. Made by St. Etienne. Still in white
finish w/mixed spots & checkered wood grips. Overall in good
original condition. From the Buckstix Collection 600.00 - 800.00

567 French 1873 Military Revolver
Ne

#11289; 9mm Largo in std config. w/crown markings on slide.
Metal is lightly spotted blue to grey checkered wood grips &
overall in nice surplus condition. 400.00 - 500.00

568 Spanish Star Model A 1922 Largo Pistol
Ne

#4130C; 32 ACP. Std config. w/numerous Nazi proofs on slide,
frame & bbl. Gun has war time grips & metal is blue to grey & in
nice condition. Includes desirable Nazi marked Gravity holster &
additional magazine. Overall in very nice original condition.
750.00 - 1,000.00

569 Nazi Marked Browning 1922 Pistol w/German Holster
Ne

#7310; 9mm. 1936 chamber date, toggle marked S/42. All
numbers appear matching & gun is spotted grey to blue finish
w/after market magazine. Comes with brown Nazi marked holster
& additional magazine. Overall in fair bring back condition.
650.00 - 900.00

570 1936 German Luger & Holster
Ne

#G07316; 7.62 Tokarev. Std config. w/import mark & in nice
surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00

571 CZ Model 52 Military Pistol
Ne

#75112; 22 cal. Std config. Gun is in fair overall condition
w/some spots. Comes w/2 additional magazines. 400.00 - 500.00

573 Erma EP 22 cal Luger
Ne

#1880; 7.65 long. Std config & mfg by  M.A.C.  Gun is in good
surplus condition & comes w/holster. 200.00 - 300.00

574 French Model 1935-S 7.65 Long cal Military Pistol
Ne

Antique #L6829; std config made at St. Etienne w/spotted blue to
grey patina & bbl has slight bulge, otherwise in fair military
condition. From the Buckstix Collection 300.00 - 300.00

575 Antique French Model 1892 Military Revolver
Ne

#45962; 45 ACP std. config. US Property Markings & cartouches
on bbl & frame. Blued finish shows holster wear & some small
spots & marks. Mechanically gun is ok & walnut grips are

576 Smith & Wesson 1917 Army Revolver
Ne
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replacement. Otherwise a good WWI Military sidearm. 500.00 -
700.00

#01696; 9mm Largo. Std config w/spotted blue to grey finish,
Spanish Air Force markings on frame & slide & checkered wood
grips. Gun is in fair surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00

577 Spanish Star Model B 9mm Largo Air Service Pistol
Ne

1935S SAGEM #A4500; 7.65 cal w/blue to grey metal & in good
overall condition.
Model 1935A #J866A; mfg S.P.C.M. 7.65 cal. w/blue to grey
metal & in good surplus condition. 

600.00 - 800.00

578 Pair of French WWII era Military Pistols
Ne

#N3 1656; 1949 dated. Gun is import marked & is in nice surplus
condition w/holster & extra magazine. 400.00 - 500.00

579 Russian Model TT33 Pistol & Holster
Ne

#7102N; 9mm. coded AC 43. Gun has been nickel or chrome
finished & is a non matching gun w/fake suppressor attached.
Mechanically gun is good. 600.00 - 900.00

580 P38 w/false Suppressor
Ne

#22519; 9mm Largo & import marked. Metal is blackened finish
w/checkered wood grips. Gun is in good surplus condition & come
extra magazine, manual & non matching box. 450.00 - 600.00

581 Star Model A 9mm Largo Pistol
Ne

Antique. #50493; 1898 production date on left side. Double &
single action w/grey to brown patina & comes w/WWII era holster
& is a nice example of a very early Russian side arm. 700.00 -
900.00

582 Antique 1895 Nagant Revolver
Ne

#741131; 9mm. Std Mauser broom Handle which appears to have
been re chambered for 9mm cartridges. Visible numbers are all
matching & gun has spotted brown patina w/newer production
Red 9 grips. Gun is in fair used condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

583 Mauser 9mm Broom Handle Pistol
Ne

#05790; 9mm Largo. Std config.  w/Spanish Air Force insignia on
slide. Metal is blued w/mixed spots & gun is in good surplus
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

584 Star Model A 9mm Airforce Pistol
Ne

#161498 (11578); 45ACP. Std config & US Property marked.
Metal is blue to grey w/some spots & marks. Overall in good used
military condition. 500.00 - 700.00

585 Colt 1917 Military Revolver
Ne

LOT #

#20073673; 38 cal. Std config w/last patent date Mar 5 1895. Gun
has various inspector proofs & initials w/spotted grey to brown
patina, grips are replacement. Mechanically gun does not function
in the double action model. 400.00 - 600.00

586 Colt Army Model 1903 DA Revolver
Ne

1935A #4516A; 7.65. mfg by S.A.C.M & in nice surplus
condition. 
1935S #B19833; 7.65  mfg by MAC & in nice surplus condition.
600.00 - 800.00

587 Pair of WWII French Military Pistols
Ne

#GL583; 1948 dated receiver w/matching bolt & import marked at
muzzle. Gun is in very nice, surplus condition. 400.00 - 500.00

589 Russian M44 Folding Bayonet Carbine
Ne

#N623; 7.62x39 w/1953 dated receiver, import marked & in nice
surplus condition. 500.00 - 700.00

590 Russian SKS Carbine
Ne

#D7644; 7.35 cal Dated 1938. Std config & in very nice overall
condition w/sling & desirable folding bayonet. 500.00 - 700.00

591 Italian M38 Carbine w/Folding Bayonet
Ne

#3100156; 7.62x54R. 1955 dated w/matching bolt, folding
bayonet & in very nice surplus condition 400.00 - 500.00

592 Chinese M53 Mosin Nagant Carbine
Ne

#B8124; 7.35 cal. Gun is 1939 dated & is in good surplus
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

593 Italian M38 Folding Bayonet Carbine
Ne

#KB1117; 7.62x54R. Chamber 1944 dated. Electro pencil
matching bolt & import marked at muzzle. Gun is in nice surplus
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

594 WWII Russian M44 Folding Bayonet Carbine
Ne

#BK9795; 7.62x54R Dated 1953 w/matching bolt, import marked
at muzzle & in overall very nice surplus condition. 400.00 -
600.00

595 Hungarian M44 Mosin Nagant Carbine
Ne

#M-471922; 7.62x39. std config w/knife bayonet. Gun is import
marked & in very fine, surplus condition, includes additional after
market extended magazine. 300.00 - 400.00

596 Yugo SKS Carbine
Ne
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#6565611; 30 cal carbine made by Winchester w/WP proofed bbl.
Gun has been retro fitted w/commando Tommy Gun style stock.
800.00 - 1,000.00

597 Winchester M1 Carbine Tommy Gun
Ne

#03538; re chambered to 7.62x39. In good surplus condition &
import marked at bbl. w/bayonet & scabbard. 300.00 - 500.00

598 Chinese Type 38 Reworked Arisaka
Ne

#9749; original carbine which has been post war reworked to 8
mm Mauser. Gun is in good surplus condition & is import marked
at muzzle. 300.00 - 500.00

599 Italian M91 8mm Rework Carbine
Ne

#0T48529; 308 cal.  w/matching bolt & 22" bbl. In good surplus
condition & gun is import marked at muzzle. 300.00 - 400.00

600 Spanish Mauser Short Rifle
Ne

#AA191; 7.62x54 w/matching bolt & laminate stock. Gun has no
visible import mark & chamber date appears to be 1945. In fair
overall surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00

601 Russian M44 Carbine
Ne

#NSN; 12 ga Riot config w/20" bbl. & original metal is spotted
w/rust marks & warn patina on receiver. Mechanically gun is ok
& electro penciled CCSO rear of trigger. 200.00 - 300.00

602 High Standard Model K-10 Riot Gun
Ne

#OT-47619; 7mm. 22" bbl. w/fancy finished walnut stock & blued
metal. In very nice condition. 300.00 - 400.00

603 Spanish 7mm Military Short Rifle
Ne

Antique. #48954; 11mm. 21" bbl. & gun is in good surplus
condition.

604 Antique Swiss Vetterli Carbine
Ne

#7168; 7.62x39 w/matching bolt & other parts. 1943 dated
receiver & import marked at muzzle. Gun is in nice surplus
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

605 Bulgarian M91/59 Carbine
Ne

#331927; 30-40 Krag. Spotted & pitted grey patina. Hand guard is
absent & mechanically gun is ok w/early style rear sight. Gun is in
rougher overall condition. 250.00 - 350.00

606 Springfield 1898 Krag Rifle
Ne

#08234; 308 cal. Std config w/parkerized style metal & is import
marked at muzzle. In fair surplus condition w/bayonet.

607 Spanish FR8 Military Mauser & Bayonet
Ne

LOT #

#307623; 7.62x54. electro pencil matching bolt & is in good
arsenal refinished surplus condition. 300.00 - 500.00

608 Czech M38 Nagant Carbine
Ne

#12097; 1960 dated receiver w/matching bolt, other parts &
lightly import marked. In very nice surplus condition. 500.00 -
700.00

609 Chinese T53 Folding Bayonet Carbine
Ne

#C9353; std config. Receiver has been ground, gun has matching
bolt & wood is good, bore is dark. 250.00 - 350.00

610 1891 Argentine Mauser Military Rifle
Ne

#Y2637; 7mm. In very fine surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00
611 Spanish 7mm Mauser Rifle
Ne

#AY3621; 6.5 cal. 1940 dated & in nice surplus condition
w/folding bayonet. 400.00 - 500.00

612 Italian Carcano w/Folding Bayonet
Ne

#4G6155; 8x57 cal. & a copy of the German GEW-1888 rifle
w/out bbl shroud. In rougher overall condition & bolt adjustment
& to be reassembled correctly, may be missing small parts. 200.00
- 400.00

613 Chinese HUNYAUG Military Rifle
Ne

#Q1629; 7.35 cal. In good surplus condition w/blue to grey patina.
Comes w/non folding style Italian bayonet. 350.00 - 500.00

614 Italian Carcano 1938 Short Rifle
Ne

#89068; 7.7 cal. Mum is mainly in tack w/some late war features
like crude bolt. Gun has grey metal finish & is in fair overall
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

615 Japanese Type 99 Arisaka Rifle
Ne

#52719; 9mm Luger bolt action carbine. Gun is in nice overall
condition. 500.00 - 600.00

616 Spanish 9mm Destroyer Carbine
Ne

Antique. #NSN; dated 1887 & mechanically ok w/browned patina.
Stock is original & solid w/numerous markings. A good example
of an early British Military gun. 450.00 - 600.00

617 Antique British Model 1887 Martini Military Rifle
Ne

#1097; 6.5 cal. Beretta mfg. 1941 & in nice surplus condition.
300.00 - 500.00

618 Italian Carcano Folding Bayonet Carbine
Ne
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#7355D; 8mm. Gun has matching bolt & Nazi waffenamt.
Receiver is coded dou/41 & stock has been sporterized. Otherwise
a good numbers matching Mauser rifle. 300.00 - 500.00

619 Polish G24 "Little T" Nazi Produced Rifle
Ne

#C1021; 7.65 cal. std carbine rifle w/crest visible on receiver.
Blue to brown patina w/some arsenal repair at toe off butt stock.
Gun has matching bolt & is in nice surplus condition. 500.00 -
700.00

620 Argentine 1891 Carbine
Ne

#EL2618; 6.5 cal. std config & TERNI marked receiver & in good
surplus condition w/bayonet & scabbard. 300.00 - 400.00

621 Italian M91/24 6.5 Carbine w/Bayonet
Ne

#1280800; 30-06. 9-27 dated bbl w/walnut Sporter stock, Redfield
receiver sight w/scope attached w/out additional drilling in
receiver. Mechanically gun is good & in overall nice, used
condition.

622 Springfield 1903 Scoped Sporter rifle
Ne

Antique. #92270; 38-40. w/25" sporterized bbl., leather sling & in
nice overall condition. 500.00 - 700.00

623 Antique Springfield 1896 Sporter Carbine
Ne

#GLO-0134; bolt action assembly includes magazine & trigger,
plus controlled round feed Mauser bolt. NIB condition.

624 Safari M98 Bolt Action Assembly
Ne

#33223; 9mm Largo. Gun retains good original blue w/spots & is
lightly import marks. Comes w/original box, 2 additional
magazine & original manual. Overall in very nice condition.
500.00 - 700.00

625 Star Super-A 9mm w/box & accessories
Ne

#N2802; 7.62 Nagant. Import marked & 1942 dated w/extra
cylinder & gun is in nice surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00

626 Russian 1895 Nagant Revolver
Ne

#47288; 32 cal. std config & Nazi marked w/spotted blue to grey
patina. In fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

627 Nazi Marked FN 1922 Pistol
Ne

#11428; 9mm Largo. Std config. w/checkered wood grips, spotted
blue to grey patina & in fair overall condition. 350.00 - 500.00

628 Star Model A1922 9mm Largo Pistol
Ne

LOT #

1935A #E1507A; 7.65 cal. mfg by S.A.C.M w/blue to grey metal. 
1935S M1 mfg by SAGEM #A6628; 7.65 cal. w/black to grey
finish. Both are in good surplus condition w/typical holster wear
from use. 500.00 - 650.00

629 Pair of WWII French Military Pistols
Ne

#E8831; 7.65 cal. std config & in nice surplus condition w/holster
& extra magazine. 400.00 - 500.00

630 French Model 1935 Military Pistol & Holster
Ne

#E6452; 7.65 cal. Std config & in nice surplus condition w/holster
dated 1945 & additional magazine. 400.00 - 500.00

631 French Model 1935S M1 Pistol & Holster
Ne

#L4448; 9mm. War time production w/Nazi marked frame &
slide. Gun has grey war time finish w/some spots & holster wear,
but overall in good condition. 600.00 - 800.00

632 Nazi Marked WWII Polish Radom M35 Pistol
Ne

#315231; 9mm Largo. Std config. & in nice surplus condition.
400.00 - 500.00

633 Spanish Star Model B 9mm Largo Pistol
Ne

#2562A; 7.65 cal. std config w/blackened finish & in good surplus
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

634 French Model 1935 S.A.C.M. Pistol
Ne

#Mt2406; 7.62x25. 1946 dated. Gun is import marked & in good
condition w/holster & extra magazine. 500.00 - 600.00

635 Russian TT33 Tokarev Pistol
Ne

#A3794; 7.65 cal in std config & in good surplus condition.
300.00 - 400.00

636 French Model 1935 SAGEN Military Pistol
Ne

#106836; 32 ACP. Std config. & in good surplus condition.
300.00 - 400.00

637 French MAB Model D Military Pistol
Ne

#77783; 32 ACP. Std config w/blue to grey metal & overall in
good used condition w/mixed spots & marks. 300.00 - 400.00

638 German Ortgies 32 cal Pistol
Ne

#113371; 32 ACP. std config w/waffenamt bbl & frame. Gun has
holster wear & spots on bbl, wood grips may be later
replacements. In fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

639 Nazi marked CZ 27 Pistol
Ne
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#75506; 32 ACP. Std config. Blue to grey metal & in nice overall
condition. 300.00 - 500.00

640 Hungarian Frommer Model 1912 Pistol
Ne

#126417; 32 ACP. Std config w/spotted blue to grey metal & in
good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

641 FN 1910 32 cal Pistol
Ne

#F6900; 9mm short made by FEG of Hungary & import marked.
Gun is in nice surplus condition & comes w/additional magazine.
300.00 - 400.00

642 Hungarian Model PA-63 9mm Short Pistol
Ne

#067837; 9x18 Makarov. std config w/import mark & in fair
condition, comes w/additional magazine. 250.00 - 350.00

643 Czech Model CZ-82 Pistol
Ne

#54419; 32 ACP w/waffenamt & Nazi marking on bbl & frame.
Gun retains good original blue & straw colored trigger & extractor
grips are good & overall it is nice surplus condition. 500.00 -
600.00

644 WWII Nazi Mark CZ 27 Pistol
Ne

#85198; 25 ACP w/nickel finish & black hard plastic grips.
Comes w/one additional magazine & original box, in like new
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

645 Bernardelli Italian 25 cal Pocket Pistol
Ne

#4149; 25ACP/ 6.35 cal w/ 2" bbl blue & case colored metal,
original grips & original mag. Metal is blue to grey patina &
overall gun is in good used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

646 Sauer 25 ACP Pocket Pistol
Ne

#29213; 32ACP. Gun comes w/original 3 1/2" bb & std magazine,
as well as 10" bbl. & dbl ext. magazine. Overall in nice, lightly
used condition. 500.00 - 750.00

647 Rare Bernardelli Ext. Bbl./Mag Pistol
Ne

#A6386; 25 ACP.  Made by PAF of South Africa. Gun has
original grips, blue to grey spotted patina & left grip is cracked at
the corner. A good example of a rare pocket pistol. 400.00 -
500.00

648 South African "Junior" 25 cal Pocket Pistol
Ne

#12879; 25 ACP. Std config, metal is blue to spotted grey patina
& overall in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

649 Audax 25 ACP Pocket Pistol
Ne

LOT #

Antique. #3532; 22 cal. 4 shot pistol. Made in Germany & bbls
rise each time action is fired or operated. Gun has safety lever on
left side & gun is mechanically good w/replacement grips. Overall
a very interesting multi bbl pistol. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

650 Brevete 4 Bbl Harmonica Pistol
Ne

#346803; 25 ACP in std config. w/plastic grips & nickel finish.
Exterior has mixed marks from handling & use, but overall in
very nice condition. Circa 1925 mfg. 650.00 - 850.00

651 Colt Model 1908 Nickel Finished Pocket Pistol
Ne

#071442; 25 ACP SS finish w/MOP grips. Gun is like new in
original box. 300.00 - 400.00

652 NIB Bauer Firearms 25 ACP Pistol
Ne

#E314650; 22 cal. Made by Rossi of Brazil. Dbl bbl 22 cal pistol
& in NIB condition. 250.00 - 350.00

653 Garrucha 22 cal Dbl Bbl Pistol
Ne

#064013; 380 cal. std config w/blued finish & in very nice, lightly
handled condition. 500.00 - 600.00

654 Walther Model PPK/S 380 cal Pistol
Ne

#J11322; 22 cal. Gun resembles a PPK & is in good condition
w/holster wear on edges. 200.00 - 300.00

655 ERMA/XCAM Model RX22 Pistol
Ne

#556258; 22 Mag w/2 1/2" bbl. & gun is in like new condition.
300.00 - 400.00

656 Davis Industries Model DM 22 Mag Derringer
Ne

#25696; 22 cal in std config & blue to brown spotted patina
w/replacement grips.

657 Mossberg Brownie 4 Short Derringer
Ne

#NSN: 7.65 cal. 2 1/4" bbl & metal is in the white w/folding
trigger & in dbl action only w/proof marks on bbl & right side of
frame.

658 European 7.65 cal. Folding Trigger Revolver
Ne

Antique. #33348; 32 S&W short. In nice overall condition
w/safety hammer. 150.00 - 250.00

659 Antique H&R 32 cal Double Action Revolver
Ne

#249720; 32 cal. Gun has spotted brown to grey patina & is in fair
overall  condition. 200.00 - 300.00

660 Dreyse 32 cal. Pistol
Ne
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#2833; 22 cal. 4 bbl Derringer w/rotating firing pin. Gun is in
NIB condition & made by HJS Arms, Texas.

661 NIB Frontier Four Derringer
Ne

#110529; 38 Colt. bbl has been shortened to  2 1/2" w/spotted
blue to grey patina. Mechanically gun is weak & gun has seen
heavy carry & use, an interesting display piece. 300.00 - 400.00

662 Early Colt Double Action Revolver
Ne

Black Powder. #K95625; 50 cal. 28" oct bbl. in std Hawken
config w/adj rear tang sight. Gun is in very nice used condition.
200.00 - 300.00

663 Thompson Center 50 cal Hawken Black Powder Rifle
Ne

Antique. #378505; 45-70. Gun has good bore & spotted blue to
grey patina. Mechanically gun is good, wood is solid & includes
bayonet. 600.00 - 750.00

664 Antique Springfield 45-70 1884 Trapdoor Rifle
Ne

Antique. #551725; 45-70. Std config w/ramrod bayonet. Gun has
good bore w/spotted brown patina & overall in fair condition.
600.00 - 800.00

665 Antique Springfield 1888 Ramrod Bayonet Trapdoor
Ne

Antique. #56605; 45-70. 21" bbl. w/customized pistol grip butt
stock & overall good condition as it has been altered. 600.00 -
800.00

666 US Springfield Officer Trap Door Carbine
Ne

#TD02176; 45-70 cal w/blued finish & case colored breech block.
Gun has walnut stock w/saddle ring & is in like new condition.
800.00 - 1,200.00

667 Pedersoli Trap Door Springfield Carbine
Ne

#69359; 44-40. 24" oct bbl w/brass frame & has smooth action.
Gun is in good used condition w/some mixed marks & wear.
700.00 - 900.00

668 Cimarron Model 66 Brass Frame 44 WCF Rifle
Ne

#P5419; 12 ga. 20" bbls Made by TULA w/exposed hammers &
in nice, lightly used condition. 350.00 - 450.00

669 Universal 12 ga Coach Gun
Ne

#637290; 12 ga. 20" bbls. Gun is in good used condition w/few
small marks. 350.00 - 450.00

670 Stoeger 12 ga Coach Gun
Ne

LOT #

#P34132; & #P28286; both are 44-40 & have 5 1/2" bbls case
colored frames w/wood grips. Both are in nice lightly used
condition w/smooth actions. 800.00 - 1,200.00

671 Pair of Cimarron 44-40 Matched SA Revolvers
Ne

Black Powder #31518; 44 cal. std config  w/blued & case colored
finish & is in NIB condition. 500.00 - 700.00

672 Colt Black Box 1st Model Dragoon Revolver
Ne

#04327; 357 Mag. Uberti copy of 1875 SA Remington w/nickel
finish & in very nice, lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 600.00

673 Navy Arms Nickel Finish 357 Magnum SA Revolver
Ne

#4801; 45LC w/7" bbl,  blued & case colored metal & wood grips.
Gun is in nice lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

674 Navy Arms Schofield 45LC Revolver (RM)
Ne

Black Powder. #1640; 7 1/2" oct bbl. Mfg by Uberti w/wood
grips, nice antiqued patina & is mechanically good. 500.00 -
700.00

675 Italian Colt Patterson Revolver
Ne

Italian made, presumed contemporary & in good condition,
measures approx. 6" overall

676 Patterson Style Powder Loader
Ne

#5606; 38 spec. Blued & case colored & in like new in the
original box condition. 350.00 - 450.00

677 Traditions 1851 Colt Navy Conversion
Ne

Black Powder. Navy Arms 36 cal brass frame #3330; in new
condition
Ethan Alan by Hoppe's dbl percussion 36 cal S08123; in like new
condition.

678 Pair of Reproduction BP Revolvers
Ne

Antique. approx. 9" smooth bore 40 cal(?) bbls. In fair overall
condition. Overall length is approx .13 1/2".

679 Antique Black Powder Dbl Bbl Pistol
Ne

#138389; 45LC/410 ga. w/nickel finish & 10" bbl. Gun is in NIB
condition. 250.00 - 400.00

680 NIB Super Comanche 45LC/410 Pistol
Ne

#3BR024726; & #1BH016773;  22 cal w/6 1/2" bbls & both are in
like new in box condition. 300.00 - 400.00

681 Pair of New Heritage Rough Rider Pistols
Ne
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#540-05442; 38 spec. std config w/concealed hammer & in like
new condition. 300.00 - 400.00

682 NIB Ruger LCR 38 Spec. Concealed Hammer
Ne

#P48724; 22 cal. Target pistol w/7 1/2" bbl & gun is in NIB
condition, includes additional magazine. 250.00 - 350.00

683 NIB Beretta NEOS U22 Target Pistol
Ne

#B27348; 22 cal. 6 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & wood grips. Comes
w/additional 22 mag cylinder & in wooden box. Gun is in nice
used condition. 150.00 - 200.00

684 Heritage Rough Rider 22 Revolver
Ne

#401511; 25 ACP w/nickel finish & gun is in like new condition
in box. 150.00 - 200.00

685 NIB Raven Arms Model P25 25 ACP Pistol
Ne

#615460; 22 cal w/nickel finish & wood grips, right grip has
damage (see photo) otherwise in like new condition. 100.00 -
150.00

686 NIB Jennings J-22 22 cal Pistol
Ne

#103578; 25 ACP. Gun has nickel finish w/white grips. 75.00 -
125.00

687 Lorcin Model L25 25 cal Pocket Pistol
Ne

#45322; 22 cal. single shot w/rotating bbl & action. Gun is in
good used condition w/some holster wear. 150.00 - 250.00

688 Savage Model 101 22 Single Shot Pistol
Ne

Antique. approx 30 cal. rifled bbl w/30 1/2" oct bbl., good bore,
case colored receiver, dbl triggers & fancy carved Schuetzen style
stock. Rear sight is absent, good case colors remain on receiver &
bbl is marked H. Leuhner Nurmberg. Overall in very nice original
condition. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

689 Fine German Drop Block Schuetzen Rifle
Ne

Antique. #252; round to oct 30" bbl & 32 cal rifled bore. Top bbl
flat marked GEBR Mauser Oberndorf & is single shot bolt action
which resembles the early Mauser military rifles. Gun is full stock
which appears to have a duffel bag cut, dbl set triggers, Schuetzen
style stock & lollipop rear sight. Overall in nice condition & nice
example of an early Mauser Schuetzen. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

690 Mauser produced Schuetzen Rifle
Ne

Antique. 41 cal (?) w/29" oct bbl. In gold bbl flat  marked ED
GIRKU KAUFBEUREN. Gun has brown patina bbl, case colors
remain in protected areas & rear target sight appears original
w/fancy carved Schuetzen butt stock. Overall gun is in nice,
original condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

691 Ed Girku Schuetzen Rifle
Ne

LOT #

Antique. 32" oct bbl #350; top bbl flat marked Hardner's Patent
dated June 9 1885. Top bbl is 38 cal. rifled & bottom bbl 16 ga
smooth bore. Gun is break action firearm w/exposed hammers,
dbl triggers, walnut stock & mechanically right hammer does not
lock. Gun has grey to brown to patina & overall is an early
American made combination gun. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

692 WS Brown Pittsburg PA O/U Combination Gun
Ne

Antique. Bbl marked A. Hagdt Axchach & is approx. 30 cal w/29
1/2" fluted round bbl & flat top. Gun has good bore, highly
decorated receiver w/beer maid motif, dbl triggers fancy
Schuetzen butt, rear sight is absent & gun has a grey to brown
patina metal. Overall in good condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

693 Fine Early German Schuetzen Rifle
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 29 1/2" iron bbls Top bbl is 44 smooth bore &
bottom is 16 ga. w/both bbls having pitting. back locks are both
marked A. C. Stevens w/lollipop tang sight, checkered walnut
stock & dbl triggers. The right hammer show repair & gun is an
interesting early American combo gun. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

694 A.C. Stevens marked Pivot Bbl Combination Gun
Ne

Antique. Right bbl is 50 cal. smooth bore, left bbl is 54 cal.
smooth bore. Bbls are oct w/Damascus style pattern center rib is
marked A. Herfurth Madison WIS. Gun has walnut stock w/iron
furniture & is in overall good antique condition & an interesting
Madison, WI firearm. 700.00 - 900.00

695 A. Herfurth Madison, WI Dbl Combination Gun
Ne

#130-72897; 30-30 custom heavy weight 26" bbl. w/custom
Schuetzen style stock & topped w/6x Malcolm scope & hand
made mounts. Includes an aluminum case w/loading & shooting
accessories, plus original 220 Swift Ruger bbl. 750.00 - 1,250.00

696 Custom Ruger No 1 Offhand Schuetzen Rifle
Ne

Antique. #2691; Grade 7. 10 ga dbl bbl. w/30" Damascus pattern
bbls & lightly pitted bores. Gun has fancy engraved receiver
w/some case colors in protected areas. Mechanically gun is good
& wood appears original & solid w/metal butt plate. Overall in
good antique condition. 500.00 - 700.00

697 Antique American Arms Co Boston Side Swing 10 ga
Ne

Antique. #1766; Grade 7 10 ga. 30" Damascus pattern bbls. Bores
are pitted & gun has engraved frame & side plates. Mechanically
gun is ok w/high grade walnut stock in good condition. The
muzzle end is rougher w/some soldering, otherwise a good
American dbl. 500.00 - 700.00

698 American Arms Co Boston Side Swing Dbl Bbl 10 ga
Ne
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#25916; 16 ga. 29 3/4" Nitro proofed Prima Krupp marked bbls
w/bright bores & good blued exterior. Makers name marked on
center rib w/heavily engraved hunting motif on receiver, scalloped
locks & Greener styled cross bolt. Gun has dbl triggers, cocking
indicators & checkered pistol grip stock w/cheek piece. No visible
importation marks & overall in very nice original condition.
750.00 - 1,000.00

699 Ornate Engraved German Dbl Bbl 16 ga Shotgun
Ne

#B1098; 12 ga. 28 1/2" bbl w/good bores. Bbls are marked
Laufstahl & made in Western Germany. 2 3/4" chambers, silver
receiver w/cocking indicators, dbl triggers & ejectors,
mechanically good & stock has some visible repairs & cracks at
wrist, but remains solid. Overall in nice used condition on a
quality German dbl. 400.00 - 600.00

700 JP Sauer Dbl Bb Royal 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #359881; 16 ga. 30" Damascus pattern bbls w/bright
bores, case colored receiver, dbl triggers & ejectors. Mechanically
gun is good & original wood is worn but solid w/original butt
plate. LOP is approx. 13 7/8" & DAH is approx. 2 3/4" Overall in
nice original condition Remington in a scarce 16 ga. 600.00 -
800.00

701 Antique Remington 16 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Ne

#46016; 12 ga w/28 1/2" blued steel bbls w/bright bores. BSW
marked w/German proofs. Gun has engraved & case colored
receiver w/Greener style cross bolt action, dbl triggers & ejectors.
Checkered walnut stock w/newer style rubber recoil pad &
approx. LOP 14 1/2" Overall in nice used condition but gun has
had sling swivels removed on gun & stock. 500.00 - 700.00

702 BSW 12 ga Double Shotgun
Ne

#159987; 12 ga. 30" Vulcan steel bbls w/good bores & brown to
grey patina exterior, silver fading receiver w/some case colors in
protected areas & hand guard. Mechanically good & a modern
recoil pad has been added w/approx. 13 7/8" LOP. Overall a nice
early Parker double. 500.00 - 600.00

703 Parker Brothers Vulcan 12 ga Double
Ne

#482953; 24" oct bbl chambered in 22 Long. Spotted brown to
grey patina & is mechanically good. Stock is solid but well worn
& gun is a good Model 90 in a rare caliber. 400.00 - 600.00

704 Winchester Model 90 22L Pump Rifle
Ne

#530150; 22 WRF. Mfg in 1914 w/oct bbl. & gun has spotted
blue to brown patina & fair bore. Mechanically gun is good & has
solid wood. 400.00 - 500.00

705 Winchester Model 1890 22WRF Rifle
Ne

LOT #

Antique. 38 cal. 25 1/2" round to oct bbl. w/rifled bore & unique
single shot drop breech action. Gun has spotted grey to brown
patina & is mechanically good w/original wood. Overall in very
nice condition & estimated only a few thousand produced, circa
1870s. 750.00 - 1,250.00

706 Antique Forehand & Wadsworth Drop Breech Rifle
Ne

Antique. #C104; 38-55 w/20" carbine bbl. Receiver has some case
colors in protected areas,w/carbine bbl band & carbine style butt
pad. Walnut stock is good w/blued to brown patina & has good
bore. A fine early 1893 in scarce configuration. 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

707 Antique Marlin 1893 38-55 Carbine
Ne

Antique. #28885; 44-40 cal. 26" oct bbl w/grey to brown overall
patina. butt stock has been hand checkered & mechanically gun
functions good. Gun has some spots & pits visible on metal w/a
chip & crack on rear of pump arm, but still a good example of a
Medium Frame Colt Lightning. 750.00 - 1,000.00

708 Antique 44 cal Colt Lightning Rifle
Ne

Antique. 38 cal. Rim Fire Circa 1860-1870 est 1,500-2,000
produced. 26" round to oct bbl. Mfg by Forehand & Wadsword &
marked on top of breech Gun has iron butt plate & trap, spotted
brown patina metal & mechanically is ok. A good example of a
rare early American rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

709 Antique Allen Drop Breech Rim Fire Rifle
Ne

#30549; 32 Winchester Spec.  25 1/4" bbl w/bright bore original
sights & blue to brown patina. Mechanically gun is good
w/original wood & is in nice condition. From the Buckstix
Collection

710 BSA Cadet Martini Rifle in 32 WS
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 297/30cal. w/26" oct bbl & good bore. Retains
good blue w/light mixed spots. 50 & 100 leaf sight & matted bbl
top marked J. F. Smythe - Darlington. Side latch, hammer model
which is mechanically good w/checkered stock & wooden butt. A
nice example of a vintage English Rook rifle. 450.00 - 750.00

711 SMYTCHE 297/30 cal Rook Rifle
Ne

#640; chambered in 230 L 2 cal w/27 1/2" bbl. & has fair bore.
Blue to grey metal, mechanically gun is good & wood is solid, toe
of butt stock has been broken & repaired. From the Buckstix
Collection

712 BSA Greener Martini Cadet Rifle in 230 L 2 cal
Ne

Antique. #373; 26" oct bbl 8.15x46 cal bore centerfire w/case
colored receiver & set triggers. Gun has metal butt plate,
checkered stock w/cheek piece marked Caesar, forearm has some
damage on left corner & overall gun is in good condition. 700.00 -

713 Antique German Stalking Rifle
Ne
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LOT #
900.00

Antique. 28 ga.  Circa 1866-1870 w/total production estimate less
than 200. Gun has 26" smooth bore bbl. Right side marked
Whitney Arms co Left side is marked Charles Howard Patent.
Mechanically gun is ok & gun shows crack & repair at wrist.
Overall a good example of an early American shotgun. 500.00 -
1,000.00

714 Whitney Howard LA Single Shot aka Thunderbolt
Ne

Antique. Flint lock mechanism w/approx. 30" oct shaped &
swamped bbl. The gun is fully inlayed w /intricate shell decor &
is in overall very nice condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

715 Antique Middle Eastern Flint Lock Camel Gun
Ne

Antique. #412105; 44 WCF. Mfg in 1892. 24" oct bbl. w/fair
bore. Original blue has mixed brown spots & grey on edges.
Mechanically gun is good & wood is solid & overall a nice 1873
rifle. 1,250.00 - 1,600.00

716 Winchester 1873 44 WCF Rifle
Ne

Antique. #24137; 40-82(?). 26" round bbl & spotted grey patina
metal. Mfg in 1888. & caliber marking appears 40-82 but is not
legible, wood appears sanded but is solid. An early 1886.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00

717 Antique Winchester 1886 LA Rifle
Ne

Antique. #59454; 44-40. Mfg in 1894. 24" oct bbl w/fair bore &
gun retains good blue w/overall consistent edge ware.
Mechanically gun is good w/ original wood & a good example of
antique 1892 44-40 WCF rifle. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

718 Rare Winchester 1892 Rifle in 44-40 cal.
Ne

#903905; 30 WCF. Mfg in 1921. 26" oct bbl w/good bore &
spotted blue to grey patina. Mechanically gun is ok & overall in
fair original condition. 650.00 - 850.00

719 Winchester Model 94 30 WCF Rifle
Ne

#13821; 30 cal REM.  24" bbl. Good original blue w/nice wood &
in nice lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

720 Remington Model 14 30 cal. Pump Rifle
Ne

#154810; 33 WCF. 24" round bbl. w/good bore. Retains good blue
& mechanically is good w/walnut stock & newer style Lyman tang
sight attached. A nice late production 1886 in 33 cal. 1,250.00 -
1,750.00

721 Winchester 1886 33 WCF Rifle
Ne

LOT #

#1099919; 16 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. Blue to grey patina &
mechanically good w/original wood in overall nice condition.
350.00 - 500.00

722 Winchester Model 12 16 ga Pump
Ne

Antique. #122806; 1883 production. 44-40 in std saddle ring
config. Mechanically ok & has grey to brown spotted patina. Dust
cover appears to be a replacement. Stock has numerous marks,
scratches & initials as seen on an early SRC. Front sight blade is
absent, a "been there, done that" looking Winchester SRC.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00

723 Antique Winchester 1873 SRC
Ne

#27791; 30 US. Mfg in 1900. 22" bbl Gun has blue to grey patina
& mechanically gun is good w/original walnut stock. 600.00 -
800.00

724 Winchester 1895 30 US cal Rifle
Ne

Antique. #62154; 25 WCF Mfg in 1893. 24 3/8" oct bbl. w/fair
bore. Some case colors remain on action & gun is mechanically
crisp. Gun has blue to brown patina No 2 bbl. & overall a nice
original 1885. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

725 Antique Winchester 1885 Lo Wall Rifle in 25 WCF
Ne

Antique #119551; 30 WCF. mfg in 1897. Std SRC blue to grey
patina w/some old green paint on bbl. Walnut stock is solid
w/early style sling swivels attached. Overall a good example of an
antique 1894 SRC. 800.00 - 1,000.00

726 Winchester Model 1894 30 WCF SRC
Ne

#454149; 32 spec. Mfg in 1908. 26" round bbl w/good bore &
blue to grey patina, original wood is nice & overall a nice original
Winchester. 700.00 - 900.00

727 Winchester Model 1894 32 Spec Rifle
Ne

#826559; 30 WCF. Mfg in 1918. 26" oct. bbl. w/good bore &
good refinished exterior blue. Mechanically gun is ok & wood is
solid, overall in good condition as refinished. 600.00 - 800.00

728 Winchester 1894 30 WCF Oct Bbl  Rifle
Ne

#430635; 22 Short w/oct bbl., blue to brown spotted patina & is
mechanically good. Gun is in fair overall condition. 350.00 -
450.00

729 Winchester Model 90 22 Short Rifle
Ne

#4932024; 30-30. Std carbine config. In good used condition
w/some light spots on receiver. 400.00 - 500.00

730 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Rifle
Ne
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Antique. #29615; 25 Rim Fire 26" round to oct. bbl & spotted
blue to brown patina on bbl. Frame is spotted nickel finish &
mechanically gun is ok w/typical scratches & marks in wood. Gun
has broken front sight & partial tang. Overall in good antique
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

731 Antique Stevens 25 Rim Fire Tip Up Rifle
Ne

Antique. 54 cal. smooth bore bbl & bbl flat marked J Griffith
Louisville KY.  Oct bbl is 36" in length & appears to be slightly
swamped near muzzle w/full length tiger maple stock w/3 keys
securing bbl. & period brass repair at wrist. Gun has typical chips
& repair along bbl channel but overall a nice signed Kentucky
Long Rifle. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

732 J. Griffith Kentucky Long Rifle
Ne

#272453; take down frame w/checkered stock & No Shoc recoil
pad added. Tang area does have some cracks & repairs to the
wood, in fair condition. Includes 20" 30-30 cal bbl. w/matching
forearm & comes w/original 410 Savage bbl & newly
manufactured forearm. Comes in what appears to be an original
Savage purple lined case & overall in good condition for age.
750.00 - 1,250.00

733 Savage Model 1899 Take Down 30-30/410
Ne

#3089AS; 308 cal w/24" oct bbl. Mfg in 1970 w/approx. 5,000
mfg. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition but has no box.
800.00 - 1,000.00

734 Savage Model 1895 75th Anniversary Rifle
Ne

#WC1528; 30-30. Std config. & in very fine like new condition
w/box. Box does have water damage on one end. 600.00 - 800.00

735 Winchester Buffalo Bill Commemorative Rifle
Ne

Antique. #58486; 40-65 WCF. Mfg in 1891 w26" oct bbl & poor
bore. Mechanically gun is ok & gun is in nice refinished
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

736 Antique Winchester 1886 40-65 WCF Rifle
Ne

#823222; 30 WCF. 26" oct bbl. Mfg in 1918. Gun has good bore
& is mechanically good w/case colored butt & in very nice
refinished condition. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00

737 Winchester Model 1894 30 WCF Rifle
Ne

#23124011; 30-30. 20" bbl. & in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

738 Marlin Glenfield Model 30A 30-30 Carbine
Ne

#38063; 30-30. 26" oct bbl. w/Lyman receiver sight. In good used
condition w/edge ware on most metal. 500.00 - 600.00

739 Winchester Canadian Centennial 30-30 Rifle
Ne

LOT #

#001372; 20 ga/30-30 .20" bbls w/blued finish, checkered stock,
dbl triggers & some scratches & marks. Overall gun is in good
used condition. 400.00 - 650.00

740 Staggsbilt 20 ga/30-30 Combo Gun
Ne

#88156; 30-30. std config. & in NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00
741 Winchester Centennial 66 Comm. Carbine
Ne

#57043; 30-30 w/26" oct bbl. & in NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00
742 Winchester Centennial 66 Comm. Rifle
Ne

743 Duluth Trading Co Garment & Toiletries Canvas Set
Ne

#GS17780; 30-30. std config & in NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00
744 Winchester Golden Spike Comm. Carbine
Ne

#J025575; 22 cal. Std config w/checkered walnut stock & grooved
receiver. Mfg in 1975 & is in very nice, lightly handled condition.
Gun resembles the Model 100 & 88 large caliber rifles. 300.00 -
400.00

745 Winchester Model 490 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#42274; 308 cal. Mfg in 1962 w/22" bbl & checkered walnut
stock. Gun is in overall excellent, like new condition. 700.00 -
900.00

746 Pre 64 Winchester Model 100 308 cal Rifle
Ne

#115762; 308 cal. 22" bbl. Gun was mfg in 1969 w/checkered
walnut stock. Gun is in excellent, like new condition. 600.00 -
800.00

747 Winchester Model 88 308 cal Rifle
Ne

non gun. plastic stock set w/scratches & marks but good overall.
748 Daisy Model 410 Dbl Bbl Cork Gun
Ne

BB gun has plastic stock & in nice condition.
749 Daisy Model 21 Dbl Bbl BB Gun
Ne

BB gun has wood stock & spotted blue to brown patina, in fair
condition. 600.00 - 900.00

750 Daisy No 104 Dbl Bbl BB Gun
Ne

Antique. #64162; 10 ga. 32" bbl. w/fair bore, mechanically good
blue to grey patina & chip w/repair at toe of butt stock. Overall a
good original 10 ga Winchester. 750.00 - 1,000.00

751 Antique Winchester Model 1887 10 ga LA Shotgun
Ne
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Antique. #550; 10 ga.  32 3/4" bbl w/grey spotted patina & side
lever opening latch. Wood appears original & solid but w/visible
cracks in wrist area. Still a good antique single 10 ga.

752 Antique Champion Side Lever Single Shot 10 ga.
Ne

Antique. #96; 8 ga. 36" bbl marked London Twist, American. The
tang is marked C.S. Shattuck Hatfield Mass. Mechanically gun is
ok w/spotted grey to brown patina, wrist shows crack & repair,
otherwise in fair condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

753 Antique C.S. Shattuck 8 ga Single Shot
Ne

Antique. Approx. 54 cal bore & 38 1/2" round to oct. bbl. w/top
flat marked G. Spangler Monroe, WIS Warrantee. Gun has maple
half stock w/old repair visible at wrist & overall it is in fair
condition.

754 Antique G.Spangler Monroe, WI Percussion Rifle
Ne

Antique. #20837; 10 ga Circa 1888 w/30" bbls & good bores only
w/some light frosted pitting. Gun is No. 2 frame size w/brown to
grey spotted patina &  is mechanically good. Wood is original
w/rubber recoil pad added w/small crack visible at wrist & wood
remains solid. 14 1/4" LOP & overall a good solid 10 ga LC
Smith. 500.00 - 700.00

755 Antique LC Smith  10 ga Dbl Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #83611; 10 ga. 32" Damascus steel bbls. & bores are
very good w/some light frosting. Gun has E pattern engraving on
receiver & stock appears original w/checkering worn smooth, but
in good solid condition. LOP is approx 14" & overall a nice
original 10 ga. Parker. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

756 Antique Parker Brothers E Grade Dbl Bbl 10 ga.
Ne

#103482; 16 ga. 27 1/2" bbls Left bbl is smooth & right bbl is
rifled. Gun has case colored frame which is faded to silver &
straight grip stock w/dbl triggers. Metal has some mixed spots &
wood has scratches & marks from use. An interesting side by side
w/one rifled bbl. 500.00 - 700.00

757 Brevete 16 ga Combo Dbl Shotgun
Ne

Antique #101; Grade 5.  12 ga. 30" Damascus pattern bbls w/good
bores & bbls may have some light dings, but overall good. Center
rib is matted w/engraving marked AM. Arms Co. Boston. The
highly engraved receiver originally case colored faded to brown is
marked IE Whitmore w/last patent date July 17 1888 Gun has dbl
triggers, extractor & fancy high grade checkered walnut stock.
LOP is approx. 13 1/2". Mechanically gun is good & overall a
nice early American dbl. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

758 American Arms Co Boston High Grade Whitmore Dbl
Ne

LOT #

Antique. #41542;16 ga  NITRO proofed bbls on bottom & 5.54
mm on top. Frame is marked WALDLAUFER ESHA on bottom of
receiver. Most metal appears to be in the white or w/blued patina.
Side safety buttons are absent, stock has had leather cheek piece
added. Needs some TLC but an interesting German Drillings.
500.00 - 750.00

759 German Drillings w/Top Rifle Bore
Ne

Antique. #39469; 12 ga/30 cal rimmed rifle round & side lever
action. Mechanically gun is good & bores are pitted but good
w/good Damascus pattern on exterior. The rifle bbl may have
some new solder near the muzzle. Gun has unique pop up tang
sight, both locks are marked Charles Daly, stock has visible crack
through wrist & is loose, will need repair. Otherwise a nice
example of a unique Drillings firearm. 750.00 - 1,250.00

760 Charles Daly Antique Drillings
Ne

Antique. #56457; 10 ga. 32" Damascus pattern bbls & bores are
fair w/light pitting throughout. Mechanically good & wood is
original & remains solid. A nice antique Remington Dbl 10 ga.
600.00 - 800.00

761 Antique Remington 10 ga Dbl Hammer Gun
Ne

20 ga. dbl w/blown bbl at breech. Wrist has also had past breaks
& repairs. Buy as a wall hanger only or an interesting display
piece.

762 AYA 20 ga Wall Hanger Double Shotgun
Ne

#2171; 20 ga. 29 1/2" bbls w/good bores, fancy engraved receiver
& lock plates & some colors remaining in protected areas. There
is large No 1 on bbl rib which typically designates it as number 1
of a 2 cased set. Gun has straight grip stock w/LOP 14 1/2",
checkered wood butt & approx. 2" wood spacer added. Metal is
blue to grey w/dbl triggers & ejectors. Overall a nice dainty
European dbl 20. 500.00 - 800.00

763 Fine J.Klezkw Wein 20 ga Double
Ne

Antique. #46175; 12 ga. 30" twist bbls w/good bores. Gun has
case colored receiver w/cocking indicators dbl triggers, extractors
& is mechanically good. Checkered walnut stock appears original
& in good condition. Overall a very nice H Grade Lefever Dbl.
400.00 - 500.00

764 Antique Lefever H Grade 12 ga Double
Ne

Antique. #23696; 12 ga. w/twist pattern 30" bbls & case colored
receiver. Mechanically gun is good & wood appears original &
solid.  A nice early Hopkins & Allen dbl. 250.00 - 350.00

765 Antique Hopkins & Allen Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
Ne
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Antique. #34798; 12 ga. w/29 1/2" bbls. Bbls have Damascus
pattern under newer blue & bores are good. Gun has Greener
markings on rib, the frame retains some case colors & has a side
safety, dbl trigger & Greener style cross bolt. Mechanically gun is
good & wood is solid w/modern recoil pad, LOP is approx. 13
7/8". Overall in nice condition. 600.00 - 800.00

766 WW Greener 12 ga English Double
Ne

#161560; 20 ga. 28" bbls FULL/MOD. Gun has bright bores &
exterior blue has brown patina. Receiver is faded silver w/dbl
triggers, extractor, checkered pistol grip stock & LOP 14 3/8"
Mechanically gun is good & overall is in good original condition
Circa 1912. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

767 Parker Brothers Trojan Grade 20 ga Double
Ne

Antique. #3569; 12 ga. Bbls marked Westley Richards170 New
Bond Street London w/patent date of Oct. 10, 1865. 30" brown
patina bbls & bores are fair but lightly pitted or frosted
throughout. Gun has unique straight wooden stock & wooden
forearm, mechanically gun is ok  & overall a good example of an
early Westley Richards Double. 500.00 - 800.00

768 Antique Westley Richards Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

Antique. right bbl is rifled 45 cal & left bbl is smooth bore 16 ga.
Bbls are 31" & center rib marked  N Lewis Maker Troy NY
w/blue to grey patina, dbl hammers & triggers, walnut stock
w/cheek piece. Overall gun is in fair antique condition. 750.00 -
1,250.00

769 N. Lewis Troy NY Double Combination Gun
Ne

Antique. std config w/40" rifled bbl. Gun has 1862 lock & 1862
dated bbl. w/VP eagle head markings. Wood is solid & appears to
be sanded in spots w/spotted grey patina & some pitting in areas.
Overall a nice Civil War musket. 750.00 - 1,000.00

770 Civil War 1861 Springfield Rifle
Ne

dated 1864 w/various inspectors initials, Cavalry style in fair
condition w/handle having break & repair & comes w/scabbard.

771 Mansfield & Lamb Civil War Saber
Ne

Antique. Lock is marked 862 & gun has 37 1/2" oct to round
rifled bbl w/visible crack  repair above lock. Gun has correct rear
sight, various Austrian proof markings & correct cruciform
bayonet. Overall a nice example of a Civil War era import
military rifle used by both North & South. 800.00 - 1,200.00

772 Civil War Era Austrian Lorenz Rifle & Bayonet
Ne

Union cartridge box w/brass emblem & maker mark inside, in fair
condition.  Plus a Civil War era short rimmed hat.

773 Civil War Cartridge Box & Hat
Ne

LOT #

#NSN; 22 cal/410 w/blued bbl, case colored receiver & Tenite
stock. Stock is solid w/scratches & marks & gun is mechanically
good. 400.00 - 500.00

774 Stevens Model 22-410 w/Tenite Stock
Ne

#17360; 30-30 single shot w/decorated frame &  is in fair custom
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

775 Stevens 30-30 Single Gun
Ne

#NSN(BD41); 22 cal std config w/ bbl has some spots & toning to
grey. Wood is excellent & gun has quality vintage scope attached.
300.00 - 400.00

776 Remington Model 550-1 22 w/Weaver K6 C3 Scope
Ne

#81655; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl w/some light edge ware & marks on
receiver. Wood is clean & overall gun is in nice used condition.
300.00 - 400.00

777 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#NSN(CP61); 22 cal w/tube feed magazine & topped w/K3
Weaver scope w/ tapered post. In very fine, lightly handled
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

778 Remington Model 582 22 Bolt Action Rifle
Ne

#17169; 12 ga. FULL choked 28" bbl. Gun has good blue & clean
stock w/small crack visible front of forearm. Overall in good used
condition. 300.00 - 450.00

779 Winchester Model 50 12 ga. Shotgun
Ne

#513564W; 16 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. Gun is very nice
condition aside from right side of receiver having brown to silver
patina from ware & toe of stock is chipped. Otherwise a fine,
early production 16 ga 870. 250.00 - 350.00

780 Remington 870 Wingmaster 16 ga Shotgun
Ne

#923684; 12 ga. 26" solid rib bbl w/POLY choke on front. Good
original blue & gun is mechanically good w/clean wood. 400.00 -
500.00

781 Ithaca 37R Solid Rib 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#119758; 22 Auto. std config good original blue fading to grey in
areas & stock is solid. A nice early Winchester 22 rifle 450.00 -
650.00

782 Winchester Model 03 22 Automatic
Ne

#76965; 12 ga. std config. w/greyed metal & walnut stock is
maybe sanded, but overall in good condition. A good example of
an early Winchester semi auto shotgun. 400.00 - 500.00

783 Winchester Model 1911 Widow Maker
Ne
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#3936; 22 cal. 28" Target weight bbl w/10 shot magazine &
walnut stock Gun has nice original blue & overall is in very good,
lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00

784 Winchester Model 75 22 Target Rifle
Ne

#NSN; 12 ga. 28" bbl. w/good blue overall & nice checkered
walnut stock. Overall a nice original Stevens pump. 400.00 -
600.00

785 Stevens Model 520 12 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. 25" bbl. w/box magazine & in excellent original
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

786 Excellent Remington Model 511 Score Master 22
Ne

#371240588; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/MOD choke. Gun is in
very nice, lightly used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

787 Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight 12 ga w/Vent Rib
Ne

#251-41456; 22 cal. Std config w/checkered walnut stock &
topped w/Bushnell scope. In very nice, lightly handled condition.
350.00 - 450.00

788 Ruger Model 10-22 Rifle w/Deluxe Stock
Ne

#569243; 20 ga 28" FULL choke bbl w/Simmons vent rib.
Receiver may have been refinished & butt stock appears to be a
replacement, otherwise in good condition. 300.00 - 400.00

789 Winchester Model 12 20 ga Pump w/vent rib
Ne

#NSN; 410 ga 28"  bbl w/nice original blue & clean walnut stock.
300.00 - 400.00

790 Winchester Model 37 410 ga Single Shot
Ne

#NSN; 20 ga. 28" bbl & in very nice original condition. 200.00 -
300.00

791 Nice Winchester Model 37 20 ga Shotgun
Ne

#NSN; 12 ga. 30" bbl & in very nice overall condition. 200.00 -
300.00

792 Winchester Model 37 12 ga Single Shot
Ne

#J597763; DU 10/30 frame & fitted w/24" fully rifled & ported
slug bbl. Gun is in good condition w/scope mount attached.
300.00 - 400.00

793 DU Mossberg 500A Rifled Slug Gun
Ne

#1191355; 30-06. Mark I action w/23" bbl., Lyman receiver sight
Sporter stock & leather sling. Gun is in good, lightly used
condition. 450.00 - 650.00

794 US Springfield 1903 Mark I 30-06 Sporter Rifle
Ne

LOT #

#NSN(CH47); 22 cal. Gun retains fine original blue w/very clean
walnut stock. Topped w/6x Redfield scope & overall in very fine
condition. 350.00 - 450.00

795 Remington Model 511 22 Rifle w/6x Redfield Scope
Ne

#13426; left bbl 9mm Smooth bore, right bbl is 22LR. Bbls are
19" exposed hammer & an interesting German boys combo gun.
300.00 - 600.00

796 German Lux Dbl Bbl Combo Gun
Ne

#175977; 22 cal. Std config. in good used condition w/smoe
mixed spots & gun has scope blocks attached. 200.00 - 300.00

797 Remington Model 121 Field Master Pump
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal & topped w/ 4x Mossberg scope. Gun has clean
metal & wood, overall in very nice condition. 250.00 - 350.00

798 Mossberg Model 152K 22 Rifle w/Scope
Ne

#80208; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/3" chamber, single selective trigger &
extractors. Bbl & receiver have some light spots & mechanically
gun is ok, wood is good. Made in Italy. 400.00 - 500.00

799 Charles Daley 12 ga Field Hunter O/U Shotgun
Ne

#A1418209; 22 cal. std config in good original condition w/Tasco
scope attached. 300.00 - 400.00

800 Remington Model 572 Fieldmaster Pump Rifle
Ne

#A330920; 410 ga pump Model 6870H. 26" vent rib bbl w/blued
finish, engraved receiver, checkered wood stock & red recoil pad.
In very nice, lightly used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

801 Savage Foremost Model 687 410 ga Pump
Ne

#158134; 22LR. w/clip fed magazine, very fine wood & metal.
Topped 4x Redfield scope. 300.00 - 400.00

802 Winchester Model 77 22 Rifle w/Redfield Scope
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. Single shot, lever action w/18" bbl. Gun has some
blue loss on edges & scratches on wood. In overall good use
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

803 Ithaca Model 49 22 cal Single Shot Rifle
Ne

#23597; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl, Simmons vent rib, clean
walnut stock, & good original finish w/light edge ware on edges.
Overall in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

804 Winchester Model 50 w/vent rib
Ne

#786231-4; 16 ga. 28" Simmons vent rib bbl. Original blue finish
checkered stock & Ithaca butt pad. in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 500.00 - 600.00

805 Ithaca Model 37 16 ga. Featherlight Pump
Ne
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#0824422; 22LR. w/blued finish & thumbhole stock, ACCU
trigger & 4x Redfield scope. in very nice, lightly used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

806 Savage Mark II 22LR w/Thumbhole Stock & Scope
Ne

#2952; 22LR. Std config w/walnut stock & 2.5-10x Tasco scope
attached. Gun is in like new condition. 350.00 - 550.00

807 Thompson Center 22 Classic Rifle w/Scope
Ne

#J015688; 22L. Std config in very fine original condition &
topped w/Simmons 3-9x scope. 400.00 - 500.00

808 Winchester Model 490 22L Rifle W/Scope
Ne

#1087; 22 LR. w/oct. 11" bbl. & unique stock & action. Gun is
import marked & may need adjustment mechanically Right side of
frame is marked London 1948 & gun is in fair condition. 300.00 -
500.00

809 Hammerli 22 cal Olympic Style Target Pistol
Ne

371140821; 380 cal. In like new in box condition. 300.00 - 400.00
810 NIB Ruger 380 LCP Pistol
Ne

#X712695; 40 cal. Std config & in nice lightly handled condition.
200.00 - 300.00

811 Hi-Point Model JCP 40 cal. Pistol
Ne

#269413; 22LR. Gun has 6" bbl. w/5 screw frame & is
mechanically good, Original blue has heavy wear w/mixed spots
& worn grips, gun comes w/leather holster. 400.00 - 500.00

812 Smith & Wesson K22 Revolver
Ne

#K783216; 357 Mag. 4" bbl. w/blued finish & holster wear on
spots. Mechanically gun is good & gun has rubber Pachmayr
grips. 500.00 - 700.00

813 Smith & Wesson Model 19-2 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#2430618; 6 3/4" bbl nickel finished w/mixed spots & trigger
seems to be in a rusted position. Gun will need cleaning & TLC
before functional.

814 Nickel High Standard Sport King  22 cal Pistol
Ne

#X490437; 45 ACP. Gun is in std config & in like new condition.
150.00 - 250.00

815 HI Point JHP 45 ACP Pistol
Ne

#109030; 9mm. Gun has belt clip attached w/holster wear on
edges. Gun is in fair used condition w/box. 200.00 - 300.00

816 Kel Tec 9mm P11 Pistol
Ne

LOT #

#153-14331; 357 Mag. w/early bbl markings & 6" blued bbl. Gun
has mixed scratches & marks & is in fair used condition. 400.00 -
500.00

817 Early Ruger Security Six 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#J76176; 5 1/2' bbl w/22 LR & 22 Mag cylinders. Gun is in NIB
condition. 200.00 - 250.00

818 NIB Henry Rough Rider 22/22 Mag Combo Rev
Ne

#7VC77750; 32 H&R Magnum w/2" ported bbl, has Ultra Light
SS frame, rubber grips & bobbed hammer. Gun has some marks
from carry & use, but overall in very nice condition w/original
box. 400.00 - 500.00

819 Taurus 32 H&R Magnum Ultra Light Revolver
Ne

#LT92769; 357 Mag. Std config & in like new in box condition.
350.00 - 450.00

820 NIB Taurus Model 605 357 Mag Revolver
Ne

Rough P38 4842; 9mm. Gun is import marked, pitted & in rough
condition.
Mauser 1921 #306900; 32 ACP. spotted grey metal & well worn
grips, in fair & heavily used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

821 Pair of German Pistols
Ne

#01294; 32 S&W Long. Made by Fabbrica D'Armi. 2" bbl
w/oversized Pachmayr grips & in good condition. 150.00 - 250.00

822 Italian 32 S&W Long Revolver
Ne

823 tbd
Ne

#519105; 22 cal. Made in West Germany Rhoen sold by Western
Wholesale Sports Good. Gun has 5 1/2" bbl & is in fair condition
w/holster wear, come w/nylon holster. 100.00 - 150.00

824 German Model 21S 22 cal Revolver
Ne

Antique. Smith & Wesson safety hammerless #183530; in rougher
condition. 
Iver Johnson #454101; in rougher condition.

825 Pair of Antique 32 short Top Break Revolvers
Ne

826 tbd
Ne

#A12739; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/Mossy Oak duck blind finish
& in very fine, lightly handled condition. 300.00 - 400.00

827 Tri Star 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne
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#138911; 12 ga. 26" FULL choke bbl w/Simmons vent rib. Gun
has some light spots on bbl & receiver, wood is clean & solid
w/whiteline recoil pad. In good overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

828 Winchester Model 50 w/Vent Rib
Ne

#B6082637; 308 cal. 18" bbl.  w/blued finish & plain stock. Gun
is absent magazine, otherwise in good, used condition. 400.00 -
500.00

829 Remington Model 788 308 Carbine
Ne

#S124489M; 12 ga w/30" ribbed bbl & Briley style choke tube
insert. Gun has light edge ware & marks, but overall in good used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

830 Remington 870 Wingmaster Magnum Shotgun
Ne

#94671980; 22 magnum w/SS heavy weight bbl & composite
stock. Gun is topped w/4x scope & is in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

831 Marlin Model 982 VS 22 Mag w/Scope
Ne

#73-07766; 270 cal w/blued finish & 22" bbl. Gun has early Tang
safety, laminate stock & 3-9x scope attached. Overall in good,
lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

832 Ruger M77 270 Tang Safety Rifle
Ne

#T063666X; 20 ga. Early large frame receiver w/nickel bolt &
shell carrier. 28" vent rib bbl w/MOD choke. Original blue
wearing to grey & gun is mechanically good. A solid early Model
870 20 ga. 300.00 - 400.00

833 Remington Wingmaster 870 20 ga Shotgun
Ne

#14739; Japanese Military rifle action sporterized w/26" bbl
marked 17 22/250 Ackley. Gun has custom walnut stock & is
topped w/2.5-8x BLAVAR scope, includes set of reloading dies.
300.00 - 400.00

834 Custom Sporter Rifle marked PO Ackley 17 22/250
Ne

#D149066M; 12 ga. 20" REM choke bbl w/NWTF logo on left
side & few spots on receiver, otherwise good used condition.
200.00 - 300.00

835 Remington 870 Express Magnum NWTF Shotgun
Ne

#PC096971; 12 ga. w/parkerized finish & 30" vent rib bbl
w/REM choke system. Gun is in good used condition. 400.00 -
500.00

836 Remington Model 11-87 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#1M57146; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl. w/MOD choke. Gun has good
original blue w/mixed edge ware & spots on metal. Wood is solid
but has had heavy use w/visible crack & repair on forearm.

837 Belgium Browning A5 Shotgun
Ne

LOT #
Overall in fair used condition & comes w/additional 30" Belgium
12 ga bbl. w/FULL choke & 2 3/4" chamber. 450.00 - 600.00

#NSN; 22 cal. std config & has good original blue. Overall in nice
used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

838 Remington Model 550 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#FS94934; 12 ga. 28" MOD vent rib bbl. & 2 3/4" chamber. Gun
is in nice, used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

839 Smith & Wesson Model 1000 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne

#X13136E; 12 ga. 28" bbl. w/black furniture & front bead is
missing, otherwise in fine used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

840 Beretta Model AL390 Silver Mallard Shotgun
Ne

#01728NPT52; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/3" chamber & has
engraved receiver w/synthetic stock. Gun is in very fine, lightly
used condition & includes 2 additional choke tubes. 500.00 -
600.00

841 Browning BPS 12 ga Field Model Pump Shotgun
Ne

#L2253652; 20 ga. 22" vent rib bbl w/WIN choke system. Youth
dimensions & in very nice used condition, comes w/2 additional
choke tubes. 300.00 - 400.00

842 Winchester Model 1300 Ranger 20 ga Youth Shotgun
Ne

#M183792; 44 Mag. w/20" bbl & gun is in like new condition.
450.00 - 600.00

843 Rossi Model 92 44 Mag Carbine
Ne

#113682; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl. w/good original blue &
blonde finished stock w/recoil pad. In good used condition. 300.00
- 400.00

844 Winchester Model 50 Semi Auto 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#E5A14775; 20 ga. 24" bbl w/3" chamber & ext choke tube, in
like new condition. 250.00 - 350.00

845 Tri Star 20 ga Viper Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne

#115657; 12 ga. Factory 28" vent rib bbl w/MOD choke. Gun
appears to have been refinished & has weight added into stock for
Trap Shooting. Overall in nice condition. 350.00 - 450.00

846 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/Factory Vent Rib
Ne

#LR004102; 270 cal. 24" bbl. Metal is in good condition & gun is
topped w/ Mark AR 3-9x scope. Gun has basic composite stock,
otherwise is a good bolt action rifle w/quality scope. 450.00 -
600.00

847 Colt 270 cal Light Rifle w/Leupold Scope
Ne
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#14874NR753; 12 ga. 28" bbls INV chokes & std selective trigger
w/ejectors. Gun has some scratches & marks from use, includes a
browning choke tube wrench. Overall in good used condition.
750.00 - 900.00

848 Browning Citori 12 ga O/U Shotgun
Ne

#6637; 338 Ackley. 24" Custom ported bbl by Lehmann Gun Shop
Potosi. Gun has scope rings & bases attached w/composite stock.
400.00 - 500.00

849 Custom 338 Ackley Improved Mauser Sporting Rifle
Ne

#0414887; 17HMR. SS finish w/composite stock & includes
bipod, scope & additional magazine. Gun is in like new condition.
350.00 - 450.00

850 Savage Model 93 R17 17 HMR Rifle
Ne

#255-34571; 22 cal. Gun has checkered stock w/light scratches or
marks, overall in good used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

851 Ruger 10-22 Carbine
Ne

#5555366; 16 ga. 28" vent rib FULL choke bbl. w/ good original
blue & checkered forearm, plain butt stock which appears to have
been shortened. Gun is in fine used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

852 Remington Model 11-48 16 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne

#H188797; 12 ga. 30" bbl w/removable chokes & high Simmons
ventilated rib. Gun has numerous marks & scratches from use
w/high comb stock. Overall gun is in fair used condition. 150.00 -
300.00

853 Mossberg 500AHT Trap Gun
Ne

Antique. #146312; 38-55 cal.  1898 production w/25 1/2" oct. bbl.
Bore is fair, mechanically gun is ok & gun is in nice refinished
condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

854 Antique Winchester Model 1894 38-55 Rifle
Ne

#NSN; 410 ga. tube magazine & overall in very clean, nice
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

855 Stevens Model 59B 410 ga Bolt Action
Ne

#A7317287; 30-06. 22" bbl w/blued metal & some light marks.
Checkered walnut stock & topped w/Bushnell 3-9x scope. Gun is
in good overall condition. 400.00 - 500.00

856 Remington Model 742  Woodsmaster 30-06
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. Clip fed w/unique bolt handle & visible case colors
remaining. Overall in nice lightly used condition. 100.00 - 200.00

857 Mossberg Model 142A 22 cal Rifle
Ne

LOT #

#12888; 22LR. 28" target weight bbl. w/hooded front sight &
walnut target stock having typical scratches & marks. Metal is
blue to grey & overall gun is in good used condition. 500.00 -
700.00

858 Winchester Model 52 22 cal. Target Rifle
Ne

A493052; 22LR/410 ga. Gun has some light scratches & marks on
wood, & stock has been broken & repaired at wrist. 300.00 -
400.00

859 Savage Model 24J-DL Combo Gun
Ne

#1402; 24 1/4" bbl. marked 219 C. Grossman(219 Zipper). Gun
has Lyman receiver sight, a good bore & hooded front target sight
w/sporter stock, nicely blued finish & is mechanically good. From
the Buckstix Collection

860 BSA Cadet Martini in 219 Zipper cal
Ne

#19794; 12 ga. 26" bbl w/IMP CYL choke. Gun is in good
condition w/newer wooden butt stock & adj. butt pad. 300.00 -
400.00

861 Remington Model 31 12 ga Pump
Ne

#B2058978; 22 cal. Bolt handle appears to be replacement,
otherwise in good condition. 100.00 - 200.00

862 Winchester Model 190 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#S2908399; 20 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/some light scratches on
receiver & wood. Overall gun is in good used condition. 300.00 -
400.00

863 Ithaca SKB XL 900 20 ga. Shotgun
Ne

#54269; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl. Gun has some light scratches &
marks on bbl w/gold filled engraved receiver & wood is good. A
nice used Model 59. 350.00 - 450.00

864 Winchester Model 59 WIN-LITE 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#ZA220500173; 22LR. 22" bbl w/5 shot magazine & checkered
walnut stock. Topped w/Leupold Vari XII 3-9x scope & in very
fine, lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 600.00

865 Remington Model Five 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. Gun has strong original blue w/5 shot magazine &
is in very good original condition. 150.00 - 250.00

866 Winchester Model 69A 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#48811; 28 ga. Gun is in nice refinished condition. 150.00 -
250.00

867 *Iver Johnson Champion 28 ga Single Shot
Ne
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#19521; 22 LR. Std config w/bbl band sling. Gun has been
refinished & is in good refinished condition. 300.00 - 500.00

868 *Winchester Model 57 22LR
Ne

#11534; 22LR. 22" bbl. Grey patina pitted metal & stock is
sanded but solid. A fair example of a scarce model Winchester.

869 *Winchester Model 56 22LR
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal std config in nice overall condition & a  strange
Winchester model. 250.00 - 350.00

870 Rare Winchester Model 55 Single Shot Semi Auto 22
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal w/black painted finish & clean stock. 200.00 -
300.00

871 Ithaca M-49 22 Single Shot Rifle
Ne

#1197946; 12 ga. 27" CYL marked bbl w/POLY choke added.
Gun has strong original blue & clean walnut stock. 400.00 -
500.00

872 Winchester Model 12 12 ga w/CYL Bore
Ne

#0196702; 17 HRM w/heavy weight bbl & topped w/3-9x Tasco
scope. Gun in nice, lightly handled condition. 350.00 - 450.00

873 Savage Model 93R17 17 HMR
Ne

#FD08333; 12 ga. 2 3/4" chamber w/28" vent rib & MOD bbl.
Made by HOWA for Mossberg & in nice, lightly handled
condition. 350.00 - 450.00

874 Mossberg Model 1000 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne

#25092; 12 ga. w/28" Simmons vent rib bbl., original blue has
some light spots on receiver, good  wood w/raised comb & n good
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

875 Winchester Model 25 12 ga Pump
Ne

#AL336531; 410 ga. Spotted blue to brown patina & plastic
trigger guard is broken & taped. Mechanically gun is good. 75.00
- 125.00

876 H&R 410 ga Model 158 Topper
Ne

#2682696; 22LR. Butt plate is absent & has Bushnell scope
attached & missing turret covers. 150.00 - 250.00

877 Remington Model 597 22LR w/Scope
Ne

#182476; 22LR. Std config & topped w/Leupold VXI 2-7x scope.
In very good lightly used condition, wood has few marks & top
scope turret cover is absent. 250.00 - 350.00

878 Thompson Center 22 Classic w/Leupold Scope
Ne

LOT #

#NSN(LSSL) 22 cal. Original blue is fading to plum patina on
bbl& 7 stock is clean w/BSA 4-16x scope attached. Overall in
nice used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

879 Remington Model 512 22 Rifle w/BSA Scope
Ne

#4042136; 30-30. Std config w/side mount Redfield 2-7x scope
attached. Some light marks or edge ware, but overall in good used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

880 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Rifle w/Scope
Ne

#TR 12 050317; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/silver frame & single selective
trigger & extractors. In good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

881 Mossberg Silver Reserve 12 ga O/U Shotgun
Ne

#181074A; 12 ga. 28" Simmons vent rib bbl & MOD choke. Gun
has nice checkered stock & overall is in very nice, lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 600.00

882 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/Simmons vent rib
Ne

#168285; 22LR. w/tube magazine, excellent blue & clean walnut
stock. Topped w/4x Redfield scope. Excellent overall condition.
300.00 - 400.00

883 Winchester Model 77 22LR Rifle
Ne

#NSN(F68); 22 cal. std config w/grooved receiver & excellent
blue & metal. 300.00 - 400.00

884 Remington Model 550-1 22 Rifle
Ne

#187-49793; 223 cal. In very nice overall condition & topped
w/Weaver V7-W scope. 800.00 - 1,000.00

885 Ruger 223 cal Ranch Rifle
Ne

#06410713; 22 cal. w/blued finish & laminate stock. Gun is in
like new condition. 250.00 - 350.00

886 DU Marlin Model 25N 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#C642052-10; 410 ga. 26" bbls & in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

887 Stoeger Uplander 410 ga Dbl
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. in good used condition. 100.00 - 150.00
888 Winchester Model 67 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#374553M; 12 ga. 3" Magnum receiver  w/fully rifled bbl
(Mossberg mfg) &topped w/Westernfield 4x scope. Gun has
typical scratches & marks & is in fair used condition. 250.00 -
350.00

889 Remington 870 Magnum Rifled Slug Gun
Ne
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#T408817; 20 ga. 22" bbl. w/ACCU choke system & youth sized
stock. Gun is in like new condition. 150.00 - 250.00

890 Mossberg 500C 20 ga Youth Pump Shotgun
Ne

#NSN; 20 ga. Blued & case colored metal & in very nice original
condition. 100.00 - 150.00

891 Topper Junior Model 490 20 ga Single Shot
Ne

#139892; 270 cal w/Nitro proofed bbl, attached scope base &
rubberized Hogue stock. In good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

892 Husqvarna 270 cal Sporter Rifle
Ne

#H2028; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/blued finish & mixed spots mainly on
receiver. Mechanically gun is good & wood is in good solid
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

893 Marlin Model 90 12 ga O/U Shotgun
Ne

#968797; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke take down bbl. Mechanically
gun is good & bbl has more brown spotted patina, receiver has
more blue, recoil pad added & rear sight is taped into position.
250.00 - 350.00

894 Winchester Model 97 12 ga Pump
Ne

#467143; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl, spotted grey to brown
patina & mechanically gun is ok 200.00 - 300.00

895 Winchester 1897 12 ga Pump
Ne

#342320; 12 ga. Mfg circa 1907. 27" bbl. Mechanically good & in
nice refinished condition. 250.00 - 350.00

896 Winchester Model 1897 12 ga Pump
Ne

#113803; 22 cal. Std config w/blued metal,mixed spots & pits
overall, gun could use some TLC. Wood is solid & mechanically
gun is ok. 300.00 - 400.00

897 Winchester Model 63 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#29594; 22 Auto. Std config w/blue to grey on bottom of receiver,
mechanically good & wood is solid w/visible crack at wrist.
300.00 - 500.00

898 Winchester Model 1903 22 Automatic Rifle
Ne

#C2761667; 22LR w/attached Nikon Pro Staff 3-9x scope. Gun is
in very nice, lightly handled condition. 300.00 - 400.00

899 Remington Model 597 22LR w/Scope
Ne

#NSN; 12 ga. Gun has blued bbl, case colored receiver & in nice
overall condition. 250.00 - 350.00

900 Nice Savage Model 220B Single Shot 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

LOT #

Antique. #94774; 38-40 38" oct bbl. bore is fair w/visible pitting.
Mechanically gun is ok  & gun has been nicely refinished on wood
& metal. 700.00 - 900.00

901 Antique Marlin 1889 38-40 cal. LA Rifle
Ne

#A08207; 20 ga. 24" bbl w/ext choke, blue finish, composite stock
& is absent pistol grip cap. Otherwise in very nice, lightly used
condition. 250.00 - 350.00

902 Tri Star 20 ga Semi Automatic Shotgun
Ne

#1527; 35 REM early production gun w/caliber markings on collar
of bbl. Blue is fading to grey & mechanically gun is ok. Butt stock
has been altered for a left handed shooter & forearm marked 1st
10 on bottom. In good used condition on a very early Model 8.
500.00 - 600.00

903 Early Remington Model 8 35 REM Self Loading
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 12 ga. Rib is marked A.F.Ulrech in Himburg.
Metal is spotted grey to brown & gun is mechanically ok. A good
looking antique double. 300.00 - 400.00

904 Antique Underlever Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #3942; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/bores showing pitting but fair
for age. Spotted brown patina w/engraved receiver faded to silver
& mechanically gun is good. Forearm has some chips & is missing
some decorative inlay, butt stock is later replacement & overall
good bones or an early Remington Whitmore.

905 Antique Remington Whitmore 12 ga Dbl Shotgun
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. in std config w/blue to brown patina & clean stock.
Gun is topped w/Weaver B4 scope & is in nice overall condition.
200.00 - 300.00

906 Winchester 69A 22 Rifle w/Weaver Scope
Ne

#GN04261; 20 ga. 26" bbls w/removable chokes, checkered
walnut stock, single selective trigger & ejectors. Gun is in good
used condition w/visible wear on metal & wood. Includes one
extra tube & wrench. 400.00 - 600.00

907 Weatherby Orion 20 ga Shotgun
Ne

#45229; 12 ga. 26" bbl w/Winchester screw in compensated
choke. Gun has some edge ware on receiver & wood is clean,
overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

908 Winchester Model 59 WIN Lite 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#FC65321; 12 ga. 3" chamber & 28" bbl w/removable chokes.
Receiver is faded grey & is in good used condition. 250.00 -
350.00

909 Smith & Wesson Model 3000 12 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne
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Whippet Model C #NSN; 410 ga. w/grey patina & is in fair
condition. 
Stevens Model 107B #NSN; 410 ga w/some light pits on bbl &
otherwise in fair condition. A good usable pair of single shots.
200.00 - 300.00

910 Pair of 410 ga Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

#EN01574; 12 ga.  w/26" bbls, removable choke tubes, wrench &
2 additional tubes. Gun has single selective triggers, ejectors,
mixed spots on metal & scratches/marks on wood. Overall in fair
used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

911 Weatherby Orion 12 ga O/U Shotgun
Ne

Springfield Model 84C #NSN; 22 cal & in good used condition
w/Bushnell scope.
Sears Model 42 #NSN; 22 cal. In good used condition w/scope. A
good usable pair of 22 rifles. 250.00 - 400.00

912 Pair of Bolt Action 22 Rifles
Ne

#65090; 12 ga. 30" bbl w/blued finish & wear on edges. Overall
in good used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

913 Stevens Model 520 12 ga Pump
Ne

#NSN; 12 ga. in good used condition. 100.00 - 200.00
914 Stevens Model 820B 12 ga Pump
Ne

Remington Model 33 #203071;  22 cal. & in fair condition. 
Stevens Bolt Action repeater #NSN; 22 cal. w/painted metal &
cracked & repaired stock, in rougher overall condition.

915 Pair of Bolt Action 22 cal Rifles
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. Spotted grey to brown patina bbl, otherwise in
good used condition. 100.00 - 150.00

916 Remington Target Master Model 510 22 cal Rifle
Ne

Antique. #7357; 10 ga. in good wall hanger condition. 150.00 -
250.00

917 Antique Bone Hill Dbl Bbl 10 ga Shotgun
Ne

Winchester Model 74 #267422; 22 cal. w/blue to brown patina &
in fair condition. 
Mossberg Model 151M #NSN; 22 cal. Topped w/4x Redfield
scope & in good condition w/a refinished stock. A nice pair of
usable 22 rifles. 250.00 - 400.00

918 Pair of Semi Auto 22 cal Rifles
Ne

Model 220A #NSN: 16 ga. in fair overall condition.
Model 220A #NSN; 16 ga. w/some case colors on receiver &
wood is sanded, in good overall condition. 200.00 - 300.00

919 Pair of Savage Model 220A 16 ga Single Shots
Ne

LOT #

#NSN; 22 cal w/Weaver Marksman Scope attached. Gun has been
refinished w/model markings removed & wrist also shows
previous crack & repair. Overall in very nice, refinished
condition. 100.00 - 150.00

920 Mossberg 22 Rifle w/Scope
Ne

#114993; 22LR. Spotted brown & grey metal, in rougher overall
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

921 Remington Model 24 Semi Auto Rifle
Ne

#226061; 12 ga. 28" bbl & in good refinished condition. 200.00 -
300.00

922 Winchester 1897 12 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

Diamond Arms #NSN; 12 ga & in fair condition. 
H. S. B. & Co #NSN; 12 ga.  & in fair condition w/replaced stock.

923 Pair of Early Single Shot 12 ga Shotguns
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. Std config & in nice used condition w/some
scratches & marks on wood. 200.00 - 300.00

924 Remington 550 22 Semi Auto Rifle
Ne

#NSN; 20 ga. In good used condition. 100.00 - 150.00
925 Westernfield Model 326 20 ga Bolt Action Shotgun
Ne

#NSN: 410 ga single shot bolt action. Gun has good blued finish
& gum wood stock, overall in good used condition. 200.00 -
300.00

926 Winchester Model 41 410 ga Single Shot
Ne

#NSN; 22cal /410 ga w/grey patina spotted metal, Tenite stock &
overall in rougher condition. 100.00 - 200.00

927 Stevens 22-410 Combo Gun w/Tenite Stock
Ne

#11864; 12 ga. receiver is marked the Union Firearms Co Toledo
O. Greyed condition mechanically doesn't appear to operate, but
looks to be a good example of an Early American pump. 200.00 -
300.00

928 Union Firearms Toledo American Pump Shotgun
Ne

#NSN; 410 ga. w/Winchester Red Letter markings on frame
although are no longer in red. Overall in good used condition.
200.00 - 300.00

929 Winchester Model 37 410 ga Single Shot
Ne

Antique. #619; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/pitted bore & spotted exterior
marked Bay State Arms Co. Uxbridge Mass USA. Patent Dec 25
1882 WM Davenport. Overall gun is in fair condition w/forearm
& butt stock having had repair.

930 Antique Bay State Arms Co Single Shot 12 ga
Ne
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#NSN; 22 cal/410 ga. 20" bbls w/grey to brown patina & unique
custom shoulder stock. 300.00 - 400.00

931 Savage 22/410 Combo Gun
Ne

#A11997; 32 ga. Frame is marked Lethe Hardware Co Des
Moines w/ silver patina metal & old crack & repair at wrist.
Overall in fair condition on a scarce Iowa produced shotgun.

932 Lethe Hardware Co Des Moines 32 ga Single Shot
Ne

#193265; 12 ga. next to 38-55 rifled bbl insert. Mechanically ok
bbls have had work & visible alterations done, but an interesting
project gun. 200.00 - 400.00

933 Ithaca Gun Co. Combination Double
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. Std config blue to brown spotted patina & in
overall good used condition. 100.00 - 150.00

934 Winchester Model 68 22 Rifle
Ne

H&R #31256; 410 ga/44 cal. in fair condition. 
Hermitage Arms #NSN; 410 bore or 12 mm marked on bbl in fair
condition.

935 Pair of Early 410 ga Single Shotguns
Ne

#3352646; 30-30. Gun has altered lever & hand checkered stock,
in fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

936 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Rifle
Ne

#56775; 22 Short. Gun is in fair refinished condition. 200.00 -
300.00

937 Remington Model 24 22 Take Down Rifle
Ne

#4083; 22 cal w/grey patina & in fair condition for age.
938 Page & Lewis Model B Sharp Shooter 22
Ne

#6730; 12 ga. in rougher overall condition.
939 Hopkins & Allen Single Shot 12 ga
Ne

#208420A; 22 cal. Spotted brown patina & gun is in fair overall
condition. 100.00 - 150.00

940 Winchester Model 74 22 Rifle
Ne

#3979; 22LR. 22" bbl w/tube magazine, walnut stock & 4x scope
attached. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

941 Winchester Model 77 22 cal Rifle w/Scope
Ne

#386455; 22 cal. Std config w/oct bbl, metal is blue to grey
w/mixed spots, butt stock has been sanded & mechanically gun is
good. 300.00 - 400.00

942 Remington Model 12-C 22 cal Pump Rifle
Ne

LOT #

#74993; 2 cal. w/oct bbl  &spotted grey to brown patina.
Mechanically gun is ok, but pump forearm is missing screw on
left side. Fair overall condition. 250.00 - 350.00

943 Remington Model 12-C 22 cal Pump Rifle
Ne

#A2514719; 410 ga. Spotted blue to grey patina & is in fair
overall condition. 100.00 - 150.00

944 H&R Model 088 410 ga Shotgun
Ne

#NSN; 410 ga. in fair overall condition & is mechanically good.
75.00 - 150.00

945 Springfield Model 1929 410 ga Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #266976; 22 cal. w/spotted metal overall & some larger
pits. Gun has hand checkered stock w/dark bore, overall gun is in
fair, antique condition. 300.00 - 500.00

946 Antique Marlin 1897 22 Lever Action
Ne

Mossberg 51M #NSN; 22 cal. Gun is in fair condition
w/Browning Bipod attached.
Springfield Model 187S #B109673; 22 cal. topped w/Weaver B4
rifle scope. A good pair of usable 22 rifles. 200.00 - 300.00

947 Pair of Semi Automatic 22 Rifles
Ne

JC Higgins 101.1 /94C #NSN; 410 ga & in fair condition. 
Cooey Model 84 #59568; 410 ga . Made in Canada & is in fair
condition. A good usable pair of single shots. 200.00 - 300.00

948 Pair of 410 ga Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

Marlin Glenfield Model 25 #71367772; 22 cal. std config & in
nice condition. 
Wards Westernfield 47A #NSN;  22 cal w/tube magazine &
Weaver B6 scope, in fair used condition. Overall a good usable 22
rifles. 200.00 - 300.00

949 Pair of Bolt Action 22 Rifles
Ne

#169789; 12 ga 36" bbl single shot bbl & visible crack at wrist &
is in fair vintage condition. 100.00 - 200.00

950 Long Tom 12 ga Single Shot
Ne

#310358; 22 cal. pump in rougher condition, good for parts or
project.

951 Remington Model 12 22 Parts Gun
Ne

Mossberg Model 185K #NSN; 20 ga w/clip & POLY choke, in
fair condition. 
Mossberg 185D #NSN; 20 ga w/box magazine & adj choke, in
fair condition. 200.00 - 250.00

952 Pair of Mossberg 20 ga Bolt Action Shotguns
Ne
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LOT #

Topper M48 by H&R #NSN; 20 ga. & in rough overall condition.
Rossi S20 #SP017460; 20 ga & in like new condition aside from
poor butt plate.

953 Pair of 20 ga Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

#3521334; 16 ga. 28" bbl w/POLY choke. Stock is rougher
w/scratches & marks, metal is fair w/mixed scratches. Still a good
16 ga model 48. 300.00 - 400.00

954 Remington Sportsman 48 16 ga Shotgun
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. w/tube magazine target sights, bolt action & in very
fine overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00

955 Mossberg Model 146B-A 22 Rifle
Ne

#3433447; 300 SAV. 24" bbl. w/rough wood & has crack & repair
at wrist. Blued metal is grey in areas & gun could use some TLC.
250.00 - 350.00

956 Savage Model 99 300 cal Rifle
Ne

957 tbd
Ne


